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Abstract
Cultural centres in Lithuania as in many other countries play an exceptional role trying to implement the lifelong

learning strategy and involve as much people of different age in the non-formal learning process as possible. Thus, this paper
aims to analyse role that cultural centres in Lithuania and Lithuanian cultural organisations abroad play in organizing non-
formal education in the local communities. The following research question is discussed: whether consciously identified
educational activities of cultural centres employees are also perceived as non-formal learning activities of local residents? The
situation of non-formal education in Lithuania is discussed and the role of cultural centres and Lithuanian cultural
organisations in border regions in Russia and Belarus are analysed from this perspective. The quantitative and qualitative
assessments were conducted in cultural centres of 8 border regions – 4 cultural organisations in Lithuania, 2 in Belarus and 2
in Russia, in Kaliningrad region. The sample consisted of 1199 respondents from the 8 cultural communities and 55
informants, working or actively participating in management of these 8 cultural centres/ Lithuanian cultural organizations.
The results allow to state that cultural centres in Lithuania remain the key agents promoting non-formal education in the
local community. Estimating different activity circumstances of Lithuanian cultural centres and Lithuanian cultural
organizations acting in Russian and Belarus frontier zones (Lithuanian cultural centres, Lithuanian communities and cultural
houses) the comparative approach revealed basic similarities and differences in educational activities.

Keywords: non-formal education, cultural centres, local community.

I. IntroductionIntensive technological, economic and socialchange, a growing amount of information andconstantly changing environment will determine thefact that the ability to learn new skills and adapt themto new conditions will become more and moresignificant in future. Great attention should be paid tothe training of general abilities to learn throughout lifeat all educational levels. Cultural centres play anexceptional role trying to realise the lifelong learningstrategy, involving as much children, youth, adults andelderly people in the non-formal learning process aspossible. They not only increase the availability oflearning spaces, but also help to reduce social isolation,offering a variety of educational services anddeveloping social skills. Effective educational activitiesin cultural centres also help to strengthen the sense ofnational identity, develop the feelings of citizenship andresponsibility. Cultural centres, in order to fully meetand develop public cultural needs, should not onlyknow them but also to develop the cultural behaviourof potential clients. Thus, today the education incultural centres and other cultural organisations, aswell as in ethnic communities abroad, becomes veryimportant and relevant, and it plays a significant rolenot only in creating opportunities for people to study,learn and grow, but also in mobilising local community.Evaluating the unique role of culturalcentres in society, it is relevant to reveal the role thatcultural centres play as agents of non-formal andinformal education creating learning environments inthe local communities of Lithuania. It is also importantto determine what educational factors are valuable andmotivating for local residents since educationalactivities in cultural centres occupy a significant place.Thus, the objective of this article is to identify whatrole the cultural centres in Lithuania and Lithuaniancultural organisations abroad play in organizing non-formal and informal education in the localcommunities. In this article a scientific problem is

raised: if consciously, identified educational activities of
cultural centres employees are also perceived as non-
formal learning activities of local residents?

Non-formal Education in LithuaniaEducation can be described as an ongoinglifelong process, which leads to human development,vocational, spiritual and intellectual improvement thatis based on newly acquired knowledge and practicalskills in a particular social and physical environment.Often it is a motivated and conscious activity, aiming toachieve personal development and self-realisation,deepening knowledge or developing skills in a selectedfield (Jureniene, Urboniene, 2014:99). Likewise,education takes place in family and in various publicplaces, or in professional environment, throughorganising activities oriented to personal development.According to Juceviciene, an individual can experiencethe educational impact in various environments andthis can help him to effectively deal with the problemsarising in his business and life (Juceviciene 2001).During the process of education, a man is as if leavinghis domestic, everyday life and reaching a higher life ofbody and spirit. A man is a temporary creator andeducation allows him to create in the human world.Everyone has an innate need to activelydevelop, to find ways to self-realisation and creativeexpression, and creating right conditions andappropriate educational environments can promote aproductive society development, especially on the basisof culture. Culture is a priceless treasure and thepotential for organising educational activities,encompassing the self-realisation opportunities foreveryone, from the youngest to the oldest, according toeveryone's needs and interests.Education as a process includes threeareas (Jovaisa, 1993:245; Lauzikas, 1993:210):
 Learning that encompasses developing knowledge,skills, broadening horizons and sharing experiences;



 Training that involves building competences andwill;
 Education that is displayed on personal,professional, valuable and spiritual planes.Constant educational processes have becomea lifestyle in our rapidly changing societies, involvingpeople in various learning networks and environments.Beside the formal training and education, non-formaland informal learning also takes an important place inpersonal development.Non-formal adult education is defined aseducation, training or studies designed to meet theneeds of an individual and society, on successfulcompletion of which no state recognised documenttestifying to the acquisition of a certain level ofeducation, stage thereof or a separate regulatedmodule, or state regulated qualification, is issued (Lawon Non-formal Adult Education, 1998). Meanwhile,informal learning defines individual learning activitiesbased on experiential learning. This educationalprocess is characterised by the acquisition and masteryof new knowledge, attitudes, values and skills,participating in daily life practices and experiencing theinfluence of family, friends, work environment, leisureactivities and media. Thus, any activity involving thepursuit of understanding, knowledge or skill whichoccurs without the presence of externally imposedcurricular criteria belong to the field of non-formallearning (Livingstone, 2001:4). It is noted thatLithuanian population is among the least learningcompared to other EU countries and in particular avery small part of them uses non-formal learning(Butviliene, 2011:17). Although Lithuania has thelegislative basis regulating non-formal education andadult education system is sufficiently developed in theprivate teaching sector, fierce competition is obvious asthe supply of non-formal education activities hasovercome the demand in the market. The followingobstacles are impeding the development of non-formaladult education first of all (Butviliene, 2011:21):1) The lack of financing and the lack of funds;2) The increased unemployment rates and the lack ofmotivation;3) The absence of a mechanism for recognisingknowledge acquired in non-formal way;4) The lack of inter-institutional cooperation;5) The absence of unified teaching system within bothpublic and private teaching sectorsThe authors, investigating non-formaleducation, note obvious changes in non-formaleducation all around the world. The main tendenciesare: the increase in the number and scale of non-formaleducation initiatives, the loss of the boundariesbetween formal and non-formal education, greatattention for non-formal educational programming andsocio-political localisation in a wide context of formaleducation (Ruskus et al, 2009). As Kvieskiene(2000:52) notes, during non-formal learning anindividual saves knowledge, shapes his views, setsvalues and skills, based on the experience and influenceof the surrounding environment. This form ofeducation is unique because learning and education ishappening even without specific targets for

improvement, because an individual is simply affectedby the entire socio-cultural environment, i. e. museums,cultural backgrounds and cultural events. Non-formaleducation also promotes the development ofdemocracy, forms critical thinking and tolerance,enables both the individuals and the groups orcommunities to solve economic, social and politicalissues. It gives more opportunities to help people grow,change and act in our difficult and rapidly changingworld. Non-formal education of children, youth andadults aims not only to develop a conscious andcreative personality, capable of responsible decision-making, but also to develop the abilities of people, tocombine ideas with knowledge and skills and to realisethem in constantly changing environment. It is non-formal education that enables individuals to becomeactive members of society, solving their own andcommunal problems, as well as increasing theavailability of complete education to the greatestnumber of people, using different methodologies andeducational tools, adapted to various age groups.Non-formal education provides greaterflexibility and freedom for learners, compared withformal education (Eraut, 2004:247). It includes thoseactivities which are often not intended as learningactivities, e.g. everyday activities, leisure time or thetime spent with family, media influence, etc. Still, it cansometimes be difficult to distinguish non-formaleducation from informal learning, such as the elderssharing wisdom that is based on traditions. Non-formallearning and education is a very important area ofsociety development in the process of lifelong learningand it is often associated with leisure activities thatdevelop some science or art interests, expand culturalhorizons or help to acquire knowledge and skills thatare necessary for the household or communication(Hodkinson et al, 2003:314). This activity gives thefreedom of choice and together develops independenceand responsibility, as well as enriches it with newexperiences and meanings.In modern society, the eight keycompetencies, related to the participation in lifelonglearning, are distinguished (Otten & Ohana, 2009:12):
 Linguistic competences, i.e. communication in themother tongue and foreign languages,
 Mathematical competences
 Digital competences
 Learning to learn competences
 Social competences,
 Civic competences
 Entrepreneurial competences
 Cultural competences.Non-formal education provides excellentconditions for the development of these competencesthat open opportunities for personal development andself-realisation. As well as formal education, non-formal



education takes place in learning environments that arecharacterised as qualitative and rich spaces thatempower personal development (Juceviciene &Tautkeviciene, 2004:104). These are dynamiceducational environments, provided with someinformation that contains various elements that haveinfluence on learner, on educational information andthe ways this information reaches a learner (Savicke &Juceviciene, 2012:80). Non-formal education can takeplace in various learning environments, both in formal(universities, schools) or non-formal (clubs,associations and societies), in traditional (libraries,jobcentres) or unconventional (shopping centre, café)(Stanisauskiene, 2007:15).Non-formal education includes four levels(Non-formal Education in Lithuania, 2011):

Figure 1. Levels of non-formal education1) Pre-school education, which aims to facilitatesatisfaction of the child's natural, cultural, as well asethnic, social and cognitive needs;2) Pre-primary education, which aims to help a child toprepare for a successful learning according to theprimary education curriculum;3) Non-formal education of children, which aims tomeet a child's cognitive, educational and self-expression, needs to help him become active membersof society;4) Non-formal adult education, the purpose of which isto enable a person to learn all his life, to satisfycognitive needs, to upgrade his qualification and to gainadditional qualifications (Non-formal Education inLithuania, 2011).The following tasks are also raised for non-formaleducation:
 To teach critical thinking and develop suchcompetencies and skills that would beuseful in personal, public and professionalactivities;
 To enable every person to reveal hiscreative abilities, talents, self-realisation;
 To encourage the openness and initiative aswell as awareness and self-sufficiency ofpeople and local communities;
 To help people to understand the changingenvironment and to improve in it.Non-formal education is a complex educationalprocess; therefore it is based on certain principles, aswell as education in general (the Association of Non-formal Education in Lithuania, 2014):
 Voluntary principle;
 Principle of specific environment;
 Principle of active participation;
 Holistic principle;
 Principle of learning through experience;

 Principle of open and non-formalcommunication;
 Principle of creating a non-competitiveenvironment;
 Principle of group oriented learning.In conclusion, it is worth noting that non-formal education covers a wide range of educationalactivities, helping both young and old to develop,express and realise themselves. At the same time itreduces the gap between the groups of social risk anddevelops the spaces for communication and sharingexperience.The personal development-orientededucational activities as a field of non-formal educationare extremely popular at the moment in manycountries of the world. These educational programsusually include a lot of learning practices, which areorganised by the institutions that are oriented toleisure activities (Ruskus et al, 2009:12). Lately, a lot ofdiscussions are taking place about the application ofunconventional and creativity-raising methods both informal and non-formal learning processes. Thesetechniques have been based on the learner's feelingsactualising the interaction between the states of mindand body and brain efficiency by combining logical,rational, artistic and creative elements. It was alsofound that combining learning process with physicalactivity, games and emotional experiences; it becomesnot only more efficient but also improves thememorisation of information.It is necessary to take into account the agegroups and to choose an acceptable teaching (learning)method and tools for different age groups whenorganising the activities of non-formal education. Theorganisation of educational activities for youngchildren should be based on the game, because childrenat this age hardly distinguish reality from fantasy andyet do not have complex thinking. The presentation ofnew information, the insight of world and people andvarious skills should be developed in a creative way,encouraging the child's desire to fantasise, imagine andpretend visionary characters (Zukauskiene, 2002:355).Meanwhile, the socialisation of youngpeople (13-24 years) is largely influenced by theassessment of the surrounding social environment,thus the non-formal education of this group should berelated to young people's natural need to find them, todevelop their identity, to discover and highlight theuniqueness of their personality. The purpose of non-formal children and youth education is to satisfy thelearners' cognition, development and self-expressionneeds and to help them become active members ofsociety (LRS, 2011).In other words, the aim of non-formaleducation of children is not only to meet the youth’scognition and educational needs, but also to help themintegrate and become active members of society, todevelop citizenship, their initiatives, activeness, topromote their self-expression and creativity. Non-



formal education activities aim at improving theemployment of children and developing their self-expression, as those who participate in the activities ofnon-formal education develop a variety of skills andhave the opportunity to realise their interests andhobbies. At the same time a creative and responsiblecitizen is fostered, social integration is facilitated andsocial isolation is reduced, in other words, thepreconditions for a sustainable society are created.So, by taking part in non-formal educationactivities children and young people have theopportunity to develop the competencies required fortheir socialisation and the ability to self-build theirlives. In this way, non-formal education enriches theknowledge acquired during the process of formaleducation and provides new skills and abilities to applythis knowledge in practice.Meanwhile, educational activities for adultsshould be organised according to their already existingexperience and knowledge, as well as to theeffectiveness of different teaching (learning) methods.The development of the ability to learn is particularlyimportant in non-formal education conditions, enablingpeople to improve. An adult learner is alsocharacterised by the motivation to learn, based on therespective needs and interests, thus the responsibilityfor learning process and results enhances the desire ofadults to actively manage this process of personaldevelopment. At the same time, a broad field ofsatisfying personal needs with educational instrumentsis ensured, giving many and various options. At thesame time a more united and tolerant society is createdby reducing social isolation, integrating immigrants andethnic minorities, creating attractive spaces forinteraction and sharing experiences. Thus, the non-formal adult education activities are designed for avariety of social, professional and personal skillsdevelopment, helping to remain active in the labourmarket and in society, as well as to realise themselvesin their activities and to meet the needs of personaldevelopment. It should be noted that the learner, bothyoung and older, participating in non-formal educationprocess, decides himself how much these educationalactivities are useful and necessary, because voluntaryparticipation is the basis for personal development.
The Peculiarities of Organising Educational
Activities in Cultural CentresCultural centres in Lithuania are one of veryfew non-profit organisations, which are developed onnational basis and have few analogues in othercountries, thus are gaining particular significance infostering country’s culture (Matulis, 2007:199). It is aninformal cultural organisation, which, in accordancewith the Law of Cultural Centres of the Republic ofLithuania “with its activity fosters ethnical culture, artof amateurs, creates artistic programs, developseducational entertaining activities, satisfies culturaldemands of society and organizes spread ofprofessional art (LRS, 2004). Cultural centres areoperating in Lithuania since the Soviet period, but in1993 cultural centres were reformed and their networkwas optimised. According to the Ministry of Culture in

2013 there were 181 cultural centres, 152 branchesand 279 their territorial subdivisions in Lithuania. Eachmunicipality has a network of cultural centres.The Law of the Cultural Centres of theRepublic of Lithuania indicates that cultural centre
'fosters ethnical culture, art of amateurs, creates artistic
programs, develops educational entertaining activities,
satisfies cultural demands of society and organises
spread of professional art' (LRS 2004). Thus, successfulcultural centres are appreciated for the increase of theoverall creative potential, which affects the quality ofthe whole community development.Multifunctional cultural centres in Lithuaniaprovide a wide variety of cultural and educationalactivities for children, youth and adults. By involvingdifferent age groups in education, cultural centresorganise meaningful leisure time activities, developpositive socialisation and integration into thecommunity, and create cooperation and socialpartnership network.Although those unique organisations withfew analogues in other countries create, disseminateand promote ethnic, classical and popular culture, italso has an important educative function that is closelyintertwined with the cultural, entertainment andrecreational activities (Jureniene & Urboniene,2014:98). The educational activity is an important partof the activities provided by cultural centres, becausethey house different amateur art groups, variouscultural events, exhibitions and projects, specialtraining and informational activities, such as seminars,courses or conferences. Such activities deepen the self-understanding, educate the aesthetic taste ofcommunity members, and develop a broader attitudeand artistic sense. When developing educationalactivities, it is essential to take into account not only thedominant needs and interests of community members,but also the available resources. Cultural centres interms of education develop personal, social, cognitive,cultural, communication, teamwork and creative skills.A distinct feature of education in culturalcentres is the involvement of community in culturalcentre activities; larger events become educational notonly for the part of community, which is involved in theactivities of amateur art collectives, but also for the restof society. The relationship between the cultural centreand the public occurs through continuous andattractive educational processes. In order to providethe public with relevant information creatively, aculturally competent society is created with the help ofcooperation, which passes its knowledge for the nextgenerations and appreciates the country'’ history andethnic heritage.The main guidelines for cultural centres isto foster and promote ethnic culture, to develop artisticactivities of amateurs, to promote professional art,organise meaningful leisure, entertaining events, totake care of the vitality, continuity of most valuablelocal cultural traditions, the variety of cultural forms,



meeting the cultural needs of the community. While theimportance of cultural centre educational activities isnot clearly emphasised, education becomes basicassumption for cultural activities development.As pointed out by R. Matulis, 'today both
small and big cultural centres organise various trainings,
cycles of seminars, cognitive projects of various arts,
camps, workshops, lectures, expeditions, and etc. Many
cultural centres are especially active in issuing
educational publications, organising regular traditional
handicraft workshops, various musical instruments
cognitive laboratories, national costume history
exhibitions, courses, study-cognitive trips, expeditions
and etc’. Non-formal education for different age groupsis notably active in art collectives, the number of whichin cultural centres amounts to 4 thousands today,including more than 65 000 of their members(Jureniene et al, 2013).Highlighting the role of cultural centres inthe context of non-formal education, I. Saliukaiteargued that ‘cultural centres develop the consumer of
culture - theatre, cinema, music, dance – in amateur art
collectives, creative labs, circles, art, ceramics,
traditional crafts and other studios, helping to keep the
living ethnic culture traditions, ensuring their succession.
Communities would carry out their mission, if they
become the protectors of ethnic cultural traditions and
successor. Educational activities are the priority in this
area’ (Jureniene et al, 2013).Many professionals and managers whowork in cultural centres realise that education is anatural part of their cultural activities, covering all theaforementioned aspects of the concept of education, i.e.learning, expanding the attitude, the development ofvalues, closely linked to self-realisation. An importantpart of cultural centres' educational activity isorganising traditional events, ranging from state andcalendar holidays, to the thematic or entertainmentevents.
II. Methodology

Research instrument was based ontheoretical approaches on non-formal education andcultural issues two authorised questionnaires weredeveloped: one for the quantitative survey for thecommunity members and another one for theinterviews with the managerial personnel of the chosen8 cultural centres. The first standard questionnaireconsisted of five blocks of questions. The educationalblock contained 6 mixed questions. The questionnairealso included 5 demographic questions on age, gender,nationality, education, and frequency of participation inthe activities in a cultural centre. In the secondquestionnaire there were also 7 open questionsconcerning non-formal education activities provided inthe chosen cultural centres.This article introduces the features ofeducational activities in the cultural centres from therespondents’ and informants’ point of view.

III. Data analysis444Two methods were applied for theanalysis of investigation data. While analysing theanswers of community members’ statistics dataanalysis was applied, this was performed usingsoftware SPSS 15.0 for Windows. The correlationsbetween variables were checked applying Spearmencorrelation. The difference was estimated asstatistically p<0.05 (or <0.01). Graphical research datawere processed using Microsoft Excel 2007. Researchdata analysis was performed by applying thedescriptive statistics, aiming to generalize datadistribution of percentage frequencies is presented inresearch data analysis, excluding respondent groupsdepending on social-demographic characteristics.
Qualitative content analysis was applied forthe interview data of cultural centres’ employees (Miles& Huberman, 1994). Qualitative analysis of content wasbased on the systemic step performance: 1) identifyingthe manifest categories, while referring to the ‘key’words; 2) dividing the content of categories intosubcategories; 3) identifying intersecting elements inthe category/subcategory contents; 4) interpreting thecontent data.

Data gathering.The employed research method was datacollection by performing a survey using a standardquestionnaire with closed and open-ended questionsfor the community members (Urboniene & Jureniene,2013:139). The quantitative questionnaire wasconducted on August through November of 2012,spreading the questionnaires forms in cultural centresin Kybartai, Pagegiai, Svencionys, Lazdijai, Sovetsk andGusev as well as in Lithuanian communities, Pelesa andRimdziunai Lithuanian communities in Belarus and inthe Lithuanian community in Minsk. The latter wasincluded into investigation as regional Lithuaniancommunity. 1600 questionnaires were shared out ofwhich 1151 were filled correctly, whereas 100 werefilled incorrectly and the rest of questionnaires werenot returned. The investigation was more difficult asmost Lithuanians in Kaliningrad region aredenationalized and the questionnaire form had to betranslated into Russian.The qualitative research data were gatheredin January-March 2013. For the staff of cultural centresinterviews were used for data gathering.
Sample characteristicsIn the quantitative questionnaire 10 culturalcentres and Lithuanian communities took part:

 Cultural centres in Kybartai, Pagegiai,Svencionys and Lazdijai (894 respondents);
 Sovetsk and Gusev cultural centres andLithuanian communities in Kaliningradregion (98 respondents);
 Pelesa and Rimdziunai Lithuaniancommunities as well as Minsk Lithuaniancommunity in Belarus (159 respondents).



In all investigated cultural centres andLithuanian cultural organisations of the three countriesthe majority are women, over 60 %. Comparingrespondents according age groups, similar areLithuanian and Kaliningrad cultural centres visitorgroups, most distinguished Belarus Lithuanian “isles”Pelesa, Rimdziunai and Minsk Lithuanian communities’respondents, where 34.6% of respondents were of 24years old. This may be explained since Lithuanianschools are established in Pelesa and Rimdziunai,where teachers, pupil and young Lithuanian familiesare gathered together. It also depends on the activitiesperformed in cultural centres and communities.Concerning the age of the respondents,among Lithuanians 25.5 % were under 24 years, 21.1% - 25-39 years, 33 % - 40-54 years, 16.7 % - 55-69 and3.7 % - over 70 years. Among respondents fromKaliningrad region 11,2 % were under 24 years, 31.6 %- 25-39 years, 36.7 % - 40-54 years, 19.4 % - 55-69 and1,0 % - over 70 years. Among respondents fromBelarus 34,6 % were under 24 years, 25.8 % - 25-39years, 23.3 % - 40-54 years, 12.6 % - 55-69 and 3.8 % -over 70 years.The level of education among Lithuanianrespondents was relatively varying, with 8.9 % non-completed secondary education, 29.2 % having asecondary education, 27.9 % having a collegeeducation, and 34 % having a higher education. AmongBelarusian respondents 9.4 % had not completedsecondary education, 25.8 % had a secondaryeducation, 37.1 % had a college education, and 27.7 %had a higher education. Respondents from Kaliningradregion had a following level of education: 3.1 % hadnon-completed secondary education, 9.3 % - asecondary education, 9.3 % - a college education, and59.8 % - a higher education. According nationalities,major part of respondents in Lithuania was comprisedof Lithuanians – 96.7%, in Belarus – 77.3% ofLithuanian, whereas in Kaliningrad region – only 8.2%.Respondents of other nationalities whoparticipated in the investigation in Lithuania were:Polish – 1%, Jewish – 0.6%, Russians – 0.9%, Tartars –0.3%, Latvians – 0.1%, Belarusians – 0.3%. In Belarusnational minorities who participated in theinvestigation: Belarusians – 18.2%, Polish – 1.3%,Russians – 2.6%, Tartars – 0.6%. In Kaliningrad regionbesides already mentioned Lithuanian nationalminority, which comprised 8.2%, 2.7% Belarusianswere questioned as well. As it can be observed from thesubmitted research data, mostly denationalized are theLithuanians living in Kaliningrad region, who were theminority during the research since it was possible toreturn only 98 questionnaire forms out of 300.In the second sample there were 55informants:
 35 informants from Lithuanianculturalcentres;
 11 informants from Lithuanian communitiesand cultural centres in Kaliningrad region(Russia);
 9 from informants from Lithuaniancommunities in Belarus.

The scope with regards to professional experience wasdistributed in the following way: 22 informants out ofthem have had professional experience up to 10 years;18 of them have had professional experience of 10-20years and 15 of them have had professional experienceof work in the field of culture of more than 20 years.Only 4 of all the informants do not perform workrelated to management of the cultural organization ordo not have commitments of a managerial nature forthe communities of Lithuanian immigrants.
IV. ResultsStarting with quantitative research datasome tendencies can be identified and analysed.Respondents were asked in what activities theyparticipate in the local cultural centre or in the localLithuanian cultural organization (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Expression of participation in Cultural centreactivities (N=1165)It is evident that the Lithuanian respondentsare mostly participating in cultural events and festivalsthat are organized by the local cultural centre. They areat least (7.3 %) involved in activities of cultural centresas volunteers, helping to organize events. The sametendency is obvious in Belarusian subsample: thebiggest amount of respondents attends cultural eventsand festivals (76.3 %) but just a few are volunteers (9.4%) and participants of clubs or artistic activities (8.8%) in the local cultural centre or local Lithuaniancultural organization. In difference the respondentsfrom Kaliningrad oblast in Russia indicated that even60.2 % are members of artistic groups, activelyparticipating in cultural activities.Figure 3 presents the opinion of therespondents concerning the possibility to learn newthings in local cultural centres or in Lithuanian culturalorganizations in Belarus and in Russia, Kaliningradoblast. The diagram shows that the largest part of therespondents of all the three subsamples (in Lithuania –86.9%, in Belarus – 97.9%, in Russia, Kaliningrad oblast– 95.8%) agree that one can learn new things incultural centres and Lithuanian cultural organizationsabroad.



Figure 3. Opportunities to learn new thingsin cultural centres by subsamples (N=1068)Generalizing the selection by therespondents (of Lithuania, Belarus and Kaliningradregion, Russia) about the possibility to learn new thingsat cultural centres and Lithuanian culturalorganizations, and analyzing them from theperspectives of gender, age, education and social status,it was observed that more than 80% respondents thinkthat such possibilities are provided.In Figure 4 benefits of educational activitiesin the local cultural centre or Lithuanian cultureorganization are indicated from the members of thecommunity point of view.

Figure 4. Benefits of participating in educationalactivities in cultural centres by subsamples (N= 1065)Thus, the biggest benefit from participating ineducational activities for Lithuanian (43.8%) andBelarus (45.0%) subsamples was sharing of valuableexperience. The Lithuanian respondents also stressedthe growing sense of community solidarity (41.9%)that is a very significant result of cultural centres’educational activities in Lithuania, actualizing thecommunity mobilisation process. The acquiredknowledge about culture (34.4%) and the growingfeeling of national identity correspond directly with theaims of cultural centres in Lithuania and educationalactivities play a significant role in this process as well.Differently from Lithuanian respondents,the respondents from Kaliningrad region in Russiaindicated that they acquire more knowledge aboutculture (67.3%) and strengthen feeling of nationalidentity (62.2%).The smallest number of Lithuanian (4.3%)and Kaliningrad region (4.1%) respondents indicatedthat they reduced fear and hostility towards otherraces, nations, religions participating in educationalactivities, while for Belarus respondents (15.0%) thisnumber was significantly higher.

Analyzing the educational activitiesprovided in cultural centres/ Lithuanian culturalorganizations, some tendencies have been revealed:respondents with university degree from Kaliningradregion (72.4%) and Belarus (59.1%) stressed thestrengthening of the national identity feeling, whileLithuanian respondents with university degree(50.8%) indicated mostly the importance of increasingfeeling of solidarity of the community. The secondmoment is that in spite of their education degree, theLithuanian respondents more or less equally selectedthe sharing of valuable experience (Jureniene,Urboniene 2014:103).The benefits of educational activities arereflected in the increasing knowledge of ethnic andhigh culture, although a slightly lower impact is madeon other very important aspects of our society – on thestrengthening of national identity, reducingmanifestations of xenophobia or developing tolerancefor other peoples and cultures. Cultural centres stillplay a small role in the communities that aim at thereduction of social exclusion and poverty. It is clear thatthe areas have received too little attention fromcultural centre professionals yet. Figure 5 reports theresults that were gathered answering the questionabout learning opportunities from communication withother local residents that also participate in theactivities in cultural centres/ Lithuanian culturalorganizations.

Figure 5. Learning from other visitors in culturalcentres by subsamples (N= 1083)Our findings reflect that the biggest amountof the respondents (from 88.1% in Lithuania to 98.0%in Belarus) agree that communication with othervisitors of cultural centres allows to learn new things. Itis closely correspond with the results that werepresented in Figure 4, stating that sharing ofexperience was a very significant result of educationalactivities. It allows stating that educationalenvironments that are created in cultural centres /Lithuanian culture organizations provide opportunitiesfor people both for the non-formal and informallearning. Educational activities in cultural centres aresufficiently developed and satisfying the needs ofcommunity members and their groups. Considering thebenefit of educational activities of cultural centres forthe members of the community, it should be noted thatthe sharing of valuable experience and the increase ofthe solidarity feeling among the members of thecommunity is especially worth being emphasised(Jureniene, Urboniene 2014:102).



The above presented quantitative researchresults are complemented by qualitative investigationresults. The interview material showed that culturalcentres organize many events that have variouseducational elements as it were mentioned by leadersand managers from cultural centres/ Lithuaniancultural organisations. The data allows to claim thatinformants see the non-formal education as an organicpart of various activities provided in cultural centres/Lithuanian cultural organisations, which includetraining, gaining knowledge and skills, broadeninghorizons and developing values. Such view is ofimportance in order to stimulate increase of individualvalues and tolerance of local inhabitants. Differentlyfrom Lithuanian informants, for the Lithuanian culturalorganisations in Russia and Belarus border regionspersonality perfection and Lithuanian nurturanceaspects were of greater importance and weaklyexpressed importance of educational activities. As oneinformant from Belarus stated, the organization allows
Lithuanians living here (in Belarus) to grow in terms of
nationality <...> because we practice national Lithuanian
traditions. In that way we also strengthen the Lithuanian
identity. For some members such involvement and
participation in events strengthens the sense of being
Lithuanian, the feeling of pride about national identity,
especially for young people. People used to get close and
find friends. The community is the opportunity for people
from different social backgrounds to communicate
across social, age and ethnic boundaries. It connects to a
commonality – nationality”.However, still a part of the informants bothin Lithuanian cultural centres as well as in Lithuaniancultural organisations have rather limited educationconception; thus, we could misunderstood role of theeducation in the activities of cultural employees andpublic volunteers.When asked what events have the mosteducational elements informants mentioned nationalholidays and traditional events that are constantlyorganized by cultural centres: all national holidays,Easter, Advent, Autumn Festival, Honey festival,Summer Farewell festival, the evening of romances,modern dance festival, etc. Such a variety of events thatattract many local residents by the nature may be bothentertainment and spaces for non-formal and informallearning. The same aspect of learning from theexperience of others as in the quantitative data wasstressed even here by one manager of the culturalcentre: “we try to broaden knowledge, form skills,
transfer experience and teach how to consume amateur
high-level culture by educational activity”.Educational elements are even moreobviously expressed in other activities of culturalcentres as participation in training, seminars, coursesand conferences, in art amateur groups, cultural events,exhibitions and projects. Such activities arecontributing to deepen self-understanding, developedaesthetic taste and a broader worldview of thecommunity members. The development of educationalactivities is also depending on available resources,

taking into account dominant needs and interests oflocal people.Creating spaces for communication also hasa huge benefit to the local community, as preconditionsto communicate, share and grow. The data from theinterviews revealed that the cultural centres/Lithuanian cultural organizations help people to spendtheir free time, communicate more and have theopportunity to find like-minded people that empowerpeople to grow and learn new things, to expressthemselves creatively, to get to know their land, cultureand other people. For example, as one informant fromLithuanian subsample expressed herself: “education
takes place in the ensemble, for instance, before starting
to learn a song or a dance, we always discuss its origin,
how it is performed in other places, etc. People learn
about their own country, get more knowledge, and
broaden their outlook. Before Mardi Gras (Shove
Tuesday), we make masks and learn about the origin of
this festival. Before Easter, we lay the Easter table, talk
about traditions, what dishes should be served, etc. We
arrange a quiz on January 15 “Flowing by the Nemunas
through the History of Lithuania Minor”. Each year we
organize a folklore festival when we say good-bye to
storks. An ornithologist visits us and he tells about how
storks live and people with children are very interested in
it…” The heads and employees of cultural centresare also developing intercultural cooperation, althoughthe benefit it provides is not always appreciated. Boththe participants of artistic activities and the localpopulation that are passively watching culturalprograms take part in the intensive educational processwhen they participate in collective exchange, travel toforeign countries or receive guests in their events orimplement projects together. As it was mentioned byone informant from Sovetsk (Russia, Kaliningradregion): “People hear songs from other cultures, and it
means they get to know them”. They get to know
national clothes. We want to broaden the knowledge of
languages, as well”.The benefits of the process of education areprimarily expressed by the broadening of outlook,learning more about other cultures and foreigners,which also increases the notability of this culturalcentre in Lithuania and other countries (Jureniene,Urboniene 2014:102). The development of thiseducational direction should help to improve toleranceand respect for otherness and to get rid of culturalstereotypes.The informants were also asked about theplans for to develop or extend educational activities intheir organization. The options of development ofeducational activities in cultural centres/ Lithuaniancultural organizations are expressed in the Figure 6:



Figure 6. The guidelines for the development of
educational activities in cultural centresSource: Jureniene, Urboniene, 2014:105.As it is presented the development contains three areasand the first one – to strengthen the material base isvery depending on the financing of the organizationswhich is poor and limited. The situation is even worsein Lithuanian cultural organizations abroad, i.e. inborder regions in Russia and Belarus. Human resourcemanagement issue is just partly depending on financingand depends mostly on demographic situation whenyoung specialists in culture management are unwillingto live in little communities. The third guideline asimprovement of activities depends on the managersand requires the reorganisation of resources andplanning.Another important part of the expression ofeducational activities is volunteering, which have alsoreceived too little attention from the cultural centremanagers and employees yet. Although unregulatedvolunteering is usually found in cultural centres, whichis very important in the shortage of human resources, aclear educational benefit of volunteering is alsoobserved. Volunteering and assistance during theevents, facilitate such needs as mutual aid andwillingness to develop, as volunteers learn a lot andimprove their communication, organisation, teamwork,time management and other skills, broaden theiroutlook, improve communication culture.Nevertheless, it is noted that regulatedvolunteering seems to be difficult to validate for theheads of cultural centre, it is obvious that the publiclacks information on this subject. Meanwhile, there is alot of manifestations unregulated volunteering incultural centres. Usually, these are the participants ofart collectives, relatives and community membersbelonging to various age groups. It should also beemphasised that the development of volunteering incultural centres is mostly impeded by the lack ofvolunteering traditions, consumer-oriented needs ofthe local residents or the ignorance of volunteeringregulation procedures (Jureniene et al 2013). Still, alarge part of cultural centres in Lithuania do not usevolunteers as an option to resolve the issues related tohuman or financial resources. Thus, it is primarily dueto the lack of education on the subject (Jureniene et al2013). In summary, the realisation of educationalfunction is an important part of cultural centresactivities in Lithuania but not in Lithuanian culturalorganizations in border regions in Russia and Belarus,as cultural centres organise many events that havevarious educational elements related to teaching

(learning), educational and development processes andare intended for people belonging to various groups ofage. Nevertheless, it is clear that when organisingeducational activities, too little attention is paid to thedevelopment of community values, i.e. national identity,tolerance, respect for otherness, which are extremelyimportant for the processes of social integration andcommunity mobilisation.
V. ConclusionThus, cultural centres in Lithuania,regardless of their legal status and operationaldifferences, remain the biggest and especiallyimportant cultural key agents of non-formal educationin the regions. These unique organizations, conductinga broad range of cultural activities, facilitate thecultural self-expression of the community, thedissemination of professional art, cultural education,cultural self-expression of groups of social exclusionand etc. The development of spaces for learning hasenormous benefits for the local community, as it formsconditions to communicate, share and grow. It turnedout that with the help of cultural centres, people havebecome more thoughtful of their free time, theycommunicate more and have the opportunity to findthe like-minded fellows, as well as they can improveand learn new things, express themselves creatively,get to know their land, culture and communitymembers. The local residents that participate incultural, recreational and educational activitiesprovided of cultural centres/ Lithuanian culturalorganisations perceive these activities as non-formallearning and can identify the benefits. Still themanagers of cultural centres/ Lithuanian culturalorganisations pay to little attention for to organise non-formal education more effectively and strategically.In difference from cultural centres andLithuanian cultural organisations in Belarus, culturalorganisations in Russia direct their educationalactivities mostly for to raise knowledge about cultureand strengthen the national identity. This last aspect isvery important in nowadays globalised world and it hasreceived too little attention from professionals ofcultural centres in Lithuania yet. Another importantarea where non-formal education can be moredeveloped is reduction of manifestations of xenophobiaand developing tolerance for other races, nations, andreligions.
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Abstract

Advancement in technology has played a vital role in the working of various functional areas of business. The
increasing popularity of Internet has changed the face of banking industry. The banks have started distributing their
products and services through a number of automated channels. Internet Banking is becoming popular due to convenience,
flexibility and easy accessibility. It has attracted a considerable amount of interest. The literature available on Internet
Banking focuses on various aspects like satisfaction, perception, adoption and security related to Internet Banking. For
Internet Banking the banks need to design websites which are easy and attractive so that the customers can interact
effectively with these in order to interact with the bank. The websites are today being used as a competitive tool to attract
new customers , improve the service quality and hence improve the overall performance The current study is an attempt to
carry out an in-depth analysis of various aspects of the websites of Indian banks in order to assess the Internet banking
services provided by these websites. The focus of the study is also to find out the various elements of the websites which are
important for internet banking. The websites’ of these banks need to very attractive and user friendly in order to make it more
convenient for the customers to go in for internet banking.

Keywords: Internet Banking, Website, Convenient, Banking, Elements

I. Introduction:The Banking Industry is one of the mostimportant sectors of the service industry. It isimportant to note that banking services cannot bestored while it makes direct contact to the customer.The success of any business depends on customersatisfaction, it is the driving force for survival andgrowth and ultimately to achieve the objective ofmaximization of profit of any company. Serviceaccuracy, friendliness, quality of service and timelydelivery vary from bank to bank and branch to branchin most area. Banking Industry has always tried toobtain the maximum advantage out of whatever newtechnological options are available at its disposal. Theevolution of a new paradigm shift in banking which isknown as e-banking could be traced back to early1970s (Bose, 2007)Banking involved adoption of newtechnologies to optimize and improve upon variousbanking operations. The advancement in technologyhas brought about changes in the working environmentof the banks and it also saves a lot of time and effort (Shastri , 2001). (B. Revathy, 2012) suggested that dueto gradual up gradation of technology and number ofrestructuring and re-engineering processes attemptedby both foreign and private sector banks, public sectorbanks in India have started facing new challenges. Theneed to become highly customer focused has forced theslow-moving public sector banks to adopt a fast trackapproach.Earlier the customers used to flock thebranches of the Banks for any kind of transactions. Buttoday with the improved technology, a segment oftechno-savvy customers is emerging who prefer tobank at their convenience round the clock without

actually venturing into a branch premises. This has ledto the concept of “anytime anywhere”, banking. Banksreplaced their traditional delivery channels like branchbanking with the latest e-delivery channels like ATMs,Phone banking, Internet banking and Mobile banking.Banks started using these channels in order tocope up with the competition in the market, to attractnew customers and also to retain their existingcustomers. Tremendous growth of Internet during inthe mid nineties prompted banks to utilize Internet as amedium for offering banking services. Internet Bankingactually uses the Internet as the delivery channel toconduct various banking activities like transferringfunds, paying bills, viewing account balances, payingmortgages and purchasing financial instruments andcertificates of deposit. For accessing Internet Banking, acustomer needs a log in id and password provided tohim/ her by the Bank.
Internet Banking(Hertzum et. al., 2004) defined E-Banking asWeb Based Banking. In other words E-Banking refers tobanking operations done over the Web/Internet. As perthe definition given by UNCTAD (United NationsConference on Trade and Development) Internetbanking refers to the deployment over the Internet ofretail and wholesale banking services. It involvesindividual and corporate clients and includes banktransfers, payments and settlements, documentarycollections and credits , corporate and householdlending , card business and some others. (Karjaluoto ,2002) concluded that from the customer’s point of viewthe Internet banking offers new value to him because itmakes available a full range of services that are , many



a time , not offered in branch offices. (Ravi et. al. ,2001) concluded that there are two types of OnlineBanking, namely e-banks and e-branches, an e-bankexists only on the Internet where paper record is notkept and it operates all over the world without anygeographical boundaries and is available round theclock, while e-branch bank is a brick and mortar bankthat provides internet banking to its customers becausecustomers prefer more e-branch service than e-bankingservice.(De Young , 2001) suggested that in OnlineBanking any type of transaction can be done exceptcash withdrawals with only mouse click at home oroffice. Banks that fail to respond to Internet Bankingare likely to lose customers and the cost of offeringInternet Banking services is often less than the cost ofkeeping branch banking (Tan and Teo , 2000). TheInternet seems to be a new delivery channel in theBanking Sector which offers firms a new frontier ofopportunities and challenges. The banks will be betterable to manage consumer experiences with moving toInternet Banking if they understand that suchexperiences involve a process of adjustment andlearning over time, and not merely the adoption of newtechnology (Singh Dharmendra, 2008). InternetBanking has made the life of many individuals easybecause of its feature of anytime, anywhere.
I. Research ObjectivesThe main objective of the study is to find outthe important elements of an internet bank website.Further the study has two subsequent objectives whichare as follows:1. To extract the various elements of aneffective website.2. To list out the various services provided bybanks websites’ to internet banking users.

MethodologyThis paper relies on the literature review ofthe current relevant articles focusing on the variousfeatures of websites, services provided by internetbanks etc. The sources include refereed researcharticles and also studies from other InternationalJournals of good repute. In this analytical study, inorder to achieve the above defined objectives, thewebsites of various banks were also surfed and aftermore than a period of about two months, variouselements were identified which seemed to beimportant for secure, informative and user friendlysites. Moreover since not much research articles wereavailable on this issue, we also referred to variouswebsites for the related literature.

Important elements of websitesBefore we think of designing a website it ismore important to understand the objective of websitedesign. The website should try to satisfy the needs ofthe customer and should ensure repeat visits from thecustomer on the website. An interactive and contentfull website creates added value and highly motivatescustomer repeated visits. A more usable website canattract and retain customers in the long run therebyincreasing revenues, reducing customer support costsand increasing profits (Nielsen, J., Udo, G.J. and G.P.Marquis, 2001). The increasing popularity of theInternet has created great challenges for companies invarious business sectors to promote and sell theirproducts and services using this new distributionchannel. One very responsive business sector to thischange is the banking sector. As the number of banksproviding online services is increasing day by day;therefore the banks need to focus more and more onthe design of the websites.In the network economy, the Web site is afirm’s primary interface to the customer (Nielsen, J.,2000). Web design needs to cater to the general userthat has limited experience with online activities. Awebsite cannot be successful if it only targets theadvanced web users. Website has to be such whichcaters to the needs of all the users. It should even beable to help a first time user. Design flaws and non-standard interaction sequences lead to lost customersand sales (Nielsen, J. and H. Loranger, 2006).In order to gain a deep insight a table has beencompiled which depicts various elements of an effectivewebsite as suggested by various experts dealing inwebsite design.



Table 1 : Various Elements of an Effective Website
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Source: Compiled with the help of various articles written by the above mentioned experts



Internet Banking WebsitesRecently there has been a shift in the bankingindustry. The industry is rapidly moving towards a clickand bricks strategy that emphasize on an onlinesupplement to the conventional banking services(Miranda , F.J . Cortes, R and Barriuso, C. , 2006) .Internet Banking and Internet Banks there are basicallytwo different strategies: First an existing bank withphysical offices can establish a website and offerInternet Banking to its customer as an additionaldelivery channel. A second alternative is to establish anInternet only bank or virtual bank, almost withoutphysical offices (Miranda, F.J Cortes, R and Barriuso,
C. , 2006 ). For the banks to go in for internet banking,the websites play a very important role.

(Diniz,1998) reported that banks use the webto achieve main objectives like to market information,to deliver banking products and services and also as atool in order to improve customer relationship.According to (Donlan, 1999), although delivery ishighly important in fulfilling customer needs,perceptions and expectations also need to be managedand the website plays a main role in this. The design ofa good website should be based on a common groundbetween the site’s goals and the customer’s goals; thisreveals ideal customer experience (Good, 2000).According to (Jayawardhena , 2004) today’s contextof e-banking, is one whereby a customer uses theinternet to connect to the bank’s computer systems andthere is no human contact element as found intraditional banking services. In this process a very largenumber of transactions between the bank and thecustomer are carried out by digital means. Banks websites can contain various features including the productinformation, contact information to enable customerfeedback, general company information etc. If 80% ofthe users are using 20 % of your information then thatinformation should be most visible and easiest toaccess. (Bormann and Solms, 1993) were of theopinion that a website is unique in its hypermediaattributes. Hypermedia integrates multimedia contentwith hypertext connection. Multimedia content refersto information while hypertext connection appertainsto navigation Basic required information should beavailable on the home page and related informationshould be easily traceable.(Miranda, F.J. Cortes, R and
Barriuso, C , 2006).In the past many banks were of the opinionthat designing a website is a technical job and it can behandled best by the engineers and the architects.Recent research has proven that the design of thewebsite is very important in attracting the customerand improving the overall sales. Now, importantwebsite decisions are more likely to be made in theboardroom than the cubicle (Brown, 2003). Usersatisfaction depends on website features (Doll and
Tozkzadeh , 1988) and hence it is important toanalyze web features of banking services deliveredover the internet.(Jayawardhena and Foley, 2002)suggested that the website features that should beanalysed are: speed of download, content, design,interactivity, navigation and security features. (Cox
and Dale, 2001) examined factors that can contributeto delivering good service quality through a website are

ease of use, customer confidence, online resources andRelationship services. According to (Waite and
Harrison, 2004) the information provided on thebanking website may help provide needed knowledgeand thus help to motivate adoption of internet banking.Good websites’ are the need of today’s bankingenvironment. The purpose of the website should be toindicate what it is offering to the customer. It should becrystal clear as to whether the site is only providinginformation or is also providing a platform to performvarious online transactions. The website should bedesigned in a fashion that it is easier for the customerto trace information without any effort. Moreover clearinstructions should be available on the home page ofthe banks’ websites in order to avoid any kind ofconfusion for the customers. If we talk about thewebsites of various banks today they even have linksfor demos which demonstrate to the user as to how hecan perform internet banking or mobile banking.Effective communication is very critical for internetbanking transactions. Today, if the users cannotunderstand the bank’s homepage in about 15 seconds,they abandon the site and turn to other sites that aremore usable (Nielsen, J., R. Molich, C. Snyder, and S.
Farrell, 2001).In today’s time the site of the bank has to playthe same role which a physical bank was actuallyplaying. In a physical bank if the customer has anyproblem he/ she can easily approach a person for anykind of help but in case of that website where thecustomer is not able to find a solution to his problem he/ she will immediately switch over to some otherwebsite where he has an internet banking account.



Table 2: Important Website Elements for Internet Banking
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In order to determine how well a bank’s website isperforming, there are certain factors that need to beconsidered:1. Number of visitors visiting the website.2. Number of times a visitor visits oneparticular page.3. Total time a particular visitor spends on thewebsite.4. Certain demonstrative videos on theirwebsites in order to engage the customers.
Services Provided through bank websitesInternet Banking has started gainingrecognition as people have started using variouswebsites of the banks to avail the internet bankingservices. These services are just a click away. To collectinformation related to internet banking services ofvarious banks covered under this study banks websiteswere surfed and after more than a period of about twomonths, various features were identified which seemedto be important for secure, informative and userfriendly sites. The websites are very important forinternet banking services. Certain characteristicfeatures about these websites are1. The websites are attractive and logicallyarranged. To some extent the websites ofprivate and foreign sector banks are moreappealing in comparison to public sectorbanks.2. All the important services like internetbanking, mobile banking is available on thehome page itself.3. The user can just click on the option and canlogin to his account after a maximum of twoto three steps.4. The demos of Internet banking, Fundtransfer, and mobile banking is availableonline so these facilitate the user and helphim in achieving his objectives.5. Due consideration has been given tosecurity issues by these website. Most of thebanks have made the use of one timepasswords mandatory.6. A link known as ‘Customer Care’ is availablefor all sorts of customer enquiries.The websites of these banks provide the followingservices to the users. These have been highlighted inthe table below:
Table 3: Services provided to the users by various
banks’ websites

 Balance enquiry
 Funds transfer
 Third-party funds transfer
 Bills payment
 Account opening application
 Insurance
 Demat holdings
 Brokerage
 Investments
 Loan applications
 Receive alerts

 Monthly statement by e-mail
 Requests/standing orders/instructions
 Deposit applications
 Credit card operations/payments
 Interest rates updates
 Foreign exchange rates updates
 Trading online
 Online shopping
 Market watch
 Cheque status inquiry
 TDS enquiry
 One view account
 Charity online
 Online tax payment
 Online ticket booking
 Customer correspondence
 Change password and user profile
 Demonstration of I-banking
 Corporate Internet banking

Source: Compiled after studying various websites of
various banksThe websites are a store of all the above mentionedservices Thus the websites need to be user friendly sothat it is convenient for the user to interact with the siteand do internet banking. Thus internet banking hasbecome a ‘need to have ‘ rather than” a nice to haveservice.’

II. ConclusionIn the light of the above study it can beconcluded that there are certain elements which playan important role in the effectiveness of any banks’website. These websites are a medium for a customerto interact with their bank. Various elements of aneffective website as suggested by researchers includecolour choices, background, graphics, sound, content,navigation and many others. Also the importantelements for Internet Banking are speed of the website,content, design, navigation, interactivity, security, easyuse of the site, support to the user and registration. It isalso observed that for the consumers’ the higher theyperceived usable website design on the Internetbanking, the higher their trust towards the website.This will eventually affect their attitudes towards theircommitment for certain products or services providedto them online. In addition, their attitudes towardwebsites affect their future intentions to use the sameInternet banking websites rather than using normalbanks. Internet plays a pivotal role in managingrelationships with customers. By establishing effectivebanking websites based on information aboutcustomers’ online shopping behavior, Internet bankingservice providers could retain their customers bymanaging relationships with them and even attractnew customers.Moreover with the constant increase in theuse of technology by the customers, banks are alsolearning that if they want to increase the number ofcustomers using internet banking, they need to focuson the design of the banks’ websites. The websiteshould be able to project the image of the bank. The



customer should be impressed upon by this image andshould return back again and again to this website forhis internet banking services.
Scope for further researchThe above study is purely based on variousconceptual and research papers related to websites.Further the study is limited to the reports anddiscussions available on various websites as mentionedin the references. The future research can go in forprimary data survey where in certain issues can beaddressed which are related to customer satisfactionwith respect to these internets banking websites. Onthe basis of the data collected it can be analyzed as towhat are the customer’s criteria of using the websitefor internet banking services. How can one increase thenumber of visits per website and hence reduce theheavy rush in a physical bank
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Abstract
A school is a formal organization; it is also a unique social system, which functions in the complicated and

constantly changing social environment and directly or indirectly influences the society. The essential mission of educational
organizations is to provide education services, to educate young generation; thus social responsibility of an educational
organization is aimed not only for separate persons but also it is one of organization’s duties to provide services for the society
(Toremen, 2011). As social responsibility of an organization as well as school manifests in social responsibility of
organization’s members, it is possible to analyze it referring to the theory of planned behaviour (Ajzen, 1991, 2014), which
states that people’s intentions to perform certain behaviour is the best prognosis of their real behaviour. Thus this article
formulates the following problematic question: what is the framework for implementation of social responsibility of a
comprehensive school as education organization by referring to the theory of planned behaviour? The research object – is
social responsibility of a comprehensive school. The research aim is to substantiate the model for implementation of
comprehensive school social responsibility referring to the theory of planned behaviour. The applied research method is
analysis of scientific literature content and conceptual modelling.

Key words: comprehensive school, social responsibility, theory of planned behaviour.

I. IntroductionA school as well as other organizations haveorganizational, administrative and educational aimsand it is managed so that it would attain them (Sahenk,2010). A school is a formal organization; it is also aunique social system, which functions in thecomplicated and constantly changing socialenvironment (Sahenk, 2010) and directly or indirectlyinfluences the society. As Kwizera, Iputo (2011) state,educational organizations are equal to serviceproviding enterprises. The essential mission ofeducational organizations is to provide educationservices, to educate young generation; thus socialresponsibility of an educational organization is aimednot only for persons but also it is one of organization’sduties to provide services for the society (Toremen,2011). The ISO 26000 standard presents unifiedperception of social responsibility and its guidelines,which induce acceptance of social responsibility roundthe world. The assumption of social responsibility willcontribute to the pursuit of sustainable development(Puneet, Ashish, 2012).Social responsibility of business and publicsector organizations is declared and analysed broadlyand publicly. Different scientists analysed socialresponsibility of organizations, an individual as well asits benefit. In creating sustainable society, everyorganization must perceive not only maximization of itsprofit but also to implement its social responsibility, aswell as it must meet individual needs of its employees(Guiling Wei, 2013). Researches confirmed theimportance of social responsibility both in large andsmall as well as middle enterprises. In comparing largeand middle enterprises, especially small and middleenterprises realized the real social responsibility andperformed the great role in inducing the growth ofeconomy, increasing employment, technologicalinnovations and social harmony, stability (Česynienė,Neverkevič, 2009; Qi, Feng, Jin, 2012; Certo, Certo,

2012); the relation among communication, moralityand ethics was identified. Ethics is used to manageorganization’s relations with internal stakeholders;social responsibility of organizations maintains ethicsactions inside and acts through organization’s relationswith environment and society (Amine, Chakor, Alaoui,2013). Scientists point out the sense of individualsocial responsibility, which expands into anorganization and beyond it (Macready, 2009;Lauermann, Karabenick, 2011; Luo et al., 2011;Toremen, 2011; Geryk, 2011). However,implementation of social responsibility causes a lot ofdoubts (Marcinskas, Seiliute, 2008) and not muchinformation can be found about social responsibility ofcomprehensive schools as organizations. As socialresponsibility of an organization as well as schoolmanifests in social responsibility of organization’smembers, it is possible to analyze it referring to thetheory of planned behaviour (Ajzen, 1991, 2014),which states that people’s intentions to perform certainbehaviour is the best prognosis of their real behaviour(Ajzen, 1991). Though it is possible to find samples ofsocial responsibility implementation (for example,integration of social responsibility is discussed in themovement of natural sciences (Ramsey, 1993)),standards of social responsibility development arecreated in the system of state schools of CanadianBritish Columbia (Social responsibility: a framework,2001; Diversity in BC Schools: A framework, 2008);however, the researches on the conception ofcomprehensive school social responsibility were hardto be identified. Thus this article formulates thefollowing problematic question: what is theframework for implementation of social responsibilityof a comprehensive school as education organization byreferring to the theory of planned behaviour? The
research object is social responsibility of acomprehensive school. The research aim is tosubstantiate the model for implementation of



comprehensive school social responsibility referring tothe theory of planned behaviour. The applied research
methods are analysis of scientific literature contentand conceptual modelling.The article consists of three parts; the firstpart analyzes the semantic field of the conception oforganization’s social responsibility; the second partdiscloses the specificity of a school as educationinstitution and the definition of comprehensive schoolsocial responsibility is constructed; in the third partreferring to the theory of planned behaviour the latteris adjusted in constructing the framework forimplementation of comprehensive school socialresponsibility.

II. Review of LiteratureConsidering ethical viewpoint responsibilitymeans more than only the primary function of roles; itis related to processes and results (Barret, 2004). Theresponsibility also means that an acting personbecomes a moral agent of certain moral maturity andable to reason. Moral responsibility takes the power tomake rational decisions, and this justifies that moralagents are responsible for their actions (Barrett, 2004).Haney (2004) states that moral community consists oftwo-type actors: responsible and accountable actors.Responsibility possesses greater autonomy as an actoris able to independently maintain, independentlyregulate and independently react to the changes withmotivation in order to maintain strong link withappropriate principles of action morality. It is expectedfrom responsibility agents that they will not depend onexternal or motivational pressure to be motivated tocorrect the harm and to decrease the risk of futureharm without external pressure to do this (Haney,2004). A responsible person is the one, who can chooseaccording to his / her insights. He / she is notcontrolled by others. An accountable agent has lessautonomy due to external monitoring, the mechanismof instructions and penalties, by means of which it ispursued to externally motivate to take responsibility inorder to maintain the strong relation of moralprinciples and actions. The model of responsible andaccountable agents involves the dichotomy, in which
responsible agents, due to their moral maturity, are able
to independently self-motivate, react to outcomes of
actions while accountable agents follow external
constraint, accusations or rewards (Watson, 1996).This work follows the position that the nucleusof the conception of organization’s social responsibilityis the conception of responsibility based on the above-mentioned distinction of responsibility andaccountability, which has revealed that responsibility,is the autonomous ethical moral action of a personwithout any external institutional constraint.Most scientists consider the beginning for thedevelopment of social responsibility’s conception thesixth decade of the 20th century; however, the firstreferences to social responsibility are found inliterature sources of the fourth and fifth decades of the20th century. Considering the primary main theories,three dimensions of social responsibility performance

have been distinguished (Puneet, Ashish, 2012): thefirst dimension explained categories of socialresponsibility, which involved ethics, discretion, legalresponsibility and volunteering in solvingorganization’s problems; the second dimension definedsocial matters, which involved discrimination,consumerism, professional security, founders, productsafety and environment; the third dimension is aimedto the groups, which used to argue that social reactionwas related to the philosophy of action and reaction.As the perception of social responsibilitychanges and it is supplemented, the ISO 26000standard of social responsibility, which suggestsrecommendations suitable for any organization,socially responsible behaviour and possible actions,was confirmed and enacted in 2010. The socialresponsibility of the ISO standard is defined asorganization’s responsibility for the impact of itsdecisions and performance upon society andenvironment through transparent and ethicalbehaviour, which agrees with sustainable developmentand welfare of society; considers expectations offounders; meets valid laws and international standardsas well as behaviour; is integrated within the entireorganization.The conception of social responsibility isconsidered to be multidimensional, sometimes moreideological, more pragmatic, every period has itscertain aspect. So the semantic field of organization’ssocial responsibility becomes wider. Socialresponsibility involves ethical and legal norms, whichmust be followed; in addition, it is related todemocratic values and justice (Mėlinytė and Ruževičius,2008; Wray-Lake and Syvertsen, 2011). Socialresponsibility is the formation of own personal andsocial values as well as the ability to act following thosevalues, formation of stronger moral responsiveness, theability to understand and analyze moral dilemmas aswell as to properly behave (Geryk, 2011; Boyd andBrackmann, 2012) as well as empathy, the importantability to emote into the position, emotional state ofanother person, to directly understand feelings ofanother person: according to Escarti (2010), empathydevelops compassion, altruism and sympathy, it is thefoundation for most moral decisions and actions. Socialresponsibility is personal investment (Honeyman,2010), it is the responsibility to make appropriatedecisions and actions for society welfare (Kwizera,Inputo, 2011; Puneet, Ashish, 2012, Certo, Certo, 2012),the assistance in solving social matters, volunteering(Toremen, 2011), constant collaboration withcommunity by serving and strengthening it (Boyd andBrackmann, 2012). Also the conception of socialresponsibility emphasizes the knowledge about humanrights and their respect, recognition and evaluation ofother opinion (Grundey, 2008). Social responsibilityalso involves attention to ecology when it is cared notonly of people but also of the nature, environment, inwhich we live and work (Mėlinytė, Ruževičius, 2008).According to Certo, Certo (2012), socialresponsibility of organizations is the ability to take theactions, which protect and improve society welfare aswell as organization’s interests. The very conception of



social responsibility of organizations implies thatorganizations must constantly care of the influenceupon society and stakeholders. Social responsibility oforganizations involves all main principles, for whichsociety cares so that an organization would acceptthem and use in its activity, i.e. respect for humanrights, fair behaviour with employees, suppliers,citizens, as well as environment protection (Silliman,Mosaedian, 2013) and care for employees (at work andduring their free time), psychological climate at thework, equal possibilities, health of employees, worksafety, ecology, community performance, economicalinducement of the region, responsibility against others,transparent and ethical business (Mėlinytė, Ruževičius,2008). Carroll integrated ideas and theories of socialresponsibility to one theory and distinguished fourinterrelated types of social responsibility (Carroll,Buchholtz, 2011): economical responsibility – to makea profit; legal responsibility – to comply laws; ethicalresponsibility – to commit to do what it is legitimate,upright and genuine; philanthropic responsibility – tocontribute to community’s life, to improve life quality.The term ‘social responsibility’ applied for anorganization implies performance of duties for society(Woollard, Boelen, 2012). Thus social responsibility isunderstood as moral responsibility of an organization,the outcome of ethical and unethical decisions; this isthe moral accountability of an organization,environment protection and performance that refers torecognized moral standards, justice and humanityprinciples (Mėlynytė, Ruževičius, 2008).As Česynienė et al. (2011) state, socialresponsibility of organizations is treated as behaviourwhen social and environmental protection issues arevoluntarily included, and principles of value respect arefollowed in relations with society, representatives ofbusiness and government. Considering the conceptionof sustainable development, social responsibilityimplies different social spheres: justice, welfare,decision freedom, responsibility for future generations.According to Salimian and Mosaedian (2013),at present the structure of organizations has changed;responsibility against a human being is one ofadditional factors in organizations’ life. As Lauermann,Karabenick (2011) state, social responsibility of anorganization develops out of personal responsibility asperson being able to overtake own responsibility canbe responsible for others. According to De Hoogh, DenHartog (2008), social responsibility manifests when aperson shows his / her internal duty to do what it isright, feels responsibility for himself / herself andothers, shows self-control, is independent andunderstands outcomes of own actions. Socialresponsibility reflects moral and legal standards ofethics, internal obligation, care for others, concern foroutcomes and making of independent decisions. Socialresponsibility, as Hamilton and Flanagan (2008) state,is more than altruism; social responsibility is motivatedby one’s relation with others, creation of corporatewelfare and mutual benefit, which emerges out ofcertain sequence of actions. Social responsibilityreveals moral principles of care and justice, and is the

sense of duty to contribute to greater welfare, as well asthe personal value manifesting by beliefs and the wayof living with others (Wray-Lake, Syvertsen, 2011).We use the definition of corporate socialresponsibility (hereafter – CSR) as offered by Aguinis(2011: 855) and adopted by others (e.g., Rupp, 2011;Rupp, Williams, & Aguilera, 2010): ‘context-specificorganizational actions and policies that take intoaccount stakeholders’ expectations and the triplebottom line of economic, social, and environmentalperformance’. Although the definition of CSR refers topolicies and actions by organizations, such policies andactions are influenced and implemented by actors at alllevels of analysis (e.g., institutional, organizational, andindividual).In summary it is possible to state that socialresponsibility differs from accountability in the aspectof free will, i.e. voluntary taking of responsibilitywithout external constraint as one is able toindependently self-motivate. Organizations voluntarilytake social responsibility, and its implementation willdepend on organization’s performance, people(employees) working for it and expectations of thestakeholders (customers, shareholders, governmentrepresentatives and so on) functioning outside.In scientific literature social responsibility oforganizations is very broadly understood and definedby the following parameters: responsibility oforganization’s members against society andenvironment for outcomes of decisions and actions;perception and respect of human rights as socialresponsibility is based on ethical relations with others;moral and ethical behaviour, public spirit thatmanifests by performance of one’s duties against owncountry, nation, people.
III. Research MethodologyThe applied research methods are analysis ofscientific literature content and conceptual modelling.The analysis of scientific literature content aims toreveal the conception of social responsibility atcomprehensive schools and to create the definition ofsocial responsibility of a comprehensive school.According to Machi and McEvoy (2009: 4), a literaturereview presents a logically argued case founded on acomprehensive understanding of the current state ofknowledge about a topic of study. This case establishesa convincing thesis to answer the study’s question.Conceptual modelling is the activity offormally describing some aspects of the physical andsocial world around us for the purposes ofunderstanding and communication (Mylopoulos, 1992:49). At the end of article a theoretical model forimplementation of comprehensive school socialresponsibility referring to the theory of plannedbehaviour is proposed.



IV. Results and Discussion

Conception of comprehensive school’s social
responsibilityThis part of the article constructs theconception of comprehensive school’s socialresponsibility by referring to the analysis of scientificliterature in philosophy, management, ethics andeducational studies.Philosophers state that education is the point,in which people together decide whether they love theworld enough in order to take responsibility for it andto protect it from inevitable change, except renewal,coming of newcomers: ‘education is also the pointwhere we decide whether we love our children enoughthat we would not expel them out of our world andwould not leave them for their destiny will and wouldnot knock the changes out of their hands to takesomething new, something what we did not foresee’(Arendt, 1977, cit. from Saevi, 2007).Educational decisions about children relate tothe questions about the depth of morality and characterdevelopment: what personality do we want from everyour child? How must and can we grow them in order toachieve this? (Althof and Berkowitz, 2006) and pointout that this viewpoint shows constant need for moralpeople in society. In order that children would becomemoral adults, citizens caring for society well-being arenecessary. People must understand that they ‘sharecommon humanity’ and that respect must move from aparticular person and develop towards society(Youniss, Yates, 1999, cit. from Althof, Berkowitz,2006). Person’s position whether ‘I am responsiblefor another person and cannot avoid this responsibility’is fundamental ethic feature (Biesta, 2006). Thisresponsibility for another person’s otherness is theworld of differences and pluralism, the space in whicheducation must take place. Biesta states thatresponsible and pedagogical way to respond to pupil’sotherness is the educational questions for a pupil:‘Where are you?’ or ‘How will you respond?’ andsuggests asking not what subject is but when a humanbeing becomes a unique individual; so the uniquesubjectivity of each pupil is responsibility of teachersand educators for the one to become the subjectwithout determination in advance what the outcomeshould be (Biesta, 2006).Biesta encourages educators move fromlearning instrumentality to responsibility for education,i.e. towards responsibility for democracy and humanity.Learning discourse, which Biesta generalizes as ‘theunexpected result of different changes of performance’,unfortunately, very well pertains with priorities andparadigms of neo-liberal economics where a teacher isa supplier of goods, and a pupil or ‘learner’ – aconsumer. Philosophers (Biesta, 2006; Saevi, 2007)judge that in this system of viewpoints contemporarylearning is converted into economical transaction whenthe relation of a teacher and pupil is not fundamentallyhuman relation, but the transaction where both must

account for their contribution and results. Existentialand ethical questions about education content andaims, about humanity and responsibility of subjectsrequire talking about people’s possibilities anddifficulties. Biesta states that pedagogical relationshipmust be sustained by confidence withouttranscendental constraint. If unilateral and extremelyasymmetric dimension of pedagogical relationship isunrecognizable and unstressed, the relationship amongadults and children loses its pedagogical character.Still not many answers what educationprocesses really should attain can be found; not manydiscussions what good education is are developed. Onthe one hand, the question of education aims can beassessed as too difficult or even insoluble. Thisparticularly should be said when ideas about educationaims are discussed by keeping the position that theyare absolutely dependant on a person – this oftenimplies that it is talked about subjective values andbeliefs where no rational discussion is possible. Thisoften lies behind opinions about dichotomy ofeducation aims in comparing conservatism andprogressiveness, or tradition and liberalism. Accordingto Biesta (2009), only one question whether suchposition of values is really subjective and does not getinto the rational discussion exists. The essence ofdemocratic education, as Biesta (2006) states, is thehelp for children and young people to think overdelicate conditions, under which all people can act andbe the subjects, and this forms the difficult questionwhat essence of being a person is and how to livehuman life. One school cannot educate a democraticsubject; this is the responsibility of the entire society.The most important social responsibility, asToremen (2011) states, belongs to comprehensiveschools as they are open, render services and performduties for the broad society. ‘A school function assystem in the system. It is the part of education systemas well as rather autonomous organization. The valueof an school as separate organization is its uniqueness,ability to create own culture and then rhythm of ownperformance’ ('What is a good school?', 2012).A comprehensive school, as Sahenk (2010)states, is a unique social system, as well as a formalorganization at the same time, which directly orindirectly influences the entire society; thus externalpressure for a school to take more responsibility forsociety and environment is much more felt. Thusschools are encouraged to work under marketconditions, inter-compete; on the other hand,comprehensive schools have common aim: to teach,educate, develop intellectual potential, and rendercultural values. The influence a school makes has to besocially responsible (Geryk, 2011). The unique natureof education implies the highest justice, administrativetransparency and accurate planning in a broad sense.Schools are expected, regarding their aims, to supportpupils as coming generation in rendering commonknowledge, public values and ideals by encouragingcognition and emotional development ('Schools asorganizations', 2012). This social mission should beinherent vision of organization’s development as rules



of social responsibility are integrated into strategicaims (Geryk, 2011, p. 4).The conception ‘social responsibility ofeducation organizations’ implies the three-levelprinciples of school social responsibility: finding ofcontemporary social needs and challenges, adaptationof school curriculum in order to meet them forsatisfying and checking expected results for community(Boelen, Woollard, 2011), as well as an individual sense(Toremen (2011).Comprehensive schools are suggested todevelop five dimensions of personal and socialresponsibility: (1) to pursue for high quality in formingfirm work ethics; (2) to develop personal and academichonesty; (3) to contribute to a larger community, torecognize and refer to own responsibility for educationcommunity, local community and general public as wellas at national and world extent; (4) to acceptperspective of others, to recognize and act underobligation; (5) to develop the competence of ethical andmoral reasoning in creating own personal and socialvalues, to express and responsibly act according tothose values; to be able to identify and evaluate moraldilemmas and act properly (Boyd, Brackmann, 2012).It is evident that internal culture is veryimportant for a socially responsible comprehensiveschool because children and young people – whenlearning in socially responsible culture where allpeople are valued equally, where respect for others iseveryday practice and social justice is priority foreveryone – will take all this form of the school climateto society with themselves (Macready, 2009). Socialresponsibility for pupils who strive to be successful intheir social life is moral position and respect for eachother as well as empathy and social sensitivity,altruism, self-presentation to another person,behaviour standard to create common well-being(Escartí et al., 2010; 2012). In addition, socialresponsibility is positively related to different activityof a school, appropriate social skills of pupils anddevelopment of morality and, according to Maliki,Asain, Kebbi (2010), are strongly related to academicoutcomes. Teaching of social responsibility isconsidered (Garcia-Rosel, 2012) to be particularlycomplicated due to abstractiveness, ambiguity andcomplexity of the topic. As researches show, youngpeople face difficulties in understanding and applyingsocial responsibility, unless they can relate the theorywith the specific reality by active participation in theprocess related to environmental, social and ethicalmatters. Thus it could be presumed that schoolcurricula and related values must be projected so thatthey would stimulate, foster and strengthen sociallyresponsible behaviour (Maliki et al., 2010). Behaviouroften becomes the rule if it is constantly repeated. Theyouth can strongly influence one another’s behaviour,not provoking danger and encouraging each other tomake good decisions (Hamilton, Flanagan, 2008). Themore young people see how others act sociallyresponsibly (sorting, assistance for a human being,honest behaviour) and show empathy, the more

probable they behave the same (Wray-Lake, Syvertsen,2011), as well as social responsibility of pupilsdevelops when pupils are supported, encouraged tothink deeply about socially responsible behaviour, havethe possibility to discuss ideas together; it is importantto encourage pupils to discuss the impact of theiractions upon others and to show their concern(Honeyman, 2010).Responsibility is the individual sense;however, it becomes significant in social context(Toremen, 2011). Families, schools and communitiescan create possibilities to develop social responsibilityof children and teenagers. One of the ways to developsocial responsibility is programmes of communalservices, which increase not only the sense of socialresponsibility but also independent efficiency (Luo etal., 2011). Pupils taking voluntary work as requirementof social responsibility can develop abilities tocollaborate, share and help others who need this(Toremen, 2011), i.e. by invoking voluntary activity thesense of social responsibility develops, young peoplebecome more responsible, more public-spirited, andmore self-confident. In addition, young people, whenparticipating in voluntary activity, develop theirpersonal and social competence, get acquainted withreal social problems and contribute to their solution.In order to develop social responsibility,personal investments are necessary to create well-being of others. Lauermann and Karabenick (2011)point out that the personal goals emerge from the careand help for others are the important personal goal; sosocial responsibility emerges from personalresponsibility.School-leavers of socially responsible schoolspossess well-balanced knowledge, good character,intelligence, think rationally, behave morally andethically, as well as they are responsible, cansuccessfully compete in international labour market(Aslanargun, 2012). Such people consider needs ofother people and the inducement of social progress,influence society, ethical behaviour and practise socialresponsibility.In summing up the analysis of scientificliterature, it is possible to state that socialresponsibility of a comprehensive school is theresponsibility voluntarily taken against society andenvironment for its performance and the impact of itsdecisions, the entirety of moral principles, democraticand sustainable development values, transparent andethical behaviour manifesting in voluntary activeparticipation, self-development of socially responsiblebehaviour and the obligation to consider needs ofstakeholders, to comply laws and internationalstandards. Social responsibility cannot be imposed; thisis voluntarily taken responsibility of communitymembers, which manifests through responsibledecision-making and the actions, which influenceenvironment and society. School community mustfollow moral principles, such as justice, equality,empathy; democratic values when all communitymembers have equal rights to participate in schoolmanagement when making decisions. A contemporary



school, in order to implement sustainable developmenteducation, recognizes values of sustainabledevelopment, the pursuit to warrant proper quality ofpeople life, society well-being and safety, andenvironmental protection. Also the conception of socialresponsibility of a comprehensive school implies themeaning of voluntary active participation when allcommunity members together learn how to behavesocially responsibly, particular attention is paid to thepupils, who learn socially responsible behaviour fromtheir teachers, administration and their parents.
Model for Implementing Social Responsibility of
Comprehensive SchoolThe second part of the article has revealed theconception of social responsibility at comprehensiveschools and the definition of comprehensive school’ssocial responsibility has been created. This partpresents the framework for the multilevel model forimplementing social responsibility of a comprehensiveschool. Referring to the definition of socialresponsibility of a comprehensive school and thetheory of planned behaviour by Ajzen (1991; 2014), themodel for implementing comprehensive school’s socialresponsibility has been substantiated (see Fig. 1). Thetheory of planned behaviour pursues to explain strong-willed behaviour of a person and the behaviour, whichdoes not depend on person’s will. The theory paysattention to an important aspect of human behaviour –cognitive processes of self-regulation. The particularbehaviour is influenced by general attitudes and otherfactors characteristic for the particular situation,particular action (Ajzen, 1991).The first part of the model is ‘School context,society and environment’; the next two parts arerelated to the latter, i.e. ‘School managers and teachers’,‘Pupils and their parents’. The three parts highlight thesubjects, which act in social responsibilityimplementation at a comprehensive school in differenteducation areas and activities (two-way arrows showthis). The component ‘Behavioural intention’ is veryimportant for implementation of social responsibilityas, according to the theory of planned behaviour (Ajzen,1991; 2011; 2014), the premise that intention directlyinfluences behaviour is made: the stronger intention,the greater probability of behaviour is. The greaterintention to take responsibility and act sociallyresponsibly, the greater probability that one willbehave so is. The model presents three factorsinfluencing the intention to behave: the attitudetowards behaviour, subjective norm and perceivedcontrol of behaviour. The construct ‘The attitudetowards behaviour’ implies beliefs of people; itindicates in what degree a person assesses behaviourpositively and negatively; moral principles, democraticand sustainable development values determine this.The construct ‘Subjective norm’ reflects perceivedsocial influence and pressure to get involved intocertain behaviour: voluntarily taken responsibilityagainst society and environment for its performanceand decisions; obligation to consider stakeholders’needs; compliance of laws and international standards.

The construct ‘Perceived behavioural control’ reflectseasiness or difficulty to perform behaviour whereinternal factors (skills, abilities, emotions) and externalfactors (possibilities to perform an action, collaborationwith others) take place: transparent and ethicalbehaviour, voluntary and active participation as well asdevelopment of socially responsible behaviour of pupilsand school staff.

Fig. 1. Model for Implementing Social
Responsibility
of Comprehensive SchoolWhen explaining the interaction of society,environment, and school community, it is important toconsider scientific arguments, i.e. in this contextMurtaza, Khan, Khaleeq, Saed (2012) state that, if aneducation system is responsibly performed, then itplays the main role in pursuing for social and economicdevelopment of the nation: a school as institution iswidely recognized due to its social role to form theprimary human capital (Gajardo, Carmenado, 2012).According to Geryk (2011), two understandablemeanings of social responsibility existed: responsibilityof an education organization and development ofsocially responsible school-leavers. Having ratedaccording to the importance, the support of giftedchildren goes first of all, afterwards respect foremployees’ rights and environmental protection.Theresearch by Maliki (2010) also shows that a goodmeans of social responsibility is the performance notonly at school but also beyond its borders, which woulddetermine the improvement of pupils’ academicoutcomes.The purpose of education is to provide meansand enlighten young minds so that they would becomeproductive, able citizens of the society, state and world.‘Life quality and possibilities of every individualdirectly depend on how education is organized in thesociety and how properly education institutecommunity performs their functions’ (Trakšelys, 2011).However, in order to develop children, it is necessarythat other members of an organization would also besocially responsible as only such people can properlydevelop children being the sample themselves.According to Valdez (2012), the main mission of aschool – is to develop actual values of social



responsibility of pupils, parents, employees,administration through communal projects, andorganization of the activity in school territory andimprovement of curricula. Proper conditions can helpto implement social responsibility throughsocialization, as well as by indirectly inducing cognitiveand socio-emotional competences. Thus anorganization needs appropriate employees, whopossess necessary qualifications and competences toperform proper work functions (Valdez, 2012).In formulating the first factor ‘Attitude towardthe Behaviour’ (see Fig. 1); we have in mind two partsof social responsibility, i.e. moral principles as well asdemocratic and sustainable development values.According to Lauermann, Karabenick (2011), personaland social responsibilities are very similar: personalresponsibility is oriented to individual goals, socialresponsibility – to other people, environment. Thus, asthe above-mentioned scientists state, socialresponsibility of an organization emerges out ofpersonal responsibility as a person can be responsiblefor others only being able to take own responsibility.Social responsibility manifests when a person showsinternal duty to do what is right, feels responsibility foroneself and others, shows self-control, is independentand understands outcomes of own actions (De Hoogh,Den Hartog, 2008). According to the scientists, socialresponsibility reflects moral and legal standards ofbehaviour, inner obligation, concern for others, concernfor outcomes and independent decision-making. Thefollowing five elements – moral-legal standard ofbehaviour, internal obligation, concern for others,concern for outcomes and self-evaluation are theaspects composing social responsibility.Comprehensive schools are value-basedorganizations, the aim of which is to teach pupils to besocially responsible citizens. Principals ofcomprehensive schools perform not only their directwork but also they are morally responsible for socialexpectations of society (Aslanargun, 2012). Principalsmust communicate with teachers and pupils byimplementing their values. A principal makes mostinfluence upon his / her employees – teachers; thushuman resource management is very important as he /she influences children development, teachers’ directwork with pupils. At the school social justice, in whichthe role of a school principal is very important (Turhan,2010). It has been identified that organizations canincrease organizational obligation of their employeesby involving into public activity, for example, todetermine community needs and meet them, to workfor better environment, to get involved into employees’well-being, to comply government’s rules andregulations, to work according to law acts (Ali et al.,2010). According to Sahenk (2010), a school principalhave to work both with internal resources of the schooland with the outside – community, business. De Hooghand Den Hartog (2008) state that a principal must be aleader, particularly in respect of ethics: careful, reliable,loyal, brave, responsible, patient and empathic. Moraldevelopment, responsibility for own power andstandards of social responsibility are related to ethicalleadership. Ethical leadership is very relevant at

present when most countries emphasize theimportance and quality of education due to its directand indirect impact upon education outcomes (Gajardo,Carmenado, 2012). Social justice of education as‘conscious interference, which requires the use ofmoral power’ is closely related to management of aschool principal (Turhan, 2010).Young people must learn how to acquire‘social capital’ in order that it would be possible to actin the present social context. One of the main educationobjectives is to prepare young people to take part insociety and teachers play the main role in analyzingindividual and social responsibility.Escartí (2010, 2012) states that responsiblebehaviour can be implemented into the aims ofchildren education as moral position, i.e. respect to oneanother. Thus the education aim of the first level is toteach children by the ways of empathy, self-management, and conflict resolution. The aim of thesecond level is to form for children motivation and joyof work accomplishment. At the third level children aretaught to manage their time, plan their learning andformulate aims. The fourth level teaches children tohelp each other and be sensitive, responsible. At thefifth level children are encouraged to apply theacquired knowledge in other fields. In that way theperception of pupils’ social responsibility may expandinto their environment, communities, society subject totheir socialization and education level (Escarti, 2012).Teachers perform an important role by teaching pupilswhy and how to behave responsibly. Having studied therelationship of teachers’ teaching and pupils’ learningoutcomes, it has been identified that this is theimportant factor of direct teaching (Murtaza, 2012).Teachers must possess strong sense of responsibility inorder to effectively teach others responsibility and besamples of such behaviour. Agreements, appropriateand favourable learning environment maintainemotional interaction between a teacher and pupil aswell as create the real relation with his / her pupils.Concern, safety, mutual respect and proper guidance topupils in the classroom should be showed at the schooland during their learning. The way, which teacherschoose to guide the classroom, influences pupils’concentration, their viewpoint to lessons and teachers,as well as their developing public values (Lewis, Romi,Roache, 2012). As Jeder (2013) states, a teacherrepresents aspects of school environment, which arenot measured quantitatively: values, rituals, traditions,rules, school ethos, psycho-social environment,interpersonal relations. A teacher has to understandproper decisions in specific situations, to properlybehave, to follow moral values, and not only to declarethem as this will reflect in pupils’ personalities. Sihem(2013) states that the teacher’s duty is to create theattractive environment for pupils’ learning and as wellto greatly influence them.According to Wray-Lake and Syvertsen (2011),social responsibility forms through close relations andeveryday life environment, which develops youngpeople. When pupils are in the socially responsibleenvironment, in which all people are valued equally, inwhich respect for others is practised day by day, and



where at school social justice is the priority foreveryone, pupils learn social responsibilityunconsciously and they begin to act sociallyresponsibly. The experimental research, whichcompare the youth at the service learning programmeswith the ones not participating in them, performed byWray-Lake and Syvertsen (2011) showed that theparticipation in such programmes positively influencesocial responsibility of young people and future civilobligations. Masini (2013) states that children’seducation for future enlarges their awareness; thus it isnecessary to start as early as possible, this is theimportant task for schools.Considering the above expressed statements itis possible to presume that social responsibility isdeveloped if a teacher not only takes care of pupils butalso understands and prepares them how to entrenchin future community. A teacher’s role is to formthinking of a young generation, formulate sociallyresponsible questions, and encourage objectivethinking of pupils. In order that child’s intellect wouldalso reveal his / her potential possibilities, it isnecessary to help self-realization of a child. If child’sneeds are considered, he / she feels it and easieracquires experience of social solidarity; thus he / shelearns to respect himself / herself and other people byrecognizing their rights and needs (Čiuladienė, 2012).It is recommended that the curriculum wouldbe expanded in order to encourage socially responsiblebehaviour in the classroom and beyond its borders toguarantee responsible behaviour in society. Person’scivic behaviour and social responsibility, according toWray-Lake, Syvertsen (2011), depend on one anotheras social responsibility can provoke civil actions; aswell as certain civic actions can strengthen socialresponsibility. Social responsibility is the sense of theduty or the duty to contribute to greater well-being, aswell as it is personal value manifesting in beliefs andways how we get along with others (Wray-Lake,Syvertsen, 2011). This reflects in the model’s partcalled ‘Subjective norms’ (see Fig. 1). According toMcKay (2011), the activity of the youth is defined asreadiness of a young person for his / her civil role,rights and responsibilities through civic participation,education and experiences. Before acquiring thisefficiency the youth has to experience the sense ofmastery. The mastery is developed by participation andexperience learning. This creates social norms andencourages pupils to critically evaluate the observanceof the norms.The third part of the construct ‘BehavioralIntention’, according to Ajzen (1991, 2011, 2014), is‘Perceived Behavioral Control’. McKay (2011) statesthat teacher participation and obligation to enlargesocial consciousness is one of the most importantfactors inducing social responsibility of the youth.When the understanding that social standards / normsare socially constructed has been formed, the youthbegins to actively experiment, to challenge unfairnorms, which influence their life. Public work is thevoluntary programme of schools aimed tocommunicate for local communities; their flexibility onsocially responsible matters makes positive influence

upon communities (Valdez, 2012). According to RenfuLuo et al. (2011), somewhere present traditionsencouraging pupils to learn social responsibility byproviding them possibilities to get involved intoprojects of community services and other activitiesexpands the sense of social responsibility and pupils’academic advance.Pupils’ self-evaluation is the most importantaspect developing social responsibility. As possible as itis possible pupils have to take part in observing andevaluating their self-development. At school pupilshave a lot of possibilities to observe, model, discuss anddemonstrate their socially responsible behaviour(Social responsibility: a framework, 2001). This meansto develop the sense of social responsibility, itstolerance and respect for others’ ideas and beliefs. Thesocial responsibility of pupils defines the followingabilities: to join community of a grade and schoolcommunity; to take responsibility for own social andphysical environment; to take part and contribute tothe grade and small groups; to solve problems inpeaceful ways: to properly manage a conflict, torespectfully present opinions and arguments, as well asconsider the opinion of other people; to use effectiveactions and strategies of problem solution; to evaluatedifference and protect human rights; to behave withothers honestly and respectfully, to follow ethics; torecognize and protect human rights; to performdemocratic rights and duties, responsibilities; to knowand act according to rights and duties (in local,national, and world extent); to clearly express thoughtsand work by pursuing for desired future for one’scommunity, nation and the world – the sense ofidealism (Diversity in BC Schools: A framework, 2008).Social responsibility is developed andstimulated by observation, reading, discussions,communal services, social projects. Social interests ofpupils are more oriented to the closest environment:family members and school friends (Social Education(in Lithuanian), 2013). Wilcox (2011) suggestsinvolving pupils into the community not as observersbut as active participants in pursuing for purposefulmodelling trust and respectful relations, giving pupilsthe possibility to take responsible behaviour both atschool and in community. According to Masini (2013),when developing pupils responsible for their future, itis important to teach them to be oriented to future andunderstand that present choices and actions willdetermine future.Paradise, de Haan (2009), Ochs, Izquierdo(2009) point out that through socially appropriateknowledge children learn how to take part in a socialgroup by acquiring not only practical skills but alsosocio-cultural knowledge; practical competence andsocial responsibility; this induces moral responsibilityto react to needs of others and provides self-confidence.There are not many studies how pupils’parents influence social responsibility of children, butMaliki (2010) showed that the pupils, whose parentswere more educated, possessed higher social scores.Social responsibility was related to family size, parents’age and academic outcomes.



In summing up it is possible to state that themodel, in which we see that social responsibility of acomprehensive school depends on school context(school administration, teachers, pupils and parents,society); school social responsibility is formed by thepeople functioning within it, their individualresponsibilities, which develop into mutual socialresponsibility of the school. The model also presentsthree factors, which influence the intention to behavesocially responsible: attitude towards the behaviour,subjective norm and perceived control of behaviour.The attitude towards the behaviour involvesdemocratic and sustainable development values, moralprinciples; the subjective norm embraces compliance oflaws and international standards, obligation toconsider needs of stakeholders, voluntarily takenresponsibility against society and environment for itsperformance and decisions; perceived control ofbehaviour includes socially responsible, transparentand ethical behaviour, voluntary and activeparticipation. It is expedient that social responsibilitywill be implemented when the intention – internalmotivation and perceived possibility to act – will occur.When applying this model for further researchand constructing the research instrument, it isimportant to consider the statement of Ajzen (1991)that the attitude and behaviour are related when theestimations, which are used to evaluate bothphenomena, are not only reliable but also compatible.Compatibility principle requires that all constructs ofthe theory of planned behaviour would be defined bythe same elements. Each case of behaviour has tooutline four specific elements of the same commonness/ precision level: an action: attitudes and behaviourhave to be described by a precise action, the target hasto be precisely indicated, the context, in which thebehaviour will manifest, has to be indicated, and thetime has to be precisely indicated. In order to analyzehow implementation of social responsibility can beprognosticated, when creating the research instrument,it is necessary to attain compatibility among thestatements expressing attitudes and the onesexpressing behaviour. It is also necessary to considerthat the theory of planned behaviour is limited due toconcentration to conscious perceived decisions throughcognitive processes, which are in fact static. However,the relation of primary components of the theory andbehaviour can depend on whether person’s behaviourand how it is based on emotions and / or cognitions(Biddle, Mutrie, 2001).
V. ConclusionSocial responsibility of a comprehensiveschool can be defined: social responsibility of acomprehensive school is the responsibility voluntarilytaken by its community members against society andenvironment for its performance and the impact of itssolutions; the entirety of moral principles, democraticand sustainable development values, transparent andethical behaviour manifesting in voluntary activeparticipation, self-education of socially responsiblebehaviour and the obligation to consider needs ofstakeholders, to comply laws and international

standards; the model for implementing socialresponsibility of a comprehensive school consists ofthree parts: school context, society and environment,with which school administration, teachers, pupils andtheir parents interact, the second part consists of threefactors, which influence the intention to behave: theattitude towards behaviour (moral principles,democratic and sustainable development values);subjective standard (voluntarily taken responsibilityagainst society and environment for its activity andsolutions; the obligation to consider needs ofstakeholders, the observance of laws and internationalstandards); the perceived control of behaviour(transparent and ethical behaviour; voluntary andactive participation and development of sociallyresponsible behaviour), the third part is the intention –internal motivation and the perceived possibility to act,which allows believing that social responsibility will beimplemented.
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Abstract
The role of women and men are expanding due to changes in their life style. This expansion in their role is

expected to increase stress both in the home and the work setting due to their brief that job responsibilities of women more
than those of men (Grandey et al., 2005). It seems presently employees experience work family conflict with her increasing
participation in the labour force. However, work family conflict is a situation where the demands of the work role deplete
resources such as time, energy emotions etc., required participating in the family role (Lappiere and Allen 2006), individuals
with greater access to workplace social support garner additional job psychological resources (Bakker and Demorouti, 2007)
that providing a stress buffer to manage strain. When individuals feel socially supported at work, they feel cared by others
and feel that they have access to help. When the work role interferes with the performance of the family roles there should be
a negative assessment of work, providing that the family role is relevant for the self. Carlson and Kacmar (2000) find that the
work role conflict has a greater impact on job satisfaction in those workers who have a high centrality of the family role. The
researchers conclude that stress in the work domain could reduce the level of the job satisfaction due to the fact that work is
not assessed and considered to be anything other than an intrusion as the family role. This paper examines the relationship
among work-family-conflict, social support and employees’ satisfaction both in work and life. This study has been conducted
in a public sector organisation in India and the methodology and findings are discussed in detail in the full paper.

Key words: Work life balance, work interference with family, family interference with work, Social support, job
satisfaction and life satisfaction

I. Introduction“Inter role conflict is the role pressure fromthe work and family domains are mutuallyincompatible in some respect” (Greenhaus and Beutell,1985). A manifestation of stress due to competing roledemands, conflict is considered a bi-directionalconstruct, in that work can interfere with family (i.e.,
work- family conflict) and family can interfere withwork (i.e., family-work conflict) (Frone, 2003; Hammerand Thompson, 2003). WFC and FWC serve as thelatent antecedent variables for this study and both are areflection of the three primary stressors (i.e., causes ofconflict), which serve as manifest variables (Greenhausand Beutell, 1985).The personal factors affecting working lifebalance are age, marital status, time spent on familyaffairs, gender, education, experience and number ofchildren and dependents. But, social support at workcan be derived from superior and co-worker. Earlierstudies have successfully demonstrated relationshipbetween social support and work interference withfamily. According to Yildirim and Aycan (2008),supervisory support included both instrumental andemotional supports. Instrumental support impliedproviding assistance and advice whereas emotionalsupport referred to supervisor’s emphaticunderstanding and sensitivity to work-family issues.Further, according to the role theory, theexpected relationship between work-family conflictand job satisfaction is such that an increase in work-family conflict reduces the level of satisfaction (Froneet al., 1992; Kopelman et al., 1983). This hypothesisednegative relationship has been found in most studies(e.g. Adams et al., 1996; Boles, 1996; Carlson et al.,2000; Netemeyer et al., 1996; Perrewe et al., 1999),although not in all (e.g. Aryee et al., 1999; Beutell andWittg-

Berman, 1999; Lyness and Thompson, 1997; O’Driscollet al., 1992; Thompson and Blau, 1993). Kossek andOzeki (1998), after revising the studies, have found anaverage correlation of -0.31, -0.27 and –0.18 betweenjob satisfaction and (global) work-family conflict, WIFand FIW, respectively. Likewise, the study reviewcarried out by Allen et al. (2000) on WIF indicates anaverage correlation of -0.24 with job satisfaction.However, the authors of both reviews point out that thenature and strength of the relationship varies greatlyfrom study to study, revealing inconsistent results.Pavot and Diener (2008) have shown thatlife satisfaction, a distinctly cognitive, judgment-basedconstruct, is influenced by an individual’s personalityand affective disposition. Considered a stable,integrated judgment of an individual’s life as a whole(Schimmack, et al., 2002; Schimmack and Oishi, 2005),the construct of life satisfaction (as opposed tosubjective well-being as a whole) allows forrespondents to individually determine not only thecriteria, but also its importance, in determining theiroverall level of satisfaction (Diener, et al., 2003; Pavotand Diener, 2008).
II. Review of LiteratureNicholas (2007) examined self-employmentin relation to work-family conflict, work-familysynergy, autonomy, work pressure, mental health,physical health, and satisfaction indices. The analysisuses data from a national probability sample (n = 708self-employed), the 2002 National Study of the Changing

Workforce. Significant relationships were found for allof the major variables while controlling for gender, age,and marital status. Mental health symptoms were thestrongest predictor of work-family conflict overall



while work pressure was the strongest predictor ofwork-interfering with family (WIF) conflict.Work-family conflict was negatively andsignificantly related to satisfaction outcomes (i.e., job,family, and life) controlling for age, gender, and maritalstatus, while work-family synergy was positivelyrelated to these satisfaction outcomes. A post hocanalysis comparing self-employed participants to wageand salary participants indicated better overalladjustment for the self-employee.Beutell (2007) examined self-employmentin relation to work-family conflict, work-familysynergy, autonomy, work pressure, mental health,physical health, and satisfaction indices. The analysisuses data from a national probability sample (n = 708self-employed), the 2002 National Study of the Changing
Workforce. Significant relationships were found for allof the major variables while controlling for gender, age,and marital status. Mental health symptoms were thestrongest predictor of work-family conflict overallwhile work pressure was the strongest predictor ofwork-interfering with family (WIF) conflict. Work-family conflict was negatively and significantly relatedto satisfaction outcomes (i.e., job, family, and life)controlling for age, gender, and marital status, whilework-family synergy was positively related to thesesatisfaction outcomes. A post hoc analysis comparingself-employed participants to wage and salaryparticipants indicated better overall adjustment for theself-employed.Timothy et al. (2006) investigated theeffect of work-family conflict on the emotions of guiltand hostility, and the implications of work-familyconflict and these emotions for job satisfaction andmarital satisfaction. Using experience-samplingmethodology, data were collected from a sample of 75individuals over a period of 2 weeks (producing 625data points). Results revealed that within individuals,family-to-wok conflict experienced at work, and work-to-family conflict experienced at home, were positivelyassociated with guilt and hostility at work and at home,respectively. In addition, state hostility mediated thenegative effect of work-to-family conflict at home ondaily marital satisfaction. Finally, cross-levelinteraction effects were observed such that work-family conflict more strongly affected the emotions ofthose scoring high on trait guilt and trait hostility.Judge et al. (2006) investigated the effect ofwork-family conflict on the emotions of guilt andhostility. The implications of the same on job andmarital satisfaction were analysed by using experience-sampling methodology. Data were collected from asample of 75 individuals over a period of two weeks.Results revealed that family-to-work conflictexperienced at work and work-to family conflictexperienced at home were positively associated withguilt and hostility at work and at home, respectively. Inaddition, hostility mediated the negative effect of work-to-family conflict at home on marital satisfaction.Relationship between two dimensions ofsocial integration (community participation and

affective community resources) and job and maritalquality was studied by Voydanoff (2005) data from the1995 National Survey of Midlife Development in the US(n=1,816) indicate that the level of communityparticipation was unrelated or negatively related to joband marital quality, whereas affective communityresources how positive associations with job andmarital quality. Relationships between communityparticipation and affective community resources andjob stress were partially mediated by work-to-familyconflict facilitation. Family-to-work conflict facilitationpartially mediate relationships between affectivecommunity resources and marital satisfaction our risk.The study takes a beginning step in establishingrelationships and exploring process that make up thework-community family interface. The main objectiveof this paper is to study the work-family conflict, theimpact of social support on work-life balance. Furtherto study the impact of work-family conflict on job andlife satisfaction.
III. Conceptual FrameworkIn this study the definition of work-familyconflict proposed by Kahn et al. (1964) has been used.This definition is consistent with that used by manyother researchers (Halahan and Gilbert, 1979;Kopelman et al. 1983; Greenhaus and Beutell, 1985;Greenhaus et al., 1987; Bedian and Mossholder,, 1989;Duxbury and Higgins, 1991). Kahn et al. (1964) definedwork-family conflict as a form of interrole conflict inwhich the role pressures from the work and familydomains are mutually incompatible in some respect.Work-family conflict occurs when an individual has toperform multiple roles: Worker, spouse and in manycases, parent, and elderly parents care takers. Each ofthese roles imposes demands requiring time, energyand commitment. The cumulative demands of multipleroles can result in role strain of two types; overloadand interference (Kelly and Voydanoff, 1985).Overload exists when the total demands on time andenergy associated with the prescribed activities ofmultiple roles are too great for the roles to beperformed adequately or comfortably. Interferenceoccurs when conflicting demands make it difficult tofulfill the requirements of multiple roles.The increased interest in understanding thework-family interference stems from the demonstratedoutcomes of work-family conflict on role and lifesatisfaction. Life satisfaction was conceptualized asderiving from satisfaction through having a good job,and social support (Sekaran, 1983). Some priorevidence supports the relationship between work-family conflict, social support, job satisfaction and lifesatisfaction. Several studies have found negativerelationships between interrole conflict and jobsatisfaction (Jones and Butler, 1980; Pleck et al., 1989;Staines and O’Connor, 1980; Kopelman et al., 1983;Sekaran, 1985; Greenhaus and Parasuraman, 1986;Parasuraman et al., 1989; Mohamed Hashim, 1993).Work-family conflict was also found relationship toSocial Support (Silver, 1993; Ahmed and Masood, 2011,Rani et al. (2009), Voydanoff (2004), Carmen andMargeret (2001) and Hofstede (1984).



Several earlier researchers have found apositive relationship between job satisfaction and lifesatisfaction (Bamundo and Kopelman, 1980; Rice et al.,1980; Sekaran, 1985; Burke and McKeen, 1988; Rice et
al., 1992), and between family satisfaction and lifesatisfaction (Campbell et al., 1976; Lee, 1978;Kopelman et al., 1983; Rice et al., 1992). The model ofwork-family conflict proposed by Kopelman et al.(1983); Kossek and Ozeki (1998) are followed as thetheoretical base for this research. These modelspresent a homological network among work conflict,family conflict, work-family conflict, social support, jobsatisfaction and life satisfaction. Based on the models,the researcher has devised different objectives andthereby to examine the relationship some of thehypotheses are framed in this study.
Sample SizeIn the pilot study 46.00 per cent of therespondents have expressed average and above level ofwork family conflict. Justifiable sample size wasdetermined by sampling proportion method using theformula
Where -Table value for 95%p is - 46%- precession level at 95%

in this case n - 382
Sampling TechniqueThe desired n level is 382. Expecting non-response of 30.00 per cent, the researcher hasdistributed about 500 questionnaires to therespondents and received only 487 of them. Finally, outof 487 filled-in questionnaires, 473 were taken for thisstudy. The samples are selected for the study by usingproportionate stratified random sampling. The samplesare stratified according to strength of the departments.Questionnaire was used to collect the data for the finalstudy.
Findings The stated objectives are studied and thefindings are stated below.

IV. Research MethodologyThe study is descriptive in nature. Carlsonet al tool on work life balance (2000); Caplan et al toolon social support (1980); Cook et al tool on Jobsatisfaction (1981) and Alam and Singh tool on lifesatisfaction (1972) were used for the study. Pilot studywas performed by collecting data from 100 executivesfrom BHEL, Trichy. The reliability ranged between 0.71and 0.87.
PopulationThe population of the study is the executivesworking in various departments of the organization inTrichy. Hence, population of this study is 1575.

Table - 1 Correlation between Executives’ Work-Family Conflict, Social Support, Job Satisfaction and Life
Satisfaction

Job
Satisfaction

Life
Satisfaction

Social
Support

Work
Interference
with Family

Family
Interference
with Work

Work-
Family
Conflict

Job Satisfaction 1
Life Satisfaction 0.398** 1
Social Support 0.398** 0.406** 1
Work Interference With
Family -0.150** -0.220** -0.308** 1
Family Interference with
Work -0.086 -0.148** -0.163** 0.703** 1
Work- Family Conflict -0.131** -0.203** -0.262** 0.936** 0.908** 1

** - Significant at 0.01 level



Hypothesis – There is no correlation between Work
Family Conflict (WIF and FIW), Social Support Job
Satisfaction and Life satisfaction of the Executives
Table - 1 represents the results of the correlationbetween Work Family Conflict (Work Interference withFamily and Family Interference with Work), and SocialSupport, Job Satisfaction and Life Satisfaction by using,Pearson’s Correlation Co-efficient test. Work FamilyConflict is correlated significantly at 0.01 level with JobSatisfaction (r = 0.131), Life Satisfaction (r = 0.203) andSocial Support (r = 0.262). Family Interference withWork is correlated Significantly at 0.01 level with LifeSatisfaction (r = 0.148) and Social Support (r = 0.163),but Job Satisfaction is not correlated significantly. WorkInterference with Family is correlated significantly at0.01 level with Job Satisfaction (r = 0.150), LifeSatisfaction (r = 0.220) and Social Support (r = 0.308).

The variable Social Support is correlated significantly at0.01 level with Job Satisfaction (r = 0.398) and LifeSatisfaction (r = 0.406). Hence, the proposed nullhypothesis is rejected. The results of the correlationanalysis show that Work Family Conflict is correlatedsignificantly with Social Support, Job Satisfaction andLife Satisfaction. This finding is similar in line with thefindings of Kopelman et al. (1983).
Impact of Work Family Conflict on Job Satisfaction
and Life SatisfactionThe impact of Executives Work FamilyConflict (Work Interference with Family and FamilyInterference with Work) on Job Satisfaction and LifeSatisfaction are presented in Table – 2

Table- 2 Work Family Conflict on Job Satisfaction and Life Satisfaction

Independent Variables Dependent
Variable

B t R2 F

WIF JobSatisfaction -0.030 -3.296** 0.023 10.861**WIF Life Satisfaction -0.211 -4.903** 0.049 24.037**FIW JobSatisfaction -0.020 -1.870 0.007 3.496FIW Life Satisfaction -0.169 -3.242** 0.022 10.508**
** - Significance at 0.01 level; * - Significance at 0.05 levelThe above table presents the results of theRegression analysis for impact of Executives’ WorkFamily Conflict (Work Interference with Family andFamily Interference with Work) factors on thedependent variables namely, Job Satisfaction and LifeSatisfaction. Considering the significance of individualregression coefficients using ‘t’ statistics, the resultreveals that Work Interference with Family (B = -0.030,t = -3.296) has influenced significantly at 0.01 level onJob Satisfaction and the ‘R2’ value is found to be 0.023,which is significance, because the ‘F’ statistic (10.861)

is significance at 0.01 level. Hence, it is concluded that2.30 per cent of the total variation of ‘Job Satisfaction’ isaccounted by the work interference with family. WorkInterference with Family (B = -0.211, t = -4.903) hasinfluenced significantly at 0.01 level on LifeSatisfaction and the ‘R2’ value is found to be 0.049,which is significance, because the ‘F’ statistic (24.037)is significance at 0.01 level. Hence, it is concluded that4.90 per cent of the total variation in ‘Life Satisfaction’is accounted by the work interference with family.
Table - 3Work Interference with Family, Family Interference with Work, Social Support and Job Satisfaction on LifeSatisfaction
Independent Variables Dependent Variable B T R2 FWork Interference withFamily Life Satisfaction -0.075 -1.331 0.240 36.985**Family Interference withWork 0.129 -2.441**Social Support 0.571 5.846**Job Satisfaction 1.344 6.313**

Source: Computed.** - Significant at the 0.01 level



Considering the significance of individualregression coefficients using ‘t’ statistics, the resultreveals that the factor Family Interference with Work(B = -0.020, t = -1.870) has not influenced significanceon Job Satisfaction and the ‘R2’ value is found to be0.007, which is insignificance, because the ‘F’ statistic(3.496) is not significance. Family Interference withWork (B = -0.169, t = -3.242) has influencedsignificantly at 0.01 level on Life Satisfaction and the‘R2’ value is found to be 0.022, which is significance,because the ‘F’ statistic (10.508) is significance at 0.001level. Hence, it is concluded that 2.20 per cent of thetotal variation in ‘Life Satisfaction’ is accounted by thefamily interference with work.
Influence of Work Interference with Family and
Family Interference with Work, Social Support and
Job Satisfaction on Life SatisfactionThe above Table presents the results of theMultiple Regression analysis for influence of workinterference family, family interference work factors of

the respondents, social support and job satisfaction onthe dependent variable lifesatisfaction. Considering the significant difference ofindividual regression coefficients, using ‘t’ statistics, theresult reveals that the independent variables namely,work interference with family (B = -0.075, t = -1.331),family interference with work (B = 0.129, ‘t’ = -2.441),Social support (B = 0.571, t = 5.846) and job satisfaction(B = 1.344, t = 6.313) are influenced at the 0.01 level onlife satisfaction. Also, it is clear that ‘R2’ value is foundto be 0.240, which is significance, because the ‘F’statistics (36.985) is significance at the 0.01 level.Hence, it is concluded that 24.00 per cent of the totalvariation is accounted by the explanatory variables.According to Cohen and Cohen (1983) a path analysishas been performed in which each variable is regressedon all other variables postulated to precede it. Theresult of the test is presented in Figure 1 All thevariables are showing significance relationship.

Figure 1. Significant path co-efficients

The Table 4. presents the results of regression pathanalysis predicting social support, job satisfaction andlife satisfaction. Work-Family Conflict explained 6.00per cent of the variance in social support, 1.00 per centof the variance in Job Satisfaction and 3.00 per cent ofthe variance in Life Satisfaction. Social Support isexplained by 15.00 per cent of the variance in JobSatisfaction and 16.00 per cent in Life Satisfaction. JobSatisfaction is explained 15.00 per cent of the variancein Life Satisfaction. Social Support and Job Satisfactionare as antecedents of life satisfaction. Since,

examination of path coefficients, the supports for thisstudy come from the linkages between work-familyconflict, social support and job satisfaction with lifesatisfaction. The significance path between work-family conflict, social support, job satisfaction and lifesatisfaction supports a study of 354 marriedprofessional women in Singapore by Aryee (1992) whofound that work-family conflict has explained thevariance in social support, job satisfaction and lifesatisfaction although the contribution was only 11.80per cent, 9.00 per cent and 15.00 per cent respectively.
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The study conducted by Parasuraman et al. (1989) alsofound that work-family conflict had negative effect onjob satisfaction, social support and life satisfaction asfound in the present study. The significancerelationship between job satisfaction and lifesatisfaction substantiates earlier studies by Pleck et al.(1980), Sekaran (1985), Rice et al. (1992) and thatbetween social support and life satisfaction is line withthe findings of Rice et al. (1992).Although work-family conflict leads tolower social support, job satisfaction as well as life

satisfaction. However, social support and lifesatisfaction is an important concern for individuals andorganizational alike, because such conflict, as a sourceof stress, has been correlated with negativeconsequences, including reduced social support andthereby job satisfaction, which can lead to reduced lifesatisfaction. The inter-relationship between socialsupport and job satisfaction with life satisfactionindicates that the conditions at work can affect thequality of work life and family life as well as the overallwell-beings of the employees in the study organization.
Table –4. Parameters estimates and standardized path co-efficients of the proposed model.

Criterion Variable Predictor Variable  t Adj R2 F

Time based WIF Work Interference withFamily 0.85 36.05 0.73 1300.23**
Strain based WIF Work Interference withFamily 0.89 42.30 0.79 1789.31**
Behaviour based WIF Work Interference withFamily 0.74 24.50 0.55 600.32**
Time based FIW Family Interference withFamily 0.85 35.79 0.73 1280.94**
Strain based FIW Family Interference withFamily 0.88 40.20 0.77 1616.58**
Behaviour based FIW Family Interference withFamily 0.64 18.24 0.41 332.73**Work Interference withFamily Work-Family Conflict 0.93 57.93 0.87 3356.51**Family Interference withWork Work-Family Conflict 0.90 47.06 0.82 2215.02**Work Interference withFamily Job Satisfaction -0.15 -3.29 0.02 10.861**Family Interference withWork Life Satisfaction -0.14 -3.24 0.02 10.508**
Work-Family Conflict Social Support -0.262 20.532 0.067 34.690**Job Satisfaction Work-Family Conflict -0.131 -2.864 0.015 8.202**Job Satisfaction Social Support 0.398 9.413 0.157 88.604**Life Satisfaction Work-Family Conflict -0.203 -4.494 0.039 20.192**Life Satisfaction Social Support 0.406 9.652 0.163 93.170**Life Satisfaction Job Satisfaction 0.398 9.412 0.157 88.591**

Source: Computed value ** - Significance at the 0.01 level



VI. ConclusionSocial Support and Job Satisfaction are asantecedents of life satisfaction. Although work-familyconflict leads to lower social support, job satisfaction aswell as life satisfaction. However, social support andlife satisfaction is an important concern for individualsand organizational alike, because such conflict, as asource of stress, has been correlated with negativeconsequences, including reduced social support andthereby job satisfaction, which can lead to reduced lifesatisfaction. The inter-relationship between socialsupport and job satisfaction with life satisfactionindicates that the conditions at work can affect thequality of work life and family life as well as the overallwell-beings of the employees in the study organization.Thus, based on the identified problems, the researcherhas given suitable suggestions in this study.
Suggestions
 Different policies and strategies are neededfor the people at different type jobs and at differentstages of their career.  Turnover of any employee mayheavily damage the organization because by recruitnew employee not only waste of time but also the firmis going to invest handsome amount for the trainingand development of that employee. So if theorganization design such a supportive policy whichinclude the measures how to reduce work familyconflict such as introduction of flexible working hourssupportive vocation policy, appraisals and reportingetc. may reduce the employee job dissatisfaction.
 The organization should focus onpsychological aspects of managers involving needs,desires and intrinsic motivation and other variables tomaintain reduced work family conflict and increasedjob satisfaction.
 Management should be encouraged to tryvarious interventions such as, family friendly policies,programmes and flexible working hours so as tominimize
 work family conflict and to provide intrinsicand extrinsic rewards to maximize job satisfaction inorder to enhance an individual's passionate desire todevelop through management developmentopportunities. Individual employees shall maintain afairly consistent schedule that allows specific blocks offamily and work that in turn would facilitate settinghigh expectations towards development throughmanagement development opportunities.
 In order to minimize the negative effects ofrole conflict, management can provide training to helpemployees develop strategies for dealing with theconflict.
 Employers should look into the possibilityof designing training programmes to assist employeesin taking more control of events in their worksituations
 Employers can make attempts to set thework environment up in such a way as to reduce work-related consequences, while the employee and his/ herfamily can take steps to address the nonwork andstress related consequences. Collectively, they cancontrol/ subdue the consequences of work familyconflict. It must be noted that while the ideal solutionwould be to prevent work-family conflict fromoccurring altogether, the domains of work and family

are both so demanding that successfully achievingequilibrium between the two may be difficult.
Future Areas of ResearchDuring this research, a number of areaswere found untouched from the research point of view.In order to examine and to generate knowledge inother focus, some of the areas are being identified asthe future areas of research as follow:

 Studies can be done including the workfactors of the respondents such as, Tenure,Role Autonomy, Role Ambiguity, Role,Conflict, Work overload etc.
 Social Support is antecedent of work-familyconflict, which can be divided into familysupport and organizational support in thefuture research.
 Study can be undertaken to know the work-family conflict and its impact for theemployees including executives to comparethem.
 Work-family conflict can be compared withthe employees of private and public sector.

Managerial ImplicationsIn this organization, it is observed thatstrain and time are the major determinants of workfamily conflict. These study findings help themanagement to fix up training for time management ofthe executives so that they better manage the time.Psychological training helps them to cope with strain.The management and focus on mental preparedness toface the strain. The organization implements thesetrainings after ascertaining their job objectives bymanagement by objective method. These help theorganization to build strong culture so that they extendsocial support to their peers, subordinates andsuperiors. This study identified the major thrust areasfor job and life satisfaction of its employees.
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Abstract
We are living in a world that its dominant indicator is machines, firms, assembly lines as well as expert

information systems in huge bureaucratic organization. Each of us are studying or working in schools, universities and
bureaucratic industries; the key terms of our current age are planning, organizing, motivation, control, stability,
compatibility, predictability and legislation; while ambiguity, complexity and chaotic as well as the concepts related to post
modernism are threatening our defined world. Teodor Levitt (1983) defined globalization as homogenizing people and
nations which beside development of communication and information technology, global financial systems and trade
improvement, results in decline in cultural values and economical systems as well as increase in inequality and terrorism,
more specifically after September 11th of 2001. In such a bureaucratic, industrial and market orientation society, marketing
as a profession is considered as a tool to maintain survival and the key to competitiveness; while the marketers’ knowledge of
their social responsibility is very low and unclear. In 1999, Neil Ascherson described marketers or market forces as sightless
psychopath criminals who became largely sovereign; he believed that unfortunately all possible possibilities and expectations
have been observed and as a result such a power is worshiped now. He ascribed that marketers’ sin is actually their
continuous attacks toward customers and considering them as objects to gain revenue and not human beings with grand
divine values. This article is to determine the answer to the question that whether we are professional marketers or sightless
psychopaths in the role of market forces. Moreover, how social responsibility of this profession can lead to marketing paradise
both retrospectively and by looking at future.

Key words: social trustee, social responsibility, the future of marketing, marketing paradise
I. IntroductionBefore the 1950s, traditional approachesdominated marketing science, and marketing ruleswere defined and determined by views from the insideof organizations out; at that time, the prevalent ideawas the idea of production and sale; the responsibilityof sales marketing department was whatever thecompany could produce, and business units thought ofincreasing their sales and making profit for thecompany by using monopoly of information and massproduction policy and by resorting to marketdominance. In his description of marketing science atthat time, Webster states that organizational decision-makers consider short time horizons, and the ability ofcompany’s sales force and advertisement attracted themost attention of the marketing department (Harrison-walker, 2001:140). It took many years fororganizations to find that in order for them to grow anddevelop; they need to have an outside-in perspective onthe company’s needs and think of being market- andconsumer-oriented rather than product-oriented. Inthis regard, by introducing a new paradigm in the thenmarketing science, Mc Kitterick laid the ground foroutstanding advancements and opened a newperspective to organizations and their decision-makers.He believed that achievement of the organization’sgoals is subject to identifying the target market’s needsand demands and obtaining as much customersatisfaction as possible compared with competitors,and called this new philosophy of management“Marketing Concept”.Marketing concept meant that the operation ofevery business unit starts when its customers and theirneeds are identified, not when the operation license isreceived, raw materials are purchased or requiredskills in selling are acquired. Thus, every organizationis responsible for maintaining customer satisfaction,not just producing and selling its products or services,and only as long as it can successfully meet its

customers’ needs and demands, there is a possibilityfor its survival (Mowen& Minor, 2001:3).During the last quarter century, markets and thetechnologies supporting these markets have drasticallychanged; technological advancements, the internet,new ways of communications, automation andglobalization along with many other consequences ofinformation revolution have presented companies andtheir customers with deep challenges. On the one hand,we can see the increasing capabilities of companies inproduction and mass customization, enjoyment ofmore optimal information systems and application ofCustomer Relationship Management (CRM),replacement of Interruption marketing withPermission marketing, and generally the increase ofcompetitiveness and dynamic sustainability in businessenvironment. On the other hand, in the transition fromthe Industrial Age to the Information Age, thecustomers of these companies have become equippedwith new capabilities such as the considerable rise oftheir purchasing power along with the increasedvariety of products and services, increased volume ofinformation about everything including information onthe consumption experiences and purchase conditionsof other consumers, virtual purchases through theinternet, choice of distribution channel in order toreceive the purchased items and even choice of thetype, place, and time of receiving advertisements fromcompanies and institutions, in a way that in today’smarkets, we can point to Prosumers and as WardHanson says, to Democracy of Goods. According to“Philip Kotler”, nowadays markets are changing fasterthan our marketing science; therefore, classicmarketing models must adapt to the presentconditions, and researchers and marketers mustredefine and restructure marketing based on thecharacteristics of the global information age that hasraised the level of competition in marketslogarithmically.



Currently, knowledge-based companies seem tobe much more successful than physical-basedcompanies, and the idea of marketing based on theinteraction between company’s central capabilities,customers’ needs, and inter-organizational cooperationnetworks has replaced the idea of sales orientationwhich concentrates on making profit only by focusingon product and resorting to techniques of increasingthe sales, development and promotion. Nowadays, thephilosophy of production and sales has been replacedby the philosophy of understanding the situation welland giving appropriate responses to all market factorsincluding customers, suppliers, competitors,sociocultural trends, rules and regulations, andeconomic factors in the macro environment(Kotler etal., 2002:5).Successful companies in the world ofcompetition have shifted from mass marketing tosegment marketing, from centralized marketing toniche marketing and then to one-to-one marketing;they have recognized the importance of servicedevelopment and improved their skills in creating anddeveloping trademarks and managing their commercialproperties; they are thinking of better applications forweb marketing; they are developing new indices toassess the expenses and profits or the effects ofmarketing activities (Kotler, 2005:28). However, inspite of all changes happening in the competition worldwhich have led to the evolution of marketing at thepresent age, a question has always challenged theminds of lawmakers and sociologists and that iswhether these efforts have resulted in the developmentof prominent human values or they have only resultedin the decline of moral values in their search for gainingmaterial interests? Marketing’s course of evolution andthe movement towards enlightened and consciousmarketing In the management of their marketingactivities, organizations have gone through fiveevolutionary yet different approaches; production
approach, which is one of the oldest concepts ineconomic activities and is somehow regarded as thefirst approach in marketing, is based on the fact thatconsumers are in favor of goods that are low in saleprice and available everywhere, and these assumptionsapply to at least two situations; the first situation iswhen demand for a particular product overtakes itssupply, and the second is when costs of producingparticular goods are high. Managers of production-oriented organizations make a lot of efforts to achieveproduction efficiency and wide distribution, but qualityis neglected by them.

Product approach was raised in order to fix theshortcomings of the previous approach and is based onthe fact that consumers are in favor of goods that havethe best quality, efficiency or maybe new features.Thus, managers who adhere to this approach seek afterproducing goods with high quality and endeavor toimprove their products over time; these managers areoften so fond of their products that forget aboutrealities, often design their products with no orminimum information about the customer, and interms of design or product improvement, they onlytrust their engineers, not their customers’ opinions or

even their competitors. Thus, it is said that sometimesthis concept leads to marketing myopia.
Selling approach considers consumers as peoplewho usually show weakness or resistance whilepurchasing and companies should resort to differenttypes of marketing and advertisement tools in order toencourage them to purchase. Managers who adhere tothis approach mostly aim to sell what they haveproduced and not produce what market demands; thus,they would suffer from many risks including thedisadvantages of negative words of mouth bycustomers who did not like the product and feltcheated after buying it.
Marketing approach questions the previousthree concepts and considers the identification andprovision of the target market’s needs and demands ina better and more effective way than competitors as theway to achieve organizational goals. This concept isbased on four principles: choice of target market andgiving an accurate definition for it in order to providean effective marketing plan for that part; identificationof customer’s needs and demands; integratedmarketing and coordination of marketing departmentwith other departments; and profitability which is theultimate goal of marketing approach. Drop in sales,slow growth, change in purchase patterns, increase ofcompetition, and increase of marketing expensesusually direct companies towards applying thisapproach, but the following three factors createdifficulties for this approach to be put into practice:organizational resistance by departments that considerthe reinforcement of marketing department’s scope asa threat to their position; marketing education which isvery slow, and the fast pace of forgetting principles ofmarketing. In recent years, marketing approach hasbeen questioned, because this concept ignores thepotential contradictions between consumer’s demands,his interests, and long-term social well-being.In social criticisms of marketing, some of itsconsequences are deemed harmful and detrimental forindividual consumers, the society in general, and othereconomic institutions. Analyses usually show thatconsumers do not approve of marketing trends andbring up the following criticisms:
 High sale prices which they believe arebecause of excessive distribution costs,relatively high advertisement andpromotion costs, and the excessive profitmarketers expect to earn;
 Deceitful trends such as deceitful pricing orfalse advertising;
 Excessive pressure for selling goods topeople that have never thought aboutpurchasing it;
 Cheap or unreliable goods in whoseproduction quality principles are notobserved, are of no or little use andsometimes safety rules are ignored;
 Pre-planned de-popularizations whichespecially apply to fashionable clothing;
 Inadequate services for deprived classes.



The negative influence of marketing on the wholesociety is also notable in the following ways:
 Creating pseudo demands and excessivematerialism which is caused by theprevalence of the belief that people arejudged based on what they have, not basedon what they are;
 Inadequacy of social goods such ashighways, police services, and parking lotsand on the contrary, the increasingabundance of such private goods as carownership;
 Cultural pollution of advertisements,billboards, and promotional teasers thatfrequently pollute people’s minds withmaterialistic, sexual messages implyingpower and containing social honor andposition;
 Advertisers’ excessive political power onthe mass media which limits these media forproducing independent and realisticreports;Since some people consider economic activities as thecause of many economic and social disorders, they haveinitiated movements from time to time in order to putthese activities in order. Among these movements,Consumer Movement and Environmental ProtectionMovement can be mentioned; Consumer Movement isan organized movement consisting of citizens and thegovernment whose goal is to increase the rights andpowers of buyers against sellers. EnvironmentalProtection Movement is also an organized movementinvolving citizens and state centers which deals withprotection and improvement of people’s environment.

Enlightened and Conscious Marketing approachstates that a company’s marketing should support thebest long-run performance of the marketing system;therefore, this approach sets the following fiveprinciples as its basis:
Consumer-oriented marketing; that is, companymust know a specific group of customers, provideservice for them and supply their needs. In otherwords, company must look at its activities from theconsumer’s point of view;
Innovative marketing requires that a company mustfrequently seek after product improvement and realmarketing;
Value marketing seeks to create long term customerloyalty by adding significant value to the consumeroffer;
Sense-of-mission marketing suggests that a companymust define its mission in such a way that it has abroader social context rather than being merelyproduct-oriented. As a result, employees would feelbetter about their work and see a brighter path forthemselves. According to this approach in marketing,the organization’s task is to determine the needs,wants, and interests of a target market and to deliverthe desired satisfactions more effectively and efficientlythan competitors in a way that preserves or enhancesthe consumer’s and the society’s well-being. Thisconcept invites marketers to have social and moralconsiderations in mind in their marketing trends.Managers of organizations that have conscious

marketing orientation should make a balance betweenthe four factors of target customers’ wants, targetcustomers’ long-term interests, society’s long-terminterests, and the revenue of company’s long-terminvestment.
II. Socially Responsible MarketingMilton Friedman, a prominent economist,says that “there is one and only one responsibility ofbusiness – to use its resources and engage in activitiesdesigned to increase its profits”, but this ignores thesocial responsibility of organizations, while consciousand enlightened marketing approach, which is mostlyreferred to as societal marketing, includes a set ofactivities that lead to a change in social behaviors andnorms in order to realize a desired society. Sometimessocially responsible marketing has replaced legalactions to solve social issues, and sometimes it isregarded as a way to improve the quality of life.According to socially responsible marketing, eachcompany should consider two points: professionalethics and company’s social responsibility. Professionalethics focuses on employee behavior, and socialresponsibility refers to the role company plays invaluable social works.
III. Professional Ethics in MarketingWe are at the core of what FrancisFukuyama called Great Disruption (Fukuyama, 1999:1).The phenomenon of globalization has been madepossible by the means of technology, world-widesystems of monetary exchange, business andmarketing. Survival in this turbulent age is subject toenjoyment of unique strategies that are applicable in allareas of business activities. Among these strategies ismarketing which has attracted more attention thanothers due to its significant role in the success ofbusinesses (Kotler&Caslione, 2009:8). In this regard,the notable point is that in this world of hypercompetition, marketing profession has been mostlyemployed by investors and business managers as ameans of gaining profit, and the previous criticisms ofthe actions conducted under the cover of marketinghave intensified more than ever.World has turned to a slave of market capitalismand according to Ascherson, marketers have all turnedto sightless psychopaths who obey market forces(Ascherson, 1999:2). Individuals, places, governments,and phenomena are all potentially linked anddependent to each other, thus consumer choice, whichis under the influence of cultural values and lifestyleand is propagandistically considered equal to humanfreedom in the world of business dealings, isquestioned. This raises three questions that are worthdiscussing and answering:1. Is freedom of consumer choice a milestoneof marketing philosophy emphasized byauthorities, or is this concept a deceptiveinitiative by marketers and a means usedmerely to justify and clear theirmanipulations?2. Is freedom in line with well-being?3. Who does have the right of choice?



Probably less than a third of the world’spopulation enjoys real income. Pareto principle statesthat 20% of the world’s population controls 80% of theworld’s income; then how can we consider the conceptof consumer’s right of choice in the real world, and canwe consider the this concept in line with human well-being or in fact, survival? The effects of globalization,which cover such areas as economy (industrialization,international institutions like World TradeOrganization and World Bank), politics (dictatorship,domination, intellectualism, and development of

democratic structures), culture (ability of local culturesand religious/racial customs to survive as well as theincrease of authenticity in meanings and lifestyles dueto globalization), and social institutions andorganizations (emergence of global village andprevalence of individualism), have influenced allbusinesses and in fact all human beings. Nowadays,marketers can no longer rely on their past knowledge,skill and experience and even trust in the previousattitudes towards consumers, customers, clients, andall factors existing in the market (Thomas, 2000:325).
I. A comparison between Mechanical, market driven professionalism, and Social trustee, civic

professionalism:

Mechanical, market driven professionalism Social trustee, civic
professionalism

Main Goal Unilateral human growth and development Multilateral development of humanvirtues
Identity-
orientation

Gap: job, which is carried out by its specialists, is separate frompersonal life. Integration: Life and occupation inthe form of job are integrated as ahabit
Knowledge-
orientation Logical individualism and determining the procedure Social functions and determining acommon language
Power-
orientation Upside-down: people occupying the jobs have more knowledge Divided: All people have knowledgeand skill
Names of
people who
are served

Client, consumer, customer, student Citizen, child, youngster, familyexpert (specialist)
Attitude
towards the
people who
are served

Needs, problems, shortcomings Desires, needs, wants
Attribution
framework

Personal problems: needs, problems, personal problems causedby attitudes and performances; characteristics originated frompersonal failures; individuals and families are exposed to danger
Social issues including poverty,family stress, racism, sexualdiscrimination, nepotism, classdifferences, fear of fellow man, andrepressed desires

Work
organization Bureaucracy Learning organizations
Criteria for
good work

Provided services units, loyalty to the rules and normsdetermined by observers and the organization Progress in joint learning,developmental goals, social trust,and quality of performance(prudence)
Focus and
primary
beneficiary of
the work
organization

Clients, consumers, students Jobs and the individuals who areserved, because their well-being isinter-related
Organizational
orientations

Executive and managerial: providing an appropriate trend forjobs to be carried out in the right way Leadership: assurance of achievingthe desired outcomes, because jobsare carried out in the right time andfor logical reasons
Specialty-
orientation

Individualism: Mobility and credit are among individualachievements Group and individual: mutualresponsibility to supervise eachother and the people who areserved
System

Specific, exclusive language about intervention, adaptation,adherence, reinforcement, control, and regulations consideringdescriptive-explanatory mechanisms
Language of democracy which isexpressed and presented throughpower-oriented communityeducation: social trust, mutual helpand assistance, mutual norms,identity development, meaning-creation, social responsibility withreference to citizenship and a just



society
Culture-
orientation

Assimilation with regard to social capital theory; culturaldiversity causes some problems and needs control Mutual adaptation with regard tocultural-social capital theory;cultural diversity is a capital
Knowledge
production
dynamics

Knowledge originated from scientists trained in controlled labsor similar conditions Knowledge originated fromintellectual and reflective functionsof jobs, professions, and individualswho are served
Theory-
practice frame

Theory is composed of facts and issues collected by experimentalobservations; theory is of no value; performance is in fact theregulated behavior of individual
Theory begins with valuereferences with regard togoodness, justice, and stablesocieties; experimentalobservations help to create mapsand control these ways in order tounderstand these views; practicalfunction in social structure isproposed following these views(actions)

Orientation
toward civil
society

Indifferent, maybe ignorant; focus on market Conducted supervision and roledevelopment, freedom
Ethical-moral
grounding

Ethical codes and demands for services are actually managerialmeans designed to support occupational options Ethical codes and norms of ethical-social performance are emphasizedin preparatory programs andevaluated in practice
Professional
relations

Often inconsistent and detached: is a derivation of the commonmission and understanding
Consistent and coexisting: workrequirements that socially includeresponsibility and thecomprehensive accountabilitystandard and its structures arepreferred and honorable

Relations with
other helping
grounds

Competitive: individuals, groups, and all spheres claim the realmof power and compete for markets, cultural power andcompetence; children, adults, and families are in between andmay be affected
Cooperation: inter-professionaltraining and educational programsthat are supported by theassociation’s partners and preparesindividuals from different jobs towork together and be accountabletogether in order to achieve jointresultsSource: Thomas,2000,326-327Globalization or in other words creating akind of integration between individuals and nations ofthe world, according to Theodore Levitt, has spreadlocal and national markets throughout the world andcustomers have turned to a humane society formarketers. Michael Thomas argues that the entiremarketing profession, especially its education segment,suffers from epistemopathology; this disease is actuallya bad knowledge that is mechanistically applied tocontemporary global market systems, in self-servingways, to identify and solve immediate problems,problems which are not well understood, and withoutany consideration of the ripple effects on society as awhole. This concept has been introduced by otherresearchers under such titles as Impairment by Lindbloom in 1990 and Organizational Learning Disabilityby Senge in 1994 (Kitchen,2003:82). In order to realizehis utopia or marketing paradise that was firstintroduced by him in 2000, Michael Thomas putforward two types of professionalism; Mechanical,market driven professionalism, and Social trustee, civic

professionalism. By explaining about the mostimportant differences between these two, he tried topropose a practical solution to realize the ideal worldof marketing.Taking a deeper look at the past andreviewing all criticisms of marketers’ activitiesexpressed by different authorities over all these years,including questioning different types ofadvertisements, packaging, promotions, andencouraging people to consumerism, politicalmanipulations, destruction of environment, undeniablemental influences on people’s minds and not onlycustomers, and even the struggles of groups supportingchildren’s rights in order to immune them againstmarketing tricks; and by looking at the future world ofcompetition, which will not be limited to one city,country, region or a group of people any more, willinclude a global set, and will lead to the increase ofmarketers’ role in businesses; the necessity forredefining this profession becomes clear more thanever.



Marketing profession has to be redefined,but this time with regard to the role of its social trust,and this is a necessity for this profession to survive,because marketers’ current awareness of their socialresponsibility is very weak and unclear. The biggestchallenge of the 21st century for researchers andstudents of market is paying attention to thedestructive components of market-oriented capitalismand trying to build a bridge between civil

professionalism in which human values are of the mostimportance and mechanical professionalism in whichonly profitability and organizational goals areaddressed. The forgotten moral principles must be putinto use in marketing again and consistency should beestablished between short-term view (which leads tolack of loyalty to moral values) and long-term view;otherwise the body of this system will explode frominside.In the age of globalization ofprofessionalism, social and civil responsibility mustbecome the rule of game. Personal interests should nomore be used in the description of marketingprofession. Professional marketers should also helpother people’s needs and wants be met and supplied.They should not pretend that, as in the past, they stillthink of consumers’ needs and wants as means ofreaching their business goals, because in today’s world,the needs and wants of a group of customers cannot bedeemed equal with the society’s needs and wants.For a marketer in today’s world, the dreamparadise is a society that is globally interwoven andinterconnected and moves in the course of improvingsocial well-being along with the presence of sociallyresponsible marketing experts who secure fair,coherent, and sustainable economic and socialdevelopment. Professionalism develops the social, civilresponsibility of democracy and ensures the existenceof social responsibility. In other words, instead ofpaying attention merely to individual interests andputting limited focus on the customer and the personwho pays the money and creates income for thecompany, this type of marketing considers social trustas the first priority in order to realize social justice, andwith a clear and comprehensive insight aboutprosperity and just society and its position in globalorder, it abandons claims about value neutrality andobjectivism, which is a legacy of the philosophy ofscience, and focuses on social, ethical, and moralresponsibility, because it encounters customers fromall nations of the world.A marketer with social and civilresponsibility not only should master the requiredskills to utilize technology-based information, but also,besides improving his marketing skills, he must payattention to planning, strategy development, creativity,and innovation based on a comprehensiveunderstanding of the global market, market forces, andthe need for providing a superior value and thus,secure the future success and survival of the business.As professional individuals, marketers of thecontemporary world should take advantage of theopportunity they have and strictly show that theirprofession thinks about the survival of both theorganizations they serve and the society in general.Marketing as a high culture in a mission-orientedsociety means that professionals of marketing play avital and critical role in defending the customers’ rightsas well as the value system that puts customer in thefirst position, but they do not define customer as theonly ultimate buyer, but from the viewpoint ofmarketing’s internal and external definition, customeris any person who is somehow related to our business,and this means all the people of the world who, asWard Hanson says, have formed the global village.

Marketing relations become more and more complexevery day and mutual dependencies, continuity andstrategic alliance and network organizations need anappropriate insight, an insight beyond what has beentraditionally known as the function of marketing undersuch titles as management of promotion anddistribution, management of sales force, andmanagement of pricing policies and productdevelopment. In global economy, when encounteredwith active competitive forces, those businesses andcountries can survive, thrive, and grow that release asuperior value in the market. If marketers keep obeyingmarket forces blindly and stay under the dominance ofcapitalism, they will be gradually marginalized andbecome unreliable and unstable. A marketer who isable to describe his capability in creating values for allpeople as global customers and in doing his social andcivil responsibility can lead his profession towards theparadise of marketing.
II. ConclusionEntering the third millennium, we are facedwith not only big changes, but with an increase in theirpace. Nowadays, the pace of these changes is so highthat the ability of progressing with the same speed andadapting oneself with the new situation has turned to acompetitive advantage and strength. In order tocontinue their victories, companies can no longer relyon their past experiences and findings and need newsolutions in their business. Nowadays, in order toachieve success in the shade of premiere quality, betterservice, lower price, having more market share,continuous optimization of product, innovation,entering high-growth markets, appropriation andconsistency with customer’s demands and even goingbeyond customer’s expectations and making himhappy, companies need to have a strong and stablestrategy in globalized markets that is considerablydistinct from that of their competitors. In the age ofglobal competition, such strategy can definitely beregarded as the level of each company’s awareness,capabilities, and commitments that can play the role ofits greatest competitive advantage in a world that hasbecome a slave of capitalism, only if all micro andmacro activities of the organization are originated fromprofessional conscience. Every company and marketingmanager should seek for finding a philosophy based onsocial responsibility and loyalty to moral principles.Market managers should have an insight that is beyondobeying what deemed legal and permissible; an insightwhich is based on standards focusing on personalhonor, organizational conscience, and providing long-term well-being for the consumer in particular and thesociety in general observing moral principles and socialresponsibility needs the commitment of all levels in acompany.



In other words, these principles shouldbecome a part of the company’s cultural entirety, andthe role of marketing organizational unit, which is inclose and direct contact with customers, consumers,and the people of the society, appears to be moresignificant than other organizational units in thiscourse. Marketing with such an attitude andcommitment paves the way for a society that is readyto accept prominent human values and in other words,for the paradise of marketing.
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Abstract

The study is conducted to understand the influence of interpersonal relationship and faculty workload on job
satisfaction among faculty members of engineering colleges in Nellore Dist, Andhra Pradesh. The data is collected from 120
faculty members from six engineering colleges; convenience sampling is followed as sample design. The data is collected
through self-administered structured questionnaire. The data collected is put for analysis by employing descriptive analysis
and correlation. It is found from the analysis that there is positive relationship between Interrelationship and Job satisfaction.
Further, workload has negative correlation with Job Satisfaction. The organization’s now days are looking to implant
organizational citizenship in employees, need to consider the above variables.

Keywords: Job satisfaction, interpersonal relationship, workload.

I. IntroductionJob satisfaction is a significant factor relatedto employee physical and mental well-being. JobSatisfaction is indicator of how employees feel abouttheir jobs and a predictor of work behaviors such asorganizational citizenship, absenteeism and turnover.The understanding of the above factors related to jobsatisfaction is significant to enhance the happiness ofworkers (Okpara, Squillace & Erondu, 2005).Furthermore, Job Satisfaction among faculty membersis important in contributing to quality of teaching, highjob commitment help in producing high qualitystudents. Understanding academicians’ job satisfactionwill help the institutions to find mechanism in order toretain academic talents, lower absenteeism andturnover rate.Research in the area of job satisfaction onfaculty members was ignored as subject of study.However, in recent years, there is increase in numberof studies related to job satisfaction amongacademicians. The faculty member’s job satisfaction iscenter to perform job effectively, further thiscontributes to give quality education and enhanceemployability skills in students. Further, the industry isvoicing that decline in quality of education inengineering colleges leading to lack of employabilityskills of student’s, this could be the reason in increaseof studies on faculty members job satisfaction.
II. Literature ReviewAround the globe it is an established factthat a person with a high level of job satisfaction has apositive attitude towards the job, while a person who isdissatisfied with the job has a negative attitude. Whenpeople speak of employee attitude, they usually arereferring to job satisfaction (Stephen P. Robbins, MaryCoulter, 2004). Job satisfaction has been defined byLocke (1976), as “. . . a pleasurable or positiveemotional state resulting from the appraisal of one’sjob or job experiences”. The main premise of thistheory is that satisfaction is determined by adiscrepancy between what one wants in a job and whatone has in a job. An early form of job satisfaction theoryheld that all elements of one’s work environmentcontributed in additive fashion to the total jobsatisfaction which one realized. Job satisfaction has

been considered as a component of
organizational commitment.
Interpersonal RelationshipRelationship with the supervisor and peersis also an important factor influencing the employeesJob Satisfaction. According to Herzberg et al. (1952), itis a hygiene factor that may lead to job dissatisfaction.Employees in organizations are often attracting theirsupervisors for different reasons. These relationshipsare called functional and entity relationships (Locke,1976). Functional relationships between supervisorand subordinate are based on which services can beprovided for each other. An employee may be attractedto his or her supervisor to a degree that he or she viewsthe supervisor or helping to attain salient job values(Locke, 1970). These values are normally related, orare related to the rewards the employee can accrue fortask performance. Again, welfare (wellness) programsincluding benefits, bonus, overtime, transportallowance, medical allowance, etc., have positiverelationships with job satisfaction of employees(Bonner 1997).
Workload Recent calls for faculty performanceaccountability and productivity have placed increasingdemands on faculty work. Academics are expected toteach, conduct research, and be involved in service andadministrative functions of their institutions andprofessions (e.g., Blackburn & Lawrence, 1995; Boyer,1990; Gappa, Austin, & Trice, 2007; Jacobs & Winslow,2004; Schuster & Finkelstein, 2006). There is asignificant variation in faculty work across institutionsand disciplines, but regardless of the environment,there are always too many responsibilities that arecompeting for faculty members’ time (e.g., Fairweather,2002, 2005; Schuster & Finkelstein, 2006). Theresearch on faculty productivity reveals that today’sacademics face growing demands that make it harderfor them to achieve the balance among variousfunctions of their work (e.g., Bellas & Toutkoushian,1999; Fairweather, 1993, 2002; 2005; Fairweather &Beach, 2002; Fox, 1992; Hattie & Marsh, 1996;Houston, Meyer, & Paewai, 2006; Porter & Umbach,



2001). Faculty work long hours, but despite these longhours, they find it difficult to balance the increasingexpectations of their work that are becoming “moredemanding in terms of effort as well as time” (Jacobs &Winslow, 2004, p. 106).
III. Research MethodologyThe objective of this study is to understandthe relationship of Interpersonal Relationship ofemployees and Workload assigned with JobSatisfaction. This study is conducted among the facultymembers of engineering colleges in Nellore Dist ofAndhra Pradesh. The study collected data through selfadministered questionnaire. Convenience samplingwas used to collect data. The study has collectedopinions from 120 faculty members from variousEngineering Colleges. The respondents were asked torate on 5-point Likert scale from “strongly agree” to“strongly disagree”. The questionnaire consists of twosections, in the first section the questions were askedto measure demographic factors like Age Group,Gender, Year of Experience, and Qualification,Designation. In the second section, the questionsrelated to Interpersonal Relationship, Workload andJob Satisfaction were presented.
IV. Analysis

Hypothesis

H1 Interpersonal Relationships have positiverelationship with Job Satisfaction.
H2 Workload of employees has negative relationshipwith Job Satisfaction.The Table 1 explains the statistic details ofdemographic factors like Age Group, Gender, Year ofExperience, Qualification and Designation. It isobserved from the data, there are 54 (45%) ofrespondents are in the age groups of 25-30 years,39(32.5%) of 31-40 Years, 15(12.5%), 8(6.6%) and4(3.3%) of years. The sample comprised 74(61.6%)male and 46 (38.3%) female faculty. Around 63(52.5%)faculty members have 0-5 Years of Experience,30(25%) faculty have 6-10 Years, 17(14%) facultyhave 11-15 Years, 7(5.8%) faculty have 15-20 Yearsand 3(2.5%) faculty have 20 and above years ofexperience.
Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Demographic
factors of FacultySL.No

Demographic Factors NumberofRespondents
Percentage

1 AgeGroup 25-30 Years 54 4531-40 Years 39 32.541-50 Years 15 12.551-60 Years 8 6.660 andAbove Years 4 3.32 Gender Male 74 61.6Female 46 38.3

3 Year ofExperience 0-5 Years 63 52.56-10 Years 30 2511-15 Years 17 1415-20 Years 7 5.820 andabove Years 3 2.54 Qualification Graduation 16 13.3PostGraduation 62 51.6NET/SLET(CSIR) 25 20.8M. Phil 10 8.33Ph. D 7 5.85 Designation AssistantProfessor 76 63.3AssociateProfessor 19 15.8Professor 15 12.5Others 10 8.33
Around 16 (13.3%) faculty have graduationdegree, 62(51.6%) have Post Graduation, 25(20.8%)faculty have NET/SLET. 10 (8.33%) have M. Phil and7(5.8%) faculty have PhD degree. 76(63.3%) facultyare Assistant Professor, 19(15.8%) faculty areAssociate Professor, 15(12.5%) faculty are Professorand 10(8.3%) faculty have other designation likevisiting and guest faculty.Correlation analysis was employed toanalyze the direction of relationship between theantecedents and Job Satisfaction variables. Regressionanalysis is employed to understand the magnitude ofvariance explained by the antecedents on JobSatisfaction.In Table 2 weighted means and Cronbach’salpha of variables are been detailed. It can be observedthat Interpersonal Relationship has weighted mean of2.8. It reveals the faculty doesn’t have qualityrelationships with their superiors and peers. Theweighted means of workload variable is observed at1.8, can be understood that faculty perceive theworkload too high. Job Satisfaction of faculty membersis observed to be 2.8, can be interpreted as marginallysatisfied. Cronbach’s alpha is concerned with thedegree of interrelatedness among the set of itemsdesigned to measure a single construct. Table 2 depictsthe reliability alphas for various constructs. As can beseen, the coefficient alphas for all variables are above0.60 which is an acceptable limit according to theresearch standards.

Table 2: Cronbach’s Alpha and Weighted MeansS.No Variables Noofitems
Cronbach’s Alpha Weighted Means

1 InterpersonalRelationship 4 0.601 2.8
2 Workload 5 0.772 1.83 JobSatisfaction 6 0.819 2.8



Table 3 represents correlation and regression analysis.To understand the direction and significance ofrelationship between the antecedents and CustomerLoyalty, Correlation analysis is performed. Tounderstand the magnitude of variance explained byantecedents on Customer loyalty, regression analysis isemployed.
Table 3: Correlation and Regression Analysis of Job

SatisfactionRelationship CorrelationCoefficient r
Sig RegressionCoefficient R2

Sig Hypothesis(Supported/NotSupported)IRJS .48 .003 .22 .006 H1SupportedWLJS -.67 .000 .43 .000 H2supportedIR = Interpersonal Relationship, WL = Work Load andJS = Job Satisfaction
H1: Interpersonal Relationships have positiverelationship with Job Satisfaction. Correlation analysisreveals that Interpersonal Relationship has positiverelationship with Job Satisfaction (r =0.48, p< .000).Interpersonal Relationship is able to explain 22% ofvariance in Job Satisfaction (r2 =0.22, p<.000). It can beunderstood that Interpersonal Relationship is a goodpredictor of Job satisfaction. Hence H1 is accepted.
H2: Workload of employees has negative relationshipwith Job Satisfaction. Correlation analysis reveals thatworkload has negative relationship with JobSatisfaction (r = - 0.67, p< .000). Workload is able toexplain 43 % of variance in Job Satisfaction (r2 =0.43,p<.000). It can be understood that workload is a goodpredictor of Job satisfaction. Hence H2 is accepted
V. ConclusionInterpersonal Relationship and workloadassignment of faculty are understood to be goodpredictors influencing Job Satisfaction of facultymembers. It is understood that faculty have very weakinterpersonal relationship and high workloadcontributing to marginal job satisfaction of faculty.Hence, the management of engineering colleges needto look to improve interpersonal relationships offaculty members by organizing informal meetings likeannual day meets, get together and outside tours.Further, Managements need to direct the faculty withreasonable workload in purview of UGC guidelines. Theadministrative work need to be assigned on team basis,so as to decrease the burden on individual. However,there is need to do more studies in engineering collegecontext to understand other variables influencing JobSatisfaction.
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Abstract
Seeking to evaluate the cities of Kaunas, Klaipėda and Vilnius according to the index of creative cities, qualitative

research was conducted. The nature of the qualitative research was determined by the fact that the research methods and
data measurement means were formed by the authors Hartley, Potts et al. (2012) in the course of the study “CCI-CCI Creative
City Index”. To determine the creative city index the authors use the analysis of statistical data. Kaunas city was chosen for the
research into the increase of competitiveness solutions of creative cities. During the qualitative research, the representatives
of Culture and Tourism Division as well as Strategic and Development Division of Kaunas City Municipal Administration, and
Kaunas Region Development Agency were interviewed. The results are provided in line with creative city dimensions. The
interview focused on the weak points of Kaunas city and such dimensions as the scope of creative industries, scale and
employment, attractions and economy of attention, public support, human capital and research as well as global integration.

Search results shows that The vision of Kaunas city and the prioritized spheres of activity of the city have clear
allusions to technologically innovative creative cities.

Keywords: Technological-innovative, creative cities, creativity, economic growth, creative industries.

I. IntroductionAt the end of the 20th century a new attitudetowards the economy also gave rise to the idea ofcreative cities that is based on the principles of thecreative economy. Creativity, knowledge and access toinformation are understood as a strong and powerfulsource encouraging the growth of the economy. Theworks of Landry (1995, 2000, 2012), Hospers (2003),Levickaitė and Reimeris (2011), Černevičiūtė (2011),Makselis (2010), Landry and Wood (2007), Pratt(2008) and others underline that creativity isintegrated in creative cities in different ways. TheSWOT analysis conducted under the guidelines of orderNo ĮV-217 as of 2007 issued by the Minister of Cultureof the Republic of Lithuania “Regarding theEnhancement of Creative Industries and Confirmationof the Development Strategy” established that there is aproductive and developing sector of creative industriesin Lithuania, and the political context of the EU isfavourable for the development of creative industrieswith the aim of implementing the Lisbon strategy. Thismeans that there are many cities in Lithuania that byusing the creative potential they already have, couldbecome competitive not only at the national level, butalso on the global scale.
Typology of Creative CitiesAs discussed before, creative cities areanalyzed from several different aspects, and the citiesthemselves make use of their creativity in differentways. Following this classification, Hospers (2003)points out four main types of creative cities:1. Technological-innovative cities thatbear the names of Technopoles (for example, Detroit,San Francisco);2. Cultural-intellectual cities that have thestrongest culture and that attract talented people(Athens, Florescence in the Renaissance epoch,Heidelberg, etc.);3. Cultural-technological cities that havestrong creative industries (Hollywood with the motiontable industry, Paris the fashion industry, etc);

4. Technological-organizational cities thatare known for creatively solving urban problems (inLondon and Paris their underground metros werestarted in the 19th century, sky-scrapers were built inNew-York City, etc.).
Solutions for the Increase of Competitiveness of
Creative CitiesAccording to Мазилкина, Паничкина(2009), the first and the simplest definition ofcompetitiveness can be related to the understanding ofconflict competition seeking to create the bestconditions for work and development. However thecompetition of local organizations is not the same asthe competitiveness of cities, as cities compete seekingto become attractive for investments, tourism, events,human resources, high technologies, etc. (Piliutytė,2007). Sinkienė (2008, p. 72) defines thecompetitiveness of cities as the relations of theactivities of two or more cities as “the ability tomaintain the competitive positions in the specificcompetitive field/market among other cities of asimilar type (in size, geopolitical status, dominatingeconomic field), seeking for similar aims, savingresources and increasing the wellbeing of the memberof the city due to the administration of local resourcesand the factors of external environment”.Vanolo (2008) distinguishes the followingcharacteristics of creative cities:

 important places for meeting andconcentration of people (variety and attention towardsdifferent ethnic cultures and tolerance are obligatory);
 remarkable local scenic art – elite andpop art;
 active night-life – restaurants, clubs,attracting young and modern people;
 established public spaces – parks, openspaces with outdoor sports equipment;
 the opportunity of higher educationboth for young people and professionals (whocontribut  to the city’s competitiveness);



 various events are organized, especiallymega events – big events, sport festivals, concerts, cityfestivals, art exhibitions. Such events have the power toattract a great number of city guests from all over theworld. There is a strong means of communication thatcan be used to spread the city’s ideas both to city guestsand local citizens.The characteristics of the creative citydistinguished by the author underline once more thatthere should be conditions provided for the needs andcommunication of creative and young people increative cities.The most important elements of an increaseof the competitiveness of creative cities, according toSuciu (2009), are as follows:
 Creativity should be developed andexpressed by all citizens (not only artists, craftspeople,scientists). Therefore, the city policy must encouragethe creation of cultural merits and services as well asimprove the environment of offices and factories.
 Institutions carrying out the creativeactivity in the art and science fields (universities,technological schools, research institutes, theatres,libraries and other cultural organizations) in the cityshould function as the supportive creativeinfrastructure.
 Environmental policy is especiallyimportant for the successful functioning of creativecities. They must retain their historical heritage andcity environment, in this way forming a better livingenvironment. Such an environment encourages thecreativity of people and reduces indifference.
 Cities must have a balanced economicbasis, which also helps to maintain and encouragecreativity. In the opinion of the scholar, creative citiesmust have a city policy where creativity is integrated,as well as a united policy of culture, industry andenvironment, based on democratic administration(Suciu, 2009, p. 90).Weiping (2005) also stresses theimportance of the totality: creative cities must unite thecreative bureaucracy, individuals and organizations,such as, schools and universities. Creativity and itsapplication in both the public and private spheres ofcommunity life must be encouraged. In such a way thata bank of ideas is created that facilitates the search forsolutions to cities’ problems.
 Interrelationship of Exclusive

Universities’ Research and Business – most creativecommunities are established next to universities whereeducation and business classes are included into thelocal culture. Universities become a place wherespecialized research is conducted, knowledge ispatented, and where scientists and business subjectsco-operate. Such places may serve as incubators fornewly launched companies.
 Risk Capital Opportunity. Animportant factor for the growth of the creative sector isinvestments into the production and development ofinnovations, especially in the field of research (forinstance, bio-technologies). The risk capital isunderstood here as a regional investment fund fromwhich research is financed, and support is granted tostart up entrepreneurs. Such investors often supervise

those businesses where they invest and help them tosolve emerging problems. The equivalent of such apractice in Lithuania could be Business Angels.
 Large and Medium Companies. Thisaspect is more related to the development of creativeclusters. The basis of a creative cluster is one or twoinitiating/nuclear companies and other supporting(smaller) companies that carry out their activitiestogether. For example, the Microsoft Company helpedto develop the computer software cluster in Seattle.The existence of initiative companies/organizations isimportant for the development of creative clusters aswell as the development of creative cities.
 Possession of Basic Knowledge and

Skills. Almost all creative cities are characterized by ahigh concentration of educated people. As previouslymentioned, the role of knowledge and skills is of specialimportance in the creative economy, (the idea ofcreative cities is based on it).
 Target Policy. Although politicalactions usually do not have any influence upon theformation and development of clusters, some examplesof creative cities show that a decisive role can beplayed by city policy. For example, the development ofthe software cluster in Bangalore city was largelyinfluenced by the actions of the government whichprompted the technology sector. Moreover, the policyof the city/region may contribute to the developmentof new businesses – for instance, establishing anassociation of entrepreneurs, etc., where youngbusiness people could receive consultations and drawon the experience of others.
 The Quality of Services and

Infrastructure. A city that copes well with its simplestfunctions (planning, public utilities) will be moreattractive to creative companies. The location of anairport reduces travel costs; therefore making the cityis more attractive to travellers. Infrastructure’simportance to companies can include specializedlaboratories and libraries.
 The Variety and Quality of Vicinities.The natural and urban environment is a significantaspect for the existence of creative cities, the diversityof citizens and an active “street life”. Such places mustprovide various alternatives. Educated people needmore diverse entertainment: going out for dinner in thecity, taking a walk, active night-life, rock climbing, cycleroutes and similar (Weiping, 2005).Most of the solutions distinguished by theauthor are closely related to the development ofcreative clusters.

II. The Nature of the Research.Seeking to evaluate the cities of Kaunas,Klaipeda and Vilnius according to the index of creativecities, qualitative research was conducted. The natureof the qualitative research was determined by the factthat the research methods and data measurementmeans were formed by the authors Hartley, Potts et al.(2012) in the course of the study “CCI-CCI CreativeCities Index”. To determine the creative city index theauthors use the analysis of statistical data. Comparingand evaluating the three Lithuanian cities – Vilnius,Kaunas and Klaipeda – it became evident that Vilniuscity has the biggest creative index (92), Kaunas has one



and a half times smaller index (58.6) and Klaipeda’screative index is twice as smaller (50.3).In Kaunas city, the strongest dimensionsare participation and expenditure, as well as micro-productivity. In the course of the empirical research itwas established that Kaunas city has the potential oftechnologically innovative creative city.
The objects under research and their selectionKaunas city was chosen for the researchinto the increase of competitiveness solutions ofcreative cities. The city was chosen because of itsconvenience. In order to evaluate the creativity ofKaunas city using the CCI Index, the cities of Vilnius andKlaipeda also were selected for comparison.The selection of the objects for researchwas carried out in two stages:1. Lithuanian cities were chosen duringthe first stage, following these criteria:

 The cities of Kaunas, Vilnius andKlaipėda are the largest cities of Lithuania; therefore itcan be assumed that there must be a strong social andcultural infrastructure in them and a relatively highconcentration of creative employees. Theaforementioned factors are important features ofcreative cities.
 The status of capital gives Vilnius citythe opportunity to receive more public support forcultural activities and commits the city to becompetitive not only to other cities of the country, butalso to the capitals of foreign countries.
 Kaunas is characterized by a highconcentration of higher education institutions, and inthe study that was carried out in 2011 (S. Čiplytė„Galerijos „Meno parkas“ kūrybos klasteris“), it wasrevealed that there is a creative cluster of galleries inKaunas city.
 Klaipėda city calls itself as a creativecity, and in 2008 it joined the new network of Europeancreative cities-partners – .2. During the second stage, afterhaving evaluated the creativity of cities and havingestablished the type of creative city. Kaunasrespondents were selected and semi-structuredinterviews were conducted with them. The targetselection of typical samples were applied, whenrespondents were selected on the basis of certaincriteria – with regards to the problems of Kaunas citythat were detected in the course of a quantitativeresearch.
 In order to gain useful information onthe issues of creative industries, the problems of thecultural situation in Kaunas City, and the problemsrelated to attractions and economy of attention, arepresentative of the Division of Culture and Tourismof Kaunas City Administration was chosen as arespondent.
 A representative of Kaunas RegionDevelopment Agency was also interviewed on the topicof the creative industries of Kaunas City, taking intoaccount the fact that in 2010-2011 the agency carriedout the project “Action Plan of Creative IndustriesDevelopment of Kaunas Region”, therefore it was well

aware of the present situation of Kaunas City and theposition of the authorities.
 A representative of the Division ofStrategy and Development of Kaunas CityAdministration was interviewed on the questionsregarding Kaunas City strategy, development problems,global integration, human capital, research and publicsupport.

III. The results of researchDuring the qualitative research, therepresentatives of Culture and Tourism Division as wellas Strategic and Development Division of Kaunas CityMunicipal Administration, and Kaunas RegionDevelopment Agency were interviewed. The results areprovided in line with creative city dimensions. Theinterview focused on the weak points of Kaunas cityand such dimensions as the scope of creativeindustries, scale and employment, attractions andeconomy of attention, public support, human capitaland research as well as global integration.The majority of problems as emphasized by therespondents were found in the dimensions of creativeindustries, attractions and economy of attention as wellas global integration. The lowest number of the city’sadvantages was were considered to be in thedimensions of attractions and economy of attention aswell as global integration, therefore we can state that inKaunas city these two fields have the biggest problems.Moreover, speaking about global integration and itsimportant factor – Kaunas airport – the respondentsindicated that the city can have least influence upon it,therefore, all the problems emerging there cannot besolved in a very simple way. The human capital andresearch were considered to be the strongestdimension during the interviews. Only one problemwas mentioned in this dimension, i.e. a smallcontribution from the municipality, but there weremany advantages emphasized, such as theencouragement of small and medium businesses forinnovation and creativity, the abundance of studentsand technologically oriented university graduates. Inthe public support dimension there were threeadvantages highlighted, namely the financing by the EUof creative industries during the period 2014-2020,cultural scholarships, art awards as well as theparticipation of the municipal government in theactivity of communities. However, at the same timesuch problems as the understanding of politicians andthe absence of a strategic plan for 2014-2020 were alsomentioned, which largely influence further actions ofthe municipal government with regards to the city.
Creative Industries’ Scale, Scope and Employment in
Kaunas CityThe interview allowed identifying the mainproblems and advantages of Kaunas that are related tocreative industries and the cultural situation in the city(see Table 1).



Table 1
Problems and advantages of creative industries’

scope, scale and employment in Kaunas city
Problems Advantages
 Absence ofculturalstrategy ;
 Absence ofStrategic plan;
 Stagnation ofculturalinstitutions;
 Legal base ofculturalinstitutions;
 Lack ofentrepreneurial skills ofartists

 Examplesof goodpractices
 Contribution of themunicipalgovernment to theencouragement ofcultural/creativeaction
 Abundanceand varietyofassociations of artists
 Cluster ofthe OldTowncreativeindustries
 Advertising, visual artandcomputergames aswell as ITcreativeindustriesSource: compiled by the authorAs we see in the given table, this dimensionhighlights five problems related both to the work of themunicipal government – the absence of a culturalstrategy and a strategic plan, and to the activity ofcultural institutions – their stagnation, legal base aswell as the lack of entrepreneurial skills of artiststhemselves. Also, the respondents identified suchadvantages as the examples of good practices, theencouragement of others’ initiatives, the contributionof the municipal government to the encouragement ofcultural/creative actions, the large number and varietyof artistic associations, the existing cluster of creativeindustries of the old town, as well as a strongcommercial environment, visual art, computer gamesand creative IT industries.According to the opinion of Respondent R1,the most urgent problem in Kaunas city, as well as inthe whole of Lithuania and other cities, is the absenceof a strategy of culture on the national and local scale.“... we do not have a Lithuanian cultural

strategy, so what can we say about the city‘s strategy? <...
therefore our biggest task now is to prepare the cultural
strategy for at least 6 years, for the period 2014-2020,
that could designate such trivial things as the fact that
culture is a prioritized field, that culture gains a certain
part of the budget. ... It should be noted that the pearl,
peculiarity and uniqueness of the city are dance, motion,
festivals, small chamber spaces and similar things.”

The first step necessary for the creation ofthe cultural strategy has already been taken, i.e. thefeasibility study of Kaunas city culture has been carriedout, but its results have not been published publicly.However, the recommendations and the collectedinformation were used for the preparation of thestrategy. Respondent R2 also speaks about the needfor a cultural strategy for the city:
“... sometimes it seems that the urban cultural

activity is being developed without any specific plan, out
of inertia, or depending upon the mood of the
government on the day when the plans are formed.”The respondent also underlines that thepresent Strategic Activity plan of Kaunas City for theperiod 2013-2015 is not good, as it was preparedhurriedly.

“...These are just pompous words. In principle,
that document [the strategic activity plan] was remade
without much discussion with the then Cultural Division,
and it was prepared in an urgent way. And after the
specification of the strategic plan, we carried out the
feasibility study, and quite different measures could have
been taken and other proposals could have been given
out of it....” The stagnation of cultural institutions, “old-fashioned thinking”, inactivity and the legal base areindicated to be a huge problem of Kaunas city.

“The main problem of our culture is that our
cultural institutions are still living in the past. The
imperfect legal base related to the activity of those
institutions gives rise to many problems – from the issue
of labour payment to that of employees. If the
institutions functioning on the national level have a
limited term of office of the leading manager, then in
municipal administration there is no such regulation.
There are absolutely no means how to make the leader
work differently, change the situation or change
himself/herself.”And its consequences are such problems asthe non-effective work time of cultural institutions (forexample, some museums are closed on Sundays, duringevents on national holidays, etc.), the institutions haveno advertising sign; there is insufficient competence ofcultural employees, inability to use moderntechnologies, problems of publicizing of events and anabsence of entrepreneurship of institutions.The respondents stressed not only the lackof entrepreneurship of cultural institutions of the city,but also the lack of entrepreneurship of artiststhemselves. According to Respondent R2, artists ofKaunas do not have an entrepreneurial nature.

“...often our artists create art for the sake of
art, without trying and even understanding that art can
bring huge profit. Of course, the primary aim of an artist
is to create a piece of art, but in such a case artists should
hire people with management education to sell their
pieces of art. I think then there would not be so many
oppressed and undercover artists, there would be more
art galleries, and the creative industries of Kaunas city
would become stronger.”But the respondents also noted that duringthe recent years, thanks to a few enthusiastic people inKaunas, the Old Town and Laisvės alėja have beenrevived and enlivened. According to the respondents,examples of good practice spread very quickly,



therefore they hope there will be more such goodexamples in the city in the not too distant future.“It is not a secret that it all started with the
initiative of one person – Mrs. Šmidtienė, and I do believe
that she was the example that ‛contaminated’ all the rest,
as all the cafes in the Old Town are certain galleries, all
of them are very peculiar. After some time, another
active person appeared – Mr. Palevaitis who
consolidated Vilnius gatvė, began an argument and
sowed discord, and then a dialogue among the
community as well as the city government started.” (R1)And although in the opinion of therespondents, it all starts “from the bottom”, i.e. fromindividual enthusiastic people, their encouragement tobe initiative is also an important factor ofcompetitiveness. Kaunas City Municipal Administrationprepared the Programme of Encouragement of Cultural
Action in the Pedestrian Zone (Old Town, Laivės alėja)that provides for the support of the aforementionedareas by the means of the municipal budget. Theprogramme was started this year. Young artists arealso encouraged in line with the Young Artists
Encouragement Programme that states, “ ... that the
projects of young artists make up at least 80 per cent of
all financed projects. These activities are encouraged,
having in mind the fact that young people often do not
have an enterprise, a legal entity, but they want to do
something.” (R1)According to Respondent R2, the situation ofcreative industries in Kaunas city as established duringthe preparation of the action plan of creativeindustries’ development in Kaunas region wasregarded as sufficiently good. An important andremarkable creative cluster was established here – andit is the Old Town of Kaunas City. In this zone, there iscooperation among businessmen, artists, communitymembers and universities. Advertising, visual art andcomputer games as well as IT creative industries wereconsidered to be the strong creative industries ofKaunas city.
Attraction and Economy of AttentionThe table below reflects the problems andadvantages of attraction and economy of attention ofKaunas city (see Table 2).

Table 2. Problems and advantages of attractions
and economy of attention of Kaunas city

Problems AdvantagesLack ofpublicity ofeventsLack ofemployeeswithcompetences inmarketing fieldLack of inter-communicationof culturalinstitutions

High standards raised byconsumers of events

Source: compiled by the author

The main problems of the dimension of attractions andeconomy of attention that were indicated by therespondents in the interview, are the lack of publicityof events, the lack of employees competitive inmarketing as well as the absence of mutualcommunication among cultural institutions. Theinsistence for a high standard by consumers of events,however, was indicated to be a merit.Speaking about various events organized byinstitutions subordinate to the municipaladministration, Respondent R1 said that theinstitutions often do not know how to properlyadvertise events, do not put enough efforts to attract asmany visitors as possible. Such a situation is oftenconditioned by the lack of employees with competencesin the marketing field.“In this time of austerity, many employees
were dismissed. Any employee, the necessity or
employability of who raised any doubts, was sacked.
Therefore, many institutions were left without employees
who could be specifically responsible for making events
public. We have an aim to create an internet site where
all institutions could publish information about the
events they organize, but we need a person for that ... We
need a person who could take care of and administer,
and right now it is very difficult to find such a person”.Respondent R1 also says that it is often acase that employees of institutions do not have theskills to use the opportunities provided by socialnetworks or to use the internet and other newtechnologies.“One of our aims is to achieve that all the
cultural institutions, carrying out any activity, would be
able to use the internet – social networks, exchange
information with one another, publish information in the
websites, etc. But there should be an attitude change, and
sometimes a change in personnel and leadership is also
necessary.”The lack of communication among culturalinstitutions gives such awkward results, such as theorganization of events of the same genre on the sameevening in nearby institutions as well as the lack ofvisitors.

“...institutions themselves do not know what
their neighbours are doing, if they organize events of the
same genre on the same day. Moreover, the employees of
these institutions are the main visitors to cultural events,
so the institutions should share their information, send
invitations to events, etc.” (R2)However, Respondent R1 noted that there isa demand for high quality, and that criticism fromKaunas city residents is very beneficial for bothcompanies organizing events, as well as the quality oftheir services. A demanding consumer always makesinstitutions seek higher results and look for ways to getaudiences interested. It is one of criteria that, in theopinion of the Respondent, should encourage little bylittle cultural institutions “to brace themselves”.
Public SupportThe main problems and advantages of thedimension of public support of Kaunas City asidentified during the interview are provided in Table 3.



Table 3 Problems and advantages of public support
of Kaunas City

Problems AdvantagesUnderstanding of politiciansAbsence of strategy for theperiod 2014-2020
Creative industries’financing by the EUfor 2014-2020Scholarships, artawardsParticipation ofmunicipalities in theactivity ofcommunitiesSource: compiled by the authorDuring the interviews the respondents indicated thetwo main problems that have the biggest influenceupon the public support of Kaunas City – these are theunderstanding of politicians and the absence a strategicplan for the period 2014-2020. However therespondents mentioned merits such as creativeindustries’ companies have been financed by EuropeanUnion funds since the beginning of 2014, scholarshipsand art awards granted by the municipal governmentand as well as the participation of the municipalgovernment in the activity of communities.According to the respondents, all the publicsupport given and foreseen priorities depend first of allupon the understanding of the elected politicians.Therefore, speaking about creative industries andcreative clusters, they often encounter a lack ofunderstanding and comprehension.

“We do see the potential of creative industries
in Kaunas City, but each programme is approved by
politicians. They allot finances. And the funds depend
upon their education, understanding of what culture is,
what a cluster is, a general understanding about
industries, etc. Today we are explaining very trivial
things to them; therefore I really cannot imagine how to
explain to them what a cluster is ...” (R1)But the respondents also indicated thatfrom 2014 until 2020, all companies of creativeindustries that want to start an activity or are thinkingof expansion of their activities, have the right toprepare projects and obtain finances from theEuropean Union. Under this programme the companiesof creative industries of Kaunas City should expandtheir activities and improve the present situation of thecreative industries of Kaunas city, thus becoming morecompetitive with regards to Vilnius city.

“In the course of this project, the municipal
government, as an institution, is eliminated in order to
get rid of all unnecessary mediators. Therefore, the lack
of understanding from politicians will not be able to
influence any results. It is a perfect chance for the
creative companies of our city to get stronger and
improve the present situation. We only have to hope that
they will make use of this opportunity.” (R2)Respondent R3 indicates the absence of astrategic plan for 2014-2020 as one of the existingproblems of Kaunas city.

“I have the biggest headache now that we
have to start with new strategic activity next year, and
up till now we have not had the rudiments of a strategic
plan for 2014-2020. What is planned in the strategic
plan for 2013-2015 is from a very short-termed
perspective. The plan is a little renewed, modified, but in
reality we have to think about the plans for the
upcoming six years.”Speaking about the part of the municipalbudget allotted for the Division of Culture and Tourism,Respondent R1 said that the present situation meetstheir needs. And citizens, when evaluating andcomparing the means allotted by the municipality,should analyze more what is calculated in and includedby the municipal government.

“We have such a situation that Vilnius does
not have any theatre and museums of its own, they have
state institutions that satisfy their needs. Therefore, their
financing is direct, and not from the municipal
government. The municipality partially finances one
theatre under the competition rules, and it has a right to
be called a city theatre. Then there are announcements
for bids of cultural programmes. They spend about 1.5
million Litas per year. Where else does the city
municipality make an input into culture? ... Here [in the
municipal budget] state, national and other theatres are
summed up, and the municipal government in reality
does not have any financial responsibility for them. And
that is where we have impressive sums.”This factor that was brought to light duringthe interview was not ascribed to either the problemsor merits of Kaunas city, as, according to therespondents, the former municipal budget does notraise any additional problems, because the municipalgovernment makes use of the allotted funds and doesnot feel a need for more financing. Also, therespondents stressed that, in their opinion, a biggerbudget would not improve the present culturalsituation of Kaunas city, as the attitude of employeesand citizens has to be changed first of all.
Human Capital and ResearchThe merits and problems of the humancapital and research dimension that were discoveredduring the interview are provided in Table 4.

Table 4
Problems and merits of public support of Kaunas

city

Problems AdvantagesSmall contributionfrom municipality Abundance of innovativecompaniesEncouragement of smalland medium businessinnovations andcreativityLarge number ofstudentsTechnologically orientedgraduatesSource: compiled by the author



In the opinion of the respondents, thedimension of human capital and research has thelowest number of problems and has quite a largenumber of advantages. The only problem that theyidentified was a small input from the municipality, butthis is balanced by the contribution of innovativecompanies themselves. The merits of human capitaland research became clear during the interviews.These include the abundance of innovative companies,the encouragement of small and medium businesses forinnovation and creativity and the large number ofstudents as well as technologically-oriented graduates.Although there is a sustainable developmentprogramme for Kaunas City for 2013-2015 with theaim of encouraging business development, activity oftechnological parks and business incubators as well asplanned means to finance companies functioning in thefields of applied scientific research, informationtechnology and precision engineering, the contributionof the municipal government to this field is relativelyvery small according to the respondents.
“Most of the means belong not to the

municipal government, but companies themselves that
are part of the umbrella of technological parks or that
are related to the creation of innovations and are based
in Kaunas city. It is in our interest to have as many such
companies as possible. We contribute a little financially
via activities of individual companies that work in the
field of innovation and technologies in line with their
nature and activity field. But the contribution of the
municipal government in budgetary means is relatively
very small.” (R3)The abundance of innovative companies inKaunas city is one of the advantages of the dimensionof human capital and research of Kaunas city that wereemphasized by the respondents.

“It is not a secret that Kaunas is one of the
leading cities in the development and consolidation of
innovative companies. Recently we implemented a
project, and during it a catalogue of innovative
companies was developed. So this catalogue has 120
innovative companies that are based in Kaunas city.”
(R3) All the respondents mentioned students as ahuge advantage of Kaunas city. During the interviewthe respondents said that students contribute to thewellbeing of the city by their own initiatives, projects,and activities.

“I think no one has any doubts that students
bring a lot of benefit to the city. First of all, one can
notice their enthusiasm – various events they organize
and visit. Secondly, the most talented youths from all
over Lithuania come here to study – therefore, our
companies and employers have a better choice. And in
summer time, when students have their holidays, the city
looks very empty.” (R2)A very strong university in Kaunas that isoriented towards technology, in the opinion of

Respondent R3, also contributes to the development ofinnovations in Kaunas city.
“It should also be noted that Kaunas

universities graduate a really large number of
technologically-oriented students. And they are strong
graduates. Therefore, it is no wonder that we do have
strong innovative companies. Because we have all it
takes – young, enthusiastic minds, strong universities
and companies that are interested in the development of
innovations.” (R3)In the opinion of the respondents, Kaunasshould remain a creative city in the future due to theaforementioned abundance of innovative companies,technologically-oriented graduates and stronguniversities.
Global IntegrationThe main problems and merits of thedimension of global integration of Kaunas city, asspecified during the interview, are shown in Table 5.
Table 5 Problems and advantages of public support

of Kaunas city

Problems Advantages
 Absence ofbrand
 TIC activityabroad
 Status ofKaunasairport
 Politicaldecisions
 Migrationof people

 Qualityof socialservices

Source: compiled by the author
In the dimension of global integration, therespondents referred to five important issues that arefound in Kaunas city – the absence of a brand and logo,the lack of activity of tourist information centersabroad, the political decision making and status ofKaunas airport, and migration of people. The quality ofsocial services was seen as an advantage.First of all, speaking about the problems ofKaunas city, Respondent R1 said that Kaunas city hasnot had a proper brand or logo up till now. Right nowthere is group formed to develop such a brand, but inhis opinion, it is quite difficult to reach a decisionbecause of sentimental thinking.
“We still do not have a brand, a logo or a

motto for the city, we do not know how to position our
city on the national and the Baltic region scale. We must
form a city vision – as we want to see ourselves through
the tourist and cultural aspect, what piece of news we
want to transfer. For ourselves, we portray ourselves as a
city on the confluence of two rivers, a city of students, the
greenest city, etc. Are there no other cities of students in



the world or in Europe? And they are even more genuine
students’ cities, such as Cambridge, etc. Are we the only
ones to have access to a confluence? How many more
cities are there in Lithuania that are located on the
confluence of two river?”Respondent R1 also underlines that atpresent they are trying to jettison all stereotypes andlook for a new and modern vision.

“...and we start thinking of quite a different
city, and a city as a logistics centre, the city crossroad,
heart, and nod. A city of new technologies, modernity,
information. Because nothing else matters.”Secondly, global integration is alsoinfluenced by the advertising of the city and thecountry abroad. Therefore, the present situation oftourist information centers in foreign countries, in theopinion of Respondent R3, negatively affects thenumber of city tourists.

“There used to be information centres in
foreign countries, for example, in London, in Berlin, etc.
But right now such services have been transferred to
state agencies. Just imagine, we buy a service from a
certain English company in London so that they would
provide information about Lithuania. Are they really
interested in attracting more tourists to Lithuania? ...
What can a Spaniard say in Barcelona? They could only
give a standard description that probably will not arouse
interest in anyone.”Thirdly, during the interviews therespondents indicated that, on the one hand, Kaunasairport gives a huge benefit to the city, but on the otherhand, the city municipal government cannot have anyinfluence upon any changes in the airport’s activity, asKaunas airport is a stock company subordinate to theMinistry of Transport. Two problems arise from this –the status of the airport and the decisions of nationalpoliticians which cannot be affected by the municipalgovernment.

“We, as a municipal government, contributed
quite a lot to convince Ryanair to come to Kaunas city
and choose it as a base in the Baltics. The municipal
government finances Kaunas city airport commercials in
publications, announcements and various
advertisements. ... But all our actions cannot not make or
overrule decisions that are taken by the Ministry of
Transport, for example, to subsidize Vilnius airport for 2
years, and then Ryanair sees that the landing price in
Vilnius is much more beneficial to it than in Kaunas.”
(R3) Finally, negative migration from Kaunas cityhas been noticed by the respondents. As stated byRespondent R3, such a tendency is the same in thewhole of Lithuania, and not only because of citizensgoing to live abroad, but also because of internalmigration.

“Citizens of Kaunas city move to live in
Kaunas region. This is a natural process, as young
families build houses, and the city cannot provide with

plots of land suitable for housing. This has been observed
all over Lithuania, all around the largest cities.”However, Respondent R3 highlighted thequality of social services as an advantage that is usedby the citizens who moved to live in the region.

“All social services are still provided in
Kaunas. Only they now live in the region and pay all the
property related taxes there. They receive educational,
health care and cultural services in Kaunas. In order to
improve their quality even more, we plan to carry out a
survey of residents about (dis)satisfaction by the services
administered by our municipal administration. But now
we have information that the situation is not that bad.”Also Respondent R3 said that the number ofstudents who graduated from Kaunas universitiesremaining in Kaunas is lower than that in Vilnius city.This is affected by the capital city status of Vilnius thatassures more cultural events, more employmentopportunities and more international companies.
IV. Decisions of Competitiveness Increase of

Creative Cities in the case of Kaunas CityHaving evaluates the problems of Kaunascity that were pointed out in the qualitative research aswell as the fact that Kaunas city is regarded as atechnological-innovative city, the following solutionsfor an increase of competitiveness are recommended:
 Interrelations of Exceptional

University Research and Business. This factor for anincrease of competitiveness must be among the mostimportant ones for Kaunas city because of the type of atechnological- innovative creative city established. Asrevealed by the studies, Kaunas city is characterized byan abundance of innovative companies, the desire ofsmall and medium businesses to improve in the field ofcreativity and innovation, and the largest amount ofresearch and development per capita. The activity ofbusiness incubators, the development of scientific andtechnological clusters should be enhanced further inorder to strengthen competitiveness. It is alsoimportant to include education and businessundertakings into local culture, and companies shoulduse the large potential of students.
 Risk Capital Opportunity. In order toattract more new companies and encourage theirdevelopment as well as the creation of innovations, thecity should form an investment fund of Kaunas city thatwould finance the attempts of companies to innovateand provide support for new business people. Now, forthe third year in a row, Kaunas city has been carryingout its Entrepreneurship Programme where companiesor people having licenses for business are encouragedto submit applications for product development ideas.The company may submit an idea for the developmentof a product of public use or the development of aproduct for the needs of the company. However, thisprogramme does not quite meet the requirements forthe solutions of the increase of creative cities’competitiveness, as projects meant for public use gainmore evaluation points. The municipal government co-operating together with business people should form



an investment fund where, if it is necessary, thecompanies could borrow means for the creation of anew products and innovations, under the conditionthat the money is returned in the case of success. It isforeseen that the maintenance of such a fund and theconsultancy of companies must be carried out bycompetitive business entities, for example, companiesfunctioning at the science and technology park“Technopolis“ – joint-stock companies UAB “Aedilis”,UAB “Agmis”, UAB “Aksonas”, UAB “ConmackConsultancy Baltic LT”, UAB “Frineta”, etc.
 Possession of Basic Knowledge and

Skills. As established in the course of the research,there are a large number of educated people residing inKaunas. However, it is important to plan the measuresthat should be taken in order to encourage studentswho graduate from universities in Kaunas to stay in thecity later. Such factors as the supply of well paid jobplaces, the standard of living in the city, and culturalentertainment have the biggest influence upon thenumber of graduates who live in the city aftergraduation. In order to solve the problems ofunemployment of university graduates, universitiesshould be encouraged to co-operate with businessenterprises, prepare internship programmes forstudents who, after gaining work experience, wouldremain working for the company. It is alsorecommended to conduct research that would revealthe reasons why students of Kaunas city do (not)remain in Kaunas. The improvement of the urbaninfrastructure and attraction of investments into thecity are also significant factors in keeping educatedpersons in the town. During the interview therespondents mentioned that there is a plan to developan investment attraction strategy, the implementationof which should contribute to attempts to makestudents stay in the city.
 Quality of Services and

Infrastructure. As revealed in course of the research,the contribution of the airport upon the wellbeing ofKaunas city is absolutely evident. However, taking intoaccount the fact that Kaunas city municipal governmentcannot in any way affect the activity of the airport,there are proposals to improve the quality of otherservices and infrastructure. Theimplementation/renewal of cycle routes, therenovation of housing, road repairs, improvement ofhealth care services, and the assurance of safety shouldbe the priorities of the municipal government. Thereare plans to carry out a poll in 2014 regarding theservices provided by the municipal government, andthe results of the poll will be the basis for taking actionsto confront the problems established. A city that is ableto manage its public services, planning and guaranteethe necessary infrastructure will be more attractiveboth for creative companies and the creative class.
 Creative Clusters. The encouragementof creative clusters and their maintenance in the cityshould be one of the priorities for planning by Kaunascity municipal government. There are suggestions forthe establishment of an information centre of creativeclusters, the main activity of which would be theconsultancy of creative companies, entrepreneurialeducation, the search for co-operative opportunities,

and the dissemination of information about creativeindustries in the city. The fact that only one creativecluster is identified in Kaunas city may also indicate animproper environmental policy of the city.
 Environmental policy. The researchalso showed an emerging problem that is an obstacle tochanging the present situation – it is the lack ofunderstanding from politicians. Therefore, theeducation of and provision of information to politiciansis recommended in order to create beneficialconditions for the development of creative clusters inKaunas city. To achieve a higher understanding ofpoliticians, there are proposals for the co-operation ofuniversities and politicians, the participation ofpoliticians in seminars and conferences.Having implemented the recommendeddecisions, Kaunas city would strengthen its ownpotential as a technologically innovative creative city.

V. ConclusionIn the course of the empirical research itwas established that Kaunas city has the potential of atechnological-innovative creative city. Such a potentialwas revealed by all the research results. The dataobtained during the interviews showed that Kaunascity is characterized by a strong dimension of humancapital and research, which is very important fortechnological-innovative creative cities.The vision formed of Kaunas city as well asprioritized activity fields as indicated in the strategicplan of 2013-2015 also have clear allusions to thetechnological-innovative creative city. Therefore, byforming favorable conditions for the creation oftechnologies, innovations, and the attraction of thecreative class, Kaunas city may become a technological-innovative creative city and increase its creative cityindex. The main strength of this city is the possession ofdirection and vision that coincide with the present realsituation.
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Abstract

Cultural heritage tourism is widely emerging as a niche market for Indian tourism industry. This market is stimulated by
growing number of both domestic and international tourists, and by the expanding infrastructure facilities. One of the famous
cultural heritage sites in Tamil Nadu is Mahabalipuram which is tagged as a World Cultural Heritage site by UNESCO, gets all
the deserved attention and accolades. Presence of various beach resorts and diverse tourism attractions in and around
Mahabalipuram with natural attractive sites helps the tourists to rejuvenate their body and mind. In order to attract and
retain their tourists back, this study tries to assess the satisfaction of tourists with the different service quality attributes of
Mahabalipuram and ensure their interest towards Sustainable Tourism Development (STD) in the destination.

Keywords: Cultural tourism, Heritage tourism, Sustainable tourism, Tourist Satisfaction, Responsible Tourist

I. IntroductionTourism is one of the largest service industries inthe world. With the de-regulation of the airlineindustry, coupled with technological advancement,emergence of e-commerce and demographic changes,Travel and Tourism will continue to generate directand indirect jobs which in turn increase the GDP acrossthe world economy (Hui et al, 2007). India is wellknown for its rich heritage of temples, palaces,monuments and forts started exhibiting its potential toother parts of the world. Various promotionalstrategies have brought innumerous amount of touristsboth domestic and foreign to the heritage tourismdestinations. Tamil Nadu is one of the Southern statesof India, is well known for its cultural heritagepotentials. Its importance and prosperity are proved bythe acceptance of cultural heritage destinations likeAiravateswara Temple near Kumbakonam,Brihadeeswarar Temple (Big Temple) at Thanjavur,Group of Monuments at Mahabalipuram andGangaikonda Cholapuram Temple at Jayakondam in theWorld Heritage list of UNESCO. However, the Sea ShoreTemple of Mahabalipuram and Five Rathas attain themaximum number of tourist every year. Theimprovements in tourism industry not only benefitsitself but also provided various opportunities for itsallied sectors such as retail, construction andtransportation. The increasing curiosity of people totravel with more amount of disposable income in thehands of tourists created a greater demand for servicequalities (Farsani et al 2012). Supplying superiorservice and ascertaining tourist satisfaction are largelyconsidered as vital factors showing the way to attainsuccessful tourism destination (Stevens, Knutson, &Patton, 1995).The consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction isdetermined by the overall feelings, or attitude, a personhas about a product after it has been purchased(Solomon, 2002). In order to ever attract and retaintheir tourists back, travel and tourism destination areintensively becoming competitive with one another forsatisfying their customers. Therefore, this studyfocuses primarily on tourists visiting Mahabalipuram,to evaluate whether the destination attributesascertain their overall satisfaction and are they

preferable for Sustainable Tourism Development (STD)in the destination.Mahabalipuram is renowned for its monumentsand stone carvings are located in the Coromandel Coastabout 60 km south of Chennai, Tamil Nadu.Mahabalipuram also called as Mamallapuram which isassumed to have been given after the Great PallavaKing Narasimhavarman I, who was a Maha-malla (greatwrestler). It has a variety of historical monuments builtlargely between the 7th and the 9th century AD whichrepresents the Dravidian architecture with thevisibility of Buddhist design. The temple town ofMahabalipuram approximately contains fortymonuments which include Arjuna’s Penance the largestopen air-bas relief in the world and Tiger cave. Thespot is called "The Seven Pagodas" because of the highpoint of seven of its temples, six of which were said tobe flooded by the sea. Being tagged as a World CulturalHeritage site by UNESCO, it gets all the deservedattention and accolades. Every monument inMahabalipuram is completely different from the otherand is a marvel in itself. Mahabalipuram Shore templeis indisputably one of the most wonderful tourist placesof Tamil Nadu which draws numerous touristsannually, with its gorgeous beaches dotted with palmgroves and with numerous attractions of the town.Presence of various beach resorts and diverse tourismattractions in and around Mahabalipuram with naturalattractive sites facilitates the tourists to have a peacefuland impressive trip.
II. Literature ReviewCultural/Heritage tourism is rapidlygrowing globally. Prentice (1993) defined “heritage” asnot only landscapes, buildings, artifacts, naturalhistory, cultural traditions and the like that are literallyor metaphorically passed on from one generation to theother, but those among these which can be promotedas tourism products. Hall and Zeppel (1990) defined“Cultural tourism as an experiential tourism based onbeing involved in and stimulated by the performingarts, visual arts, and festivals; Heritage tourism is theform of visiting preferred landscapes, historic sites,buildings or monuments, is also experiential tourism inthe sense of seeking an encounter with nature orfeeling part of the history of the place”. As tourist areshowing interest to recapture the events and traditionsof past, cultural heritage sites are being visited by



numerous tourists. Peterson (1994) identified threekey rationales for touring historical sites such as “toexperience a different place, to discover to enjoy acerebral experience and to share the history of the sitewith others”. The revenue gained from tourist arrivalsbenefits to protect monuments, natural and culturalresources in the destination which motivatesgovernment and hosts to safeguard their resources.The creation of new opportunities in the destinationencourages local entrepreneurs to establishrestaurants, travel agencies etc. which ultimately aimsto satisfy the needs of their customer, the tourists.Indeed (Sirakaya et al, 2004) described that measuringand managing customer satisfaction in tourismdestination is crucial for the survival, development andsuccess. Kozak & Rimmington (2000) expressed thattourist satisfaction is vital for marketing the tourismdestination successfully because it persuades theselection of attraction, the using up of the services inthe destination, and their intent to return. Studies fromthe tourism literature proved that overall satisfactionof tourists and their intention to revisit are partiallydetermined by their assessment of various aspects ofthe tourism product (Alegra and Garau, 2010). Tourismdevelopment which lacks environmental managementalways is doubtful to remain feasible for long run
(Pigram, 1990) and heritage tourism sector hasreceived relatively little attention from the concept ofsustainable tourism (Garrod and Fyall, 2000).According to Butler (1993), sustainable tourism is “aform of tourism that is able to maintain its viability inan area for an indefinite period of time” and WTOdefined tourism carrying capacity as “the maximumnumber of people that may visit a tourist destination atthe same time, without causing destruction of thephysical, economic, socio-cultural environment and anunacceptable decrease in the quality of visitors'satisfaction”. Sustainable indicator is an integratedelement which is used to measure the destinationssustainability (Twining-Ward & Butler, 2002). Hencethis study tries to assess the satisfaction of tourist withthe different service quality attributes ofMahabalipuram and their interest towards STD in thedestination using sustainable tourism indicators.
Hypothesis of the StudyH0: There is no significant difference between touristoverall satisfaction and destination amenities(accommodation facilities, quality of food, availabilityof transport, adequate shopping, friendliness ofresidents)H0: There is no significant difference between touristpreference to act as responsible tourist and sustainabletourism indicators (eco-friendly accommodation,

public mode of transport, switching over to alternatetourism site to maintain carrying capacity, locallyproduced product)H0: There is no significant difference between touristpreference to act as responsible tourist and sustainabletourism development in Mahabalipuram
III. Research MethodsPrimary and secondary data were used forthis study. The secondary data of both the domestic andforeign tourists’ arrivals of Mahabalipuram werecollected from the Tamil Nadu Tourism DevelopmentCorporation Office, Chennai. The primary data for thisstudy was collected using the structured questionnairefrom the tourists visiting Mahabalipuram. Thequestionnaire is divided into three phases. First phasecontains the demographic profile of the tourists, secondphase contains questions related to the tourist travelbehaviour and third phase contains two questions ofinterval scale from 1 to 5, where 1 denotes stronglydisagree and 5 denotes strongly agree for the variableswhich determine overall satisfaction score of tourists inthe destination and their preference to act asresponsible tourists in the destination; The otherquestions related to destination amenities andsustainable tourism indicators were of ordinal scale.This study was conducted during February 2012.Convenience sampling method was used to select thesample tourist respondents. A total of 124 tourists fromEurope, America, Australia and Asia were approached,and 100 of them agreed to respond the survey. This isequivalent to a response rate of 81%. Six of the 100filled in questionnaire were omitted due to missingdata and inconsistencies. Therefore sample size of thisstudy is 94. The data collected were analyzed usingSPSS 16 version software. The demographic profile andtravel behaviour of the tourists’ respondents wereanalyzed using simple percentage. The hypotheses ofthe study were tested using One-way and Two-wayANOVA.
IV. Results & DiscussionTourism industry is widely promoted as ameans of economic development, both government ofIndia and state government of Tamil Nadu have takenseveral initiatives to exploit their potential tourismsites. As a result of various promotional campaignssuch as Incredible India, Mahabalipuram Dance Festivaletc, played a major role in receiving tourist arrivals toMahabalipuram. The tourist demographiccharacteristics are shown in Table 1.



Table 1: Demographic Characteristics of the Tourists

S.No. Variable Frequency Percent

1 GenderMale 49 52.1Female 45 47.9
2 Age18 – 35 43 45.736-54 33 35.155 and Above 18 19.1
3 NationalityEuropean 51 54.3American 15 16Australian 11 11.7Asian 17 18.1
4 Educational QualificationSchool 5 5.3Diploma 23 24.5Graduate 27 28.7Post Graduate 29 30.9Above PG 10 10.6The gender distribution of the respondentswas quite even, with 52.1% male respondents and47.9% female respondents. The major age group of thetourists was 18 to 35 years (45.7.5%), followed by 36to 54 years (35.1%) and 55 years and older (19.1%).Most of the tourists (54.3%) reported that they live inEuropean countries and 18.1% of the touristsresponded that they live in the Asian countries likeJapan and India. 16 % of the respondents areAmericans, whereas 11.7% of the respondents areAustralian tourists. In terms of level of education,almost 31% of the tourists were Post Graduates,28.7% of the tourists were Graduate, 24.5% of touristsrespondents had a Diploma Education, almost 11% ofthe tourists respondents were above the Post graduatelevel and 5.3% of the respondents had a Highersecondary school education. No tourist in this studywas at the primary level or below. With regard totourists’ annual household income, the largest groupincluded those with an annual household income of Rs5 lakhs and above (56.4%), followed by Rs 1 lakh – 5lakhs (43.6%) and none of the tourists’ respondentsvisiting Mahabalipuram earning less than Rs 1 lakh perannum.

Tourists BehaviourThe travel behaviour characteristics of therespondents are shown in Table 2. In the category oflength of stay of the tourists, around 36% of therespondents stayed for 2 to 3 days, about 29% of thetourists staying more than 15 days, about 22% oftourists staying for 8 to 15 days and the rest (13.8%) ofthe respondents staying 3 days to 7 days. This resultproved that the destination has the capacity toentertain both short duration and long stay tourists.With regard to the type of travel, 83% of therespondents travel by self tour and only 17% of thetourists travel by package tour. In the category of typeof accommodation maximum number of the touristsrespondents stayed in the guest house (22%), while theleast number of tourists stayed in government hotels.These statistics proves that majority of tourist preferscost effective tour rather than well planned travel withmost luxurious cost consuming hotels or resorts foraccommodation. While studying the group size of thetourists, on the whole around 52% of the touriststraveled with friends and members of the family,followed by 29.8 % of the respondents travelled alongwith their partner and 18.1% of the respondentstravelled alone.



Table 2: Travel Behaviour Characteristics of the Tourists

S.No. Variable Frequency Percent
1 Duration of Tour2 days to 3 days 34 36.23 days to 7 days 13 13.88 days to 15 days 20 21.3More than 15 days 27 28.7
2 Type of TravelSelf 78 83.0Package Tour 16 17.0
3 Type of AccommodationGuest House 21 22.3Budget Category 18 19.1Star Category 18 19.1Economy Hotel 16 17.0Beach Resort 12 12.8Friends & Relatives House 7 7.4Govt. Hotels 2 2.1
4 Travel CompanionFriends 29 30.9Family 20 21.3Partner 28 29.8Alone 17 18.1

Results of Destination Attributes with Overall
Satisfaction ScoreTable 3 shows the test results of One-WayANOVA for identifying the first hypothesis, there is nosignificant difference exists between tourists overallsatisfaction and destination amenities such as

accommodation facilities, quality of food, andavailability of transport vehicles, adequate shoppingitems and friendliness of residents. The test results ofthe attributes of destination amenities with respect tooverall satisfaction score (dependent variable) are asfollows.
Table 3: Statistical Significance of the Variables (F-test)

While examining whether accommodation facilitieshave a significant difference in overall satisfaction, thecalculated value of F (4.320) for accommodationfacilities is larger than the critical value, we concludethat there is significance difference between overallsatisfaction and accommodation facilities. Theprobability value for quality of food is 0.002 (p <0.005), as a result of which it is concluded that qualityof food plays the vital role in overall satisfaction of thetourists. Since the probability value of availability oftransport vehicles is 0.000 (p < 0.005), hence it isconcluded that there is a significant difference betweenoverall satisfaction and availability of road transport, F(4, 89) = 9.099, p < 0.005. The calculated value of F (4,

89) = 10.314 for adequate shopping items is greaterthan the critical value, it is concluded that adequateshopping items played a significant role in overallsatisfaction of the tourists in Mahabalipuram. Finallyfor examine whether friendliness of residents have asignificant difference in overall satisfaction, it’scomputed probability value is 0.000 (p < 0.005), henceit is concluded that the friendliness of the residentsposses a significant impact in the overall satisfaction ofthe tourists. Since the probability value of all thedestination amenities attributes is p < 0.005, nullhypothesis H0 is rejected and it is concluded that thereis a significant difference between overall satisfactionand destination amenities.

Destination Attributes(Independent Variable) Sum ofSquares df Mean Square F Sig. Eta SquareAccommodation Facilities 5.972 4 1.493 4.320 0.003 0.162574Quality of Food 5.451 3 1.817 5.228 0.002 0.148391Availability of RoadTransport 10.662 4 2.666 9.099 0.000 0.290249Adequate Shopping Items 11.635 4 2.909 10.314 0.000 0.316737Friendliness of Residents 9.523 4 2.381 7.787 0.000 0.259242



Acts of Responsible Tourist and Practices of
Sustainable Tourism IndicatorsTable 4 shows the test results of One-WayANOVA for identifying the second hypothesis, there isno significant difference exists between tourists’preference to act as responsible tourists and practicesof sustainable tourism indicators such as eco-friendly

accommodation, public mode of transport, willingnessto switch over to alternate tourism site to maintaincarrying capacity and locally produced product. Thetest results of the attributes of sustainable tourismindicators with respect to the preference score oftourists to act as responsible tourist (dependentvariable) are as follows.
Table 4: Statistical Significance of the Variables (F-test)Sustainable TourismIndicators(Independent Variable) Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. Eta Square

Eco-friendlyaccommodation 3.615 3 1.205 1.986 .122 0.0621Public mode oftransport 6.887 2 3.443 6.105 .003 0.118307Alternate tourism Site 17.530 4 4.383 9.587 .000 0.301135Locally producedproduct 6.842 2 3.421 6.061 .003 0.117534While examining whether or not staying inEco-friendly accommodation have a significantdifference in preference to act as responsible tourist,the calculated value of F (1.986) for accommodationfacilities is smaller than the critical value, we concludethat there is no significant difference betweenpreference to act as responsible tourist and staying inEco-friendly accommodation. This shows that thetourists are aware of hotels using it as a businesstagline and they are not satisfied with its claim. Theprobability value for travelling with public mode oftransport is 0.003 (p < 0.005), therefore it is concludedthat public mode of transport plays the significant rolein the act of responsible tourist. Since the probabilityvalue of moving on to alternate tourism spot in order tomaintain the carrying capacity of congested tourismspot is 0.000 (p < 0.005), hence it is concluded thatthere is a significant difference between preference toact as a responsible tourist and willingness to switchover to alternate tourism site, F (4, 89) = 9.587, p <0.005. Finally the calculated value of F (2, 91) = 6.061for locally produced product is greater than the criticalvalue, it is concluded that purchase of goods producedlocal people played a significant role in the preferenceto act as responsible tourists in Mahabalipuram. Since

the probability value of sustainable tourism indicatorsis significant except eco-friendly accommodation, nullhypothesis H0 is rejected and hence it is concluded thatthere is a significant difference between preference toact as responsible tourists and practices of sustainabletourism indicators.
Practices of Responsible Tourist and Sustainable
Tourism Development in MahabalipuramTable 5 shows the test results of Two-WayANOVA for testing the third hypothesis that there is nosignificant difference between tourist preference to actas responsible tourist and sustainable tourismdevelopment in Mahabalipuram. The test results of thesustainable tourism attributes such as tourism sites tobe enjoyed forever for many tourists generations tocome and tourists preference to stay in the destinationwhich uses reduce, reuse, recycle techniques to optimalusage of water and other resources, with respect to thetourist preference to act as responsible tourist(dependent variable) are given with the tablesBetween-Subjects Factors and Tests of Between-Subjects Effects which obtained at the output of Two-way ANOVA.

Table 5: Statistical Significance of the Variables (Two-way ANOVA)

Between-Subjects Factors Value Label NTourism Sites to be enjoyed forever for many tourists generations to come 1 Strongly Disagree 22 Disagree 23 Neutral 104 Agree 205 Strongly Agree 60



I prefer to stay in the destination which uses reduce, reuse, recycle techniquesto optimal usage of water & other resources 3 Neutral 194 Agree 355 Strongly Agree 40
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects Dependent Variable: Prefer to act as a responsible tourist

Source Type III Sum ofSquares df Mean Square F Sig.Corrected Model 23.932a 10 2.393 5.794 .000Intercept 510.894 1 510.894 1236.967 .000Destination sustainability 11.716 4 2.929 7.092 .000Optimal usage 1.373 2 .686 1.662 .196Destination sustainability * optimal usage 7.354 4 1.838 4.451 .003Error 34.281 83 .413Total 1864.000 94Corrected Total 58.213 93a. R Squared=.411 (Adjusted R Squared=.340) The F-statistic corresponding to thetourists’ perception towards destination sustainabilityis 7.092 which is significant at p < 0.005. F- Statistic forpreference to stay in the destination practicing optimalusage of resources is 1.662, which is insignificant as p=0.196. The relationship between destinationsustainability and optimal usages of resources issignificant at p < 0.005 (F (4, 83) = 4.451). Hence nullhypothesis is partially supported and leads to theconclusion that the tourists’ preference to act as aresponsible tourist has a significant impact on thedestination sustainability where as preference to stayin the destination performing optimal usage ofresources does not.
ConclusionMahabalipuram being selected as UNESCO’sWorld Heritage Site, its potential was well exposed tothe world with several promotional campaigns andpublicity. The numerous number of tourists visitingthis destination for various purposes such as culture,heritage, leisure, education, business etc., by variousmeans of sources of information such as words ofmouth, Internet, travel magazine like Lonely Planet,Television and newspaper. The presence of largecategories of accommodation sectors such as starcategory hotels, economy hotels, budget hotels andguest houses in and around Mahabalipuram satisfiesthe requirement of various kinds of tourists based ontheir affordability. Various kinds of cuisine in therestaurants, hotels, resorts etc., also fulfill the choiceand interest of tourists for different types of food. Thegreat support from the residents of Mahabalipuram tothe tourism industry makes the visits of touristsmemorable and enjoyable at the destination. Thoughthe condition of road is good with quite enough parkingspaces with reasonable parking charges and withfrequent number of local buses in the ECR, majortourists of Mahabalipuram are satisfied with the meansof transportation. But the backpackers and some of thebudget tourists preferred to have some more touristsbuses to the Mahabalipuram Bus stand or the

frequency of local buses to Mahabalipuram bus standshould be increased rather than having a stopping onlyat the Mahabalipuram entrance. Therefore increasingthe number of public transport may also reduce thenumber of personal car/vehicle users. The tourists’survey conducted in this study well proved that thetourists are satisfied with the accommodation facilities,quality as well as variety of food in the hotels/resortsand restaurants, friendliness of residents and adequateshopping items.While studying about the tourists’ interesttowards STD in Mahabalipuram, the greater part of thetourists visiting Mahabalipuram wish to contributetowards STD which can be adjudged by theirpreference to switch over to nearby alternative tourismspot in order to maintain the carrying capacity of theexisting jam-packed tourist destination. In addition tothat their desire to purchase locally produced goods toensure the benefits of tourism to be enjoyed by a localpeople will enhance inclusive growth in and aroundMahabalipuram. As majority of tourists’ respondents(56.4%) travel by means of public mode of transportrather than personal car also substantiates theirinterest to act as responsible tourists by curtailing theircarbon emissions which will pave the way for STD inMahabalipuram. This study further validates theperception of tourists towards destinationsustainability and optimal usage of resources in thetourism industry, will assist the destination managerfor promoting STD in Mahabalipuram. Indeed,Mahabalipuram being the world renowned destinationattracts large number of tourist to Tamilnaduthroughout the year and also highlights the need toensure the practices of tourist in a responsible way forpromoting sustainable tourism in India. This studyfurther validates the perception of tourists towardsdestination sustainability and optimal usage ofresources in tourism industry, will assist thedestination manager for promoting sustainable tourismdevelopment in the country as well.
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Abstract

E-resources are available in any device that can connect to Internet and the amount of information we can get in a
subject depends of the search abilities of the researcher. This e-resources are difficult manage if we do not use the
management functions like planning, organizing, monitoring, controlling. The information we get from Internet must pass a
process of quality validation from one side and the use we do of this information depends of the objectives of the searcher. This
paper presents a study done in 2014 to a group of week-end students of Management in the Silesia region, that have a work
experience and used Internet tools to search information in their work places, in formal and non-formal education activities,
with the objective to analyze how they use this e-resources and if this has a real influence in the final marks in their formal
studies.

Keywords: Higher Education, Information technology, Internet, Management, Resource Management

I. IntroductionWeb technologies (intranets, extranets, and theInternet) have change the world because information isavailable anytime, anywhere and it is easy to search,not only through computers, laptops but also throughmobile devices like tablets and smart phones. This facthas make that Internet has become a low-cost, rapidlydeployable platform for disseminating informationacross vertically and horizontally integratededucational organizations, businesses, and daily life.The feature of the Internet is the dynamics resultingfrom the changing surroundings and new technologies.Therefore, we should expect new tools for improvingcommunication in various areas of formal, informal andnon-formal education.
Internet technologies have changed the work andeducational place, giving the possibility to takeadvantages of online tools that does not need anysoftware installed on the devices. There is no businessor University that does not use Internet forcommunication, management, search of informationand so on. Students have the possibility to combinestudy and work thanks the generosity of Internet. Mosteducational institution and business has educationalwebsites, and properly working systems that managethe relations between students – lecturers (coachers) -business. These have surely integrated data andinformation deriving from a lot of systems and simplifyeducational procedures.The Internet allows, without any major problems,adopting numerous traditional tools of electroniccommunication. Because of its incredible dynamics itconstantly offers new possibilities demanding fromexperts, internet equipment for educational purposes,requiring constant development and monitoringtendencies in the Internet as far as their potential usageis concerned. More and more people currently use theInternet tools available to them when preparing fortheir daily work, studies, and at the pace these tools arebeing developed, they has become fundamental part inthe formal, non –formal and informal education,

especially for managers, employees that do not havethe time to attend lessons daily. In this paper we willconcentrate our research in the use of Internet bystudents of Management at Higher Schools in theSilesia region – Poland that use online tools as a sourceof information and as a working tool.There is a tendency in Poland that students ofManagement at Higher Education start to create theirown business (formal or informal) during their studiesand generally are online businesses or online basedbusiness. This has been possible because there aremore and more hotspots available without paymentand now, Higher Schools offers to student’s freeInternet access because it is an important tool inEducation and not a luxury as was treated before.The benefit of Internet for developing home basedbusinesses is not a theme of discussion. Students starttheir first experience in the entrepreneurial worldusing the school dormitories or homes as their firstoffice. They experience the possibility to conductbusiness anytime, anywhere and inclusive during thelessonsi. This means students can work when they haveavailable time and internet connection. The mostpopular business start by students is creating a websitewhere they are able to advertise their products andprovide all the information that is relevant toconsumers. The first step is to always draw people andlet them know they are selling; and this is possiblebecause there are many marketing strategies online.iiBecause our research takes into account formaland non-formal education, it is important to clarify theterminology we are using. In field of education policy itis often distinguished three learning or educationcategories: formal, non-formal and informal. Thedifference between these categories, especiallybetween the last two (informal and non-formal), is notalways clear and sometimes can be confusing, but if we



go back to the origin of the distinction is possible tounderstand better.Education in the formal system includes teachingin the school system. This type of education isassociated with the regular form of learning and shallbe in accordance with approved programs of teaching.Education leads towards a qualification validatedcertificate, certificate of graduation, certificate ordiploma.Participation in education outside the formalsystem covers all organized educational activities thatdo not meet the definition of school education, most ofthe time; they are not provided through formaleducational institutions. It applies to all types of furthereducation and training outside the school system inwhich the person participated after leaving the formaleducation system. The non-formal education, unlike inthe case of formal education, does not changes in thelevel of education. Such instruction is carried outusually in the form of courses, training, tutorials (couldbe done in the workplace or outside it), seminars,conferences or lectures, to which the respondentvolunteered and attended.In the non – formal education, classes can be takenout of the education center or in an educational centerbut the course – seminar – workshop… is only forimprovement or training qualifications and may lead toskills needed in society (eg, self-defense course) or forpersonal benefits, their own intellectual developmentor hobbies like: cooking course, lectures the history ofart, modeling course but not part of the curricula.Informal education is the independent learning inorder to obtain knowledge or training skills. Self-studyin contrast to the formal and non-formal educationshould take place without the participation of theteacher or trainer. Informal learning is less organizedand may include, for example, events related toeducation or activities that occur within the family andworkplace.

II. Research methodologyContextual reference to the origin and concept of e-resource management was necessary for our researchand that is why a literature search of the issues to beaddressed in research was performed, prior toaddressing the main topic of our research, in the use ofe-resources in formal and non-formal education. Thisresearch aims essentially to investigate the use andimpact of Internet in students of BusinessAdministration in Higher School and Universities in theregion of Silesia- Poland. This analysis will allow us tolearn more about the reality of these institutions ofhigher education, in order to deepen their possibilitiesand identify those aspects that could be improved.Based on input and purpose of collecting and analyzingthe data necessary to determine the situation toinvestigate, we chose to use a quantitativemethodologyiii. The application of this methodologyaims to know the reality of the university community,their experiences and expectations regarding the use ofInternet as a research tool. As a main research tool waschosen a survey via the Internet, using encuestafacil.The decision to use this e-tool is an increasinglywidespread practice among researchers around theworld. Using the Internet for information of this groupis not only a viable alternative, but with clearadvantages over traditional tools. However, there arelimitations that should be taken into account whenaccessing these groups through Internet, to avoiderrors or sampling coverage in the investigationconducted. The total amount of students of BusinessAdministration in the Silesia region in the academicyear 2014/2015 is not exact and therefore we decidedto make an approximation. According to the PolishCentral Statistical Office, in the career of BusinessAdministration (30.11.2013) in the first year, part-timeprograms - study 10 662 students in Poland.Comparing the academic year 2011/2012 and 2012/2013 we find that the number of graduates hasdecreased. For the academic year 2011/2012 we havethat the number of graduates is 6201 and in the nextacademic year is the 5357. For our research we decidedto use the academic year 2012/2013.

Graphic 1. Tertiary education institutions in Poland. [source: data of the Ministry of National Education in Poland table 25(151)] available at: http://katowice.stat.gov.pl/wyszukiwarka/szukaj.html



The validation was performed following the rule thatthe minimum sample size must be sufficient to ensurethe required accuracy (estimation accuracy) with acertain level of reliability (probability). For the intervalestimate of the population in a known population, it isnecessary to locate a sample size for a given confidencelevel (1-α) confidence interval means the maximumestimation error that does not exceed to apredetermined value.
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Structure parametera.The confidence interval (also called margin oferror) 3% (d = 3%)b. Confidence level1-α = 0.95For our research on use of e-resources by weekendstudents at higher schools and university students inthe region of Silesia, and more specifically the studentsof Business Administration, we found that:a. Students of Business Administration from theregion of Silesiab. The total population of 2,770 is obtained in thepilot studym/n=15%; 1-α=0, 95, therefore,α=0, 05, uα=1, 96
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Effective use of information downloaded from the
InternetInternet is one of the most useful academically,because it allows access to too much information in oneclick. Through the Internet one can access the largestlibraries in the world and you have catalogs or evencomplete books. Students can also access materials andresources previously reserved for the privileged few.But this ease of access to information is a double-edgedsword, because students are not limited to consult forresearch required by their teachers, but often directlycopied what they find on the Internet regardless ofwhether the documents they are using are relevant ornot for their work and regardless of whether they arecommitting plagiarism or not.

Sometimes we find situations that a homeworkwas directly copied by another student and only waschanged the name of the author and was present ad itwere their own work and also there are situations thatit is possible to search on the web students or ex-students that prepare homework’s for money (onlinebusiness). As mentioned above, there are Web siteswhere you can download work already done on themost diverse and there are students who put theirwork for sale on the Internet. This is plagiarism and asalready mentioned has very serious consequences,which may even finish in the expulsion from theEducational institution.What students should keep in mind is that theInternet is a vehicle of information, where they candraw ideas for academic tasks, but not literally copywhat you get on the Net and when they are sure thesource consulted is reliable and is to be used literally, itmust always be cited the source from which it wasobtained. To cite this source, it is possible to use thecitation machine (an online tool) that automaticallygenerates citations in Modern Language Association[MLA], American Psychological Association [APA],Chicago, and Turabian, which gives a series ofrecommendations to follow when citing different typesof reference sources. As Internet has become the firstplace where students see for information, nobody candeny using online sources for their daily work, thedifference is only how these sources are used and ifthey give or not the authorship to the first researcheror uses the information as if were their own reflection.As 44% of the researched students say that the datacollected on the Internet is used only as an informationsource, 29% students uses as support material for theirpapers, and 27% as reference (see graphic 1).

Graphic 2: Effective use of information downloadedfrom the InternetStudents affirming that the data collected on theInternet is used only as an information source are thosewith the highest grades in the final marksiv(between 4and 5 grade average).68% who answered this questionsaid that they edit information from the Internet andadd their own ideas to avoid plagiarism. Only 13% ofthem redistribute the information they get online andpresent as their own (see graphic 2)



Graphic 3: Relation between information downloadedfrom Internet and final marksIt appears that students who score high, betweengood and excellent, are the same as using theinformation obtained on the internet as support fortheir academic work and citing sources where they getthis information.Internet gives us access to a wealth ofinformation, both public and private. Sources ofinformation available on the Internet are theinstitutions, libraries and bibliographies. Publicinstitutions, companies and universities have moreservers used by those seeking information on theInternet. Each server provides access to differentinformation: institutions report on their services andallow procedures, universities provide information oncurricula, allow online enrollment, reporting on grantsand scholarships or exchange programs, etc. Librariesenable a review of their catalogs and in some cases fulltext.But not only accessing the servers mentionedinformation is obtained on the Internet. You can use abrowser like Google or Mozilla Firefox, that byintroducing the desired information, numerous returnspages that contain information about the words thathad been introduced. Delving into the subject hasmultiple Internet search tools and the most importantinformation to find what you're looking for is to use theright tool.These tools are:
 Directories: The information is organized bycategories containing links to thedocuments relating to a particular topic.Yahoov is an example of a directory.
 Browsers: databases that track informationand allow consultation with key words.Examples of search engines are Googlevi orMozilla Firefox.
 Meta search: allows you to query severalsearch engines simultaneously. Surfwax andOb search are examples of meta searchengines.However, not all Internet information is reliable.So you have to analyze it and ensure that suchinformation is quality before use. Internet is a usefultool for finding information and the most widely usedtoday by students from around the world because it isfast, because with a simple mouse click you can accessmillions of pages varied, as can be find information onvirtually any topic, and comfortable, it can be used fromanywhere in the world and at any time. However,

students must be very careful when using informationfrom the Internet and choose very well the documentsthat we use, as not all are reliable. Anyone can write adocument and post it online, but the fact that it appearson the Web does not mean you have no rigor or that theinformation provided is of quality.The following aspects must be taken into account whenusing any information from the Internetvii:
 Accuracy of the source: is the accessed pagepart of an official website? What is thedomain type of page (org, com, edu, etc.),does it belong to an organization? It isimportant to analyze whether theinformation is commercial, informative,educational and if relevant for our researchpurposes.
 Authorship: try to collect the maximumpossible data about the author of anydocument that we will use, since the fact ofhaving published a document on theInternet does not give reliability to thedocument, since anyone with access to acomputer can publish on the net.
 Citing sources: It is important to cite thesources of the information obtained and toensure quality and reliability of information.
 Date of publication, relevance ofinformation and type of material.Another important aspect to be taken intoaccount when using information obtained on theWeb is that such information is a referencematerial, that can be used as an informationsource, but not copied it directly withoutmentioning the author. Many students search theInternet for information related to the work to bedone and what are copied directly, which can beconsidered plagiarism. Always mention thesources from which it has obtained theinformation that is being used.Through Internet you can also find peopledoing the work in exchange for money. That is,you can pay someone to do the work that shouldthe student himself, or you can even buy a workalready done. These are the negative aspects ofthe Internet, but in general we can say that is avery useful tool applied to education, because itgives access to a wealth of educational resourcesare well used to a lot of support for students.As the students make use of informationobtained on the Internet, those with goodqualifications meet always check the validity ofthe source of the information obtained (89%versus 11% who do not), and always cite theauthor and the source of the information obtained(87% versus 13% who do not).As to whether copied whole passages fromInternet without mentioning the author, only



27% students in grades 4 to 5 say it in front of73% students who do regularly get marksbetween 3 and 4 students with final marksbetween the state and good enough to hiresomeone over the Internet to make them work.We found that most of the people (85% ofresearched students), that received a good mark(3.5) has search on the net for someone to dotheir homework or final work. Very similar is theresults of people that recognize they found awork already completed and copied the pose astheir own. The answers collected show thatstudents with good grades are what make gooduse of information obtained on the Internet, whilethose who make a bad use of it, are what get thelowest scores.

Graph 4. Use of information obtained on theInternet
Internet misuse in the work presented in class

and their influence on the ratings of end of
semester.

According to Gipps, plagiarism is “The use of ideas,concepts, words, or structures without appropriatelyacknowledging the source to benefit in a setting whereoriginality is expected”viii. Due to the large amount ofinformation available on the Internet, plagiarism iswidespread today, especially among secondary schoolpupils and university students, who use theinformation to perform their jobs. Internet providesthousands of documents related to the information weare looking for in seconds, making it much easier toapproach a library and have to consult different booksuntil you find what you're looking for.
The causes of plagiarism are many and range fromthe ignorance of students about the obligation to citethe sources, through laziness and poor organization, tothe ease of copying and pasting entire paragraphs fromthe Internet. Plagiarism is a crime that carriesconsequences. In the case of students, each institutionhas its own rules and between the sanctions availableare the cancellation of registration, public or privatereprimand or even expulsion from the institutionwhere they are conducting their studies. But there maybe legal repercussions, as each time you plagiarize apaper are infringing copyright, which is punishable bylaw even imprisonment.

Very few students admit to having doneconsciously plagiarized (18%) or unconsciously (16%).Only 6% have been discovered confess committingplagiarism and 4% had to face consequences for havingdone so. As to whether plagiarism are differencesbetween performing in a job or career to a job class,40% students (those with ratings between remarkableand honors), see no difference from 28% that they see.Again it is the students with better grades theyconsider that the Internet is better than the books tofind information.

Graph 5. Ciber-plagiarism
III. ConclusionNobody can deny that Internet is one of the firstsources of information for most of us and thisinformation downloaded from Internet has an hugeimpact in our formal and not-formal education habits.In our opinion, teachers in all level of education shouldemphasis the role of e-resources, how should be usedand how to difference a research – scientificinformation of a junk information.In our research we found that Students think that if amaterial is published on the Internet, it should have thesame academic value as a hard copy book. Even thoughthey are aware that anyone with access to a computercan publish on the Web, when using this informationfor homework’s, they use it as it is found.Many students do consciously and give reasons asnot having enough time to conduct the researchrequired by their teachers that the teacher does notcare where they obtained the information providedwhen submitting the work within the prescribedperiod, which plagiarism is an activity accepted by thesociety, etc.. Others simply ignore that must cite thesources from which any information obtained will beused and all quotations must be enclosed in quotes.There are different types of plagiarism: when usingdocuments without citing sources, either by copyingthe entire document or paragraphs without changingeven a comma, or slightly altering the originaldocument, or paraphrasing. Another form of plagiarismwe found is when student cite the sources from whichinformation has been obtained but not properly, sothey are impossible to locate, or copied without writingwhole passages in quotation marks.



It also commits plagiarism when taking ideas fromseveral different sources and combines them all tocreate a document. The student plagiarizes itself whenuse ideas or copy of his other works above. Plagiarismis a widespread activity in the academic world, thatthere are even Web sites where students can downloadschoolwork on various subjects. This has raised theneed for programs like Copy catch or Educated thatteachers use to detect plagiarism in the work of theirstudents. Many institutions have rules about plagiarismand students may face harsh penalties if caughtcommitting plagiarism.But not everything is wrong; nobody can deny thepositive influence of Internet in education andworkplace and one of the positive aspects is thatstudents are using Internet for their first businessexperience and serious research.
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Abstract
In the current era of online processing, maximum of the information is online and hence prone to cyber threats. There

is a huge number of cyber threats and their behaviour is difficult to early understanding and hence difficult to restrict in the early
phases of the cyber-attacks. Cyber-attacks may have some motivation behind them as they may be processed unknowingly. The
attacks that are processed knowingly can be considered as cybercrime and they have serious impacts on the society in the form of
economical disrupt, psychological disorder, threat to National defence etc. Restriction of cybercrimes is dependent on proper
analysis of their behaviour and understanding of their impacts over various levels of society. Therefore, the current manuscript
provides an understanding of cybercrimes and their impacts on society and the future trends of cybercrimes.

Keywords: Cybercrime, Cyber Attacks, Types of Cybercrime, Effects of Cybercrime.

I. IntroductionCurrent era is too fast to utilize the timefactor to improve the performance factor. It is possibleonly through the use of the Internet. The term Internetcan be defined as the collection of millions ofcomputers that provide a network of electronicconnections between the computers. There are millionsof computers connected to the Internet. Everyoneappreciates the use of the Internet; but there is anotherside of the coin is cybercrime by the use of Internet.The term cybercrime can be defined as an actcommitted or omitted in violation of a law forbiddingor commanding it and for which punishment isimposed upon conviction. Cybercrime is a criminalactivity directly related to the use of computers,specifically illegal trespass into the computer system ordatabase of  another, manipulation or theft of stored oron-line data, or sabotage of equipment and data. TheInternet space or cyber space is growing very fast andas a result there is a rapid growth of cybercrimes(Descriptive inferences).
What is Cyber-Crime?While there is no one generally accepteddefinition of cyber-crime, for the purposes of thispaper, the term ‘cyber-crime’ is used to refer to “anycrime that is facilitated or committed using a computer,network or hardware device”. Information andcommunication technologies  such as networkedcomputers provide cheap, fast, secure, anonymouscommunication with multimedia capacity.  They maybe used as a means of communication and organisationto support existing criminal activities, to provide newways of conducting criminal activities, to extend thegeographic reach of criminal activities or to create newtypes of criminal activity.
History of Cyber CrimeCyber Crime Criminals have been usingcomputers to facilitate their criminal activities sincethe advent of the digital age. Computers are a tool thatcriminals use much like a lock picking tool or acounterfeiting machine. Criminals have learned that

computers provide an anonymity that has previouslybeen unattainable in society.
Classification of Cyber crime1. Computer as Target2. Computer as an instrumentality3. Computer as an incidental of other crime4. Crime associated with the prevalence ofcomputers.The above categories are not isolated compartments.Crime may often spill over from one category to theother.
1 . C o m p u t e r a s a t a r g e t o f a c r i m ei. Physical damageii. Theft or destruction of information (data)iii. The spread of viruses, wormsiv. Software piracy, hacking etc.v .  A computer virus is  a  self - replicatingcomputer program written to alter the waya computer operates, without the permission orknowledge of the user.
2. Computer as an instrumentalityThis category includes such crimes whereeither computers or their contents are used infurtherance of crime or those offences which arecommitted by manipulating contents of computersystems. They could include sending e-mails, ransomnotes or manipulating computer contents for creditcard frauds, telecommunication frauds or theft.

3. Computer as incidental of other crimeThis category includes conventional crimes,and with the advent of computer the criminals havestarted using technology as an aid for its perpetuation.They include use of computers in committingconventional crimes like forgery, extortion,kidnapping etc. These crimes are beingcommitted with the help of computers.



4. Crime associated with the prevalence of
computers.

 Copyright violation
 Software piracy
 Component theft etc.

Why Learn About Cyber Crime?Everyone is using Computers from whitecollar criminals to terrorist organizations and fromTeenagers to Adults. Conventional crimes likeForgery, extortion, kidnapping etc . are beingcommitted with the help of computers.i. New generation is growing up with computers.ii. Most Important - Monetary transactions aremoving on to the Internet.
Types of Cyber Crime

1. HackingHacking in simple terms means illegalintrusion into a computer system without thepermission of the computer owner/user.
2. Denial of service attackThis is an act by the criminal, who floods thebandwidth of the victim's network or fills his e-mailbox with spam mail depriving him of the services he isentitled to access or provide.
3. Virus DisseminationMalicious software that attaches itself toother software (virus, worms,  Trojan Horse, Timebomb, Logic Bomb, Rabbit and Bacterium are themalicious software).
4. Software piracyThis crime is theft of software throughillegal copying of genuine programs or thecounterfeiting and distribution of products intended topass for the original. Retail revenue losses worldwide isever increasing and like this crime can be done invarious ways like End user copying, Hard disk loading,Counterfeiting, Illegal downloads from the internet etc.
5. PornographyPornography is the first consistentlysuccessful e-commerce product. By Deceptivemarketing tactics and mouse trapping technologies,Pornography encourages customers to access theirwebsites. Anybody including children can log on to theinternet and access websites with pornographiccontents with a click of the mouse. Publishing,transmitting any material in electronic form which islascivious or appeals to the prurient interest is anoffence under the provisions of section 67 of I.T. Act -2000.
6. IRC CrimeInternet Relay Chat (IRC) servers have chatrooms in which people from any part of the world cancome together and chat with each other. Criminals useit for meeting co-conspirators. Hackers use it fordiscussing their exploits and sharing the techniques.Paedophiles use chat rooms to allure small children. InCyber Stalking, in order to harass a woman, her

telephone number is given to others as if she wants tobefriend a male.
7. Credit card fraudYou simply have to type the credit cardnumber into www page of the vendor for onlinetransaction and if electronic transactions are not thehackers who can misuse this card by impersonating thecredit card owner.
Common types of credit card fraud

 Counterfeit: duplicating legitimate creditcards which are then used for fraudulentactivities
 Card Not Present: unauthorized usage ofcredit card information for fraudulentactivities over the internet, phone or mail
 Lost/Stolen: unauthorized usage of a creditcard as a result of it being lost or stolen
 Identity Theft: obtaining personal orfinancial information of another person forthe purpose of assuming that person's nameto engage in fraudulent activities

8. Net extortionCopying the company's confidential data inorder to extort for a huge amount of money.
9. PhishingIt is technique of pulling out confidentialinformation from the bank/financial institution’saccount holders by deceptive means
A sample of Phishing Email:
From: *****Bank [mail to: support@ ****Bank.com]Sent: 08 June 2004 03:25To: IndiaSubject: Official information from ***** Bank .Dear valued ***** Bank Customer! For securitypurposes your account has been randomly chosen forverification. To verify your account information we areasking you to provide us with all the data we arerequesting. Otherwise we will not be able to verify youridentity and access to your account will be denied.Please click on the link below to get to the bank securePage and verify your account details. Thank you.https://infinity.*****bank.co.in/Verify.jsp****** BankLimited

10. SpoofingGetting one computer on a network topretend to have the identity of another computer,usually one with special access privileges, so as toobtain access to the other computers on the network.
11. Cyber stalkingThe Criminal follows the victim by securedthe credit card numbers can be stolen by sendingemails, entering the chat rooms frequently.
12. Cyber defamationThe criminal sends emails containingdefamatory matters to all concerning the victim orposts the defamatory matters on a website.



13. ThreateningThe criminal sends threatening emails orcomes in contact in chat rooms with the victim.(Anyone disgruntled may do this against his/her boss,friend or official)
14. Salami attackIn such crimes the criminal makesinsignificant changes in such a manner that suchchanges would get unnoticed. The criminal makes sucha program that deducts a small amount like per monthfrom the account of all the customers of the Bank anddeposits the same in his account. In this case, noaccount holder will approach the bank for such a smallamount but the criminal gains a huge amount of money.
Sale of narcoticsSale & Purchase of narcotics can be donethrough the Internet. There are web sites which offersale and Shipment of contrabands drugs. They may usethe techniques of stenography for hiding the messages.
Email related crime1. Email spoofing2. Sending malicious codes through email3. Email bombing4. Sending threatening emails5. Defamatory emails6. Email frauds
Hacker Profile“Hackers” is a term that is currently used toidentify individuals who break into computers. Hackerscan be of any age, creed or nationality. Hackers havegained a negative image due to their exploits in the pastfew years. Hackers may commit their criminal activityfor excitement, the challenge or monetary reasons.Hackers tend to be young males who have extremelyhigh intelligence and curiosity. There has been anincrease in the number of females who have acquiredthe skills to break into computer systems. Hackers mayorganize themselves into hacking groups, who will insome cases, compete against other hacker groups inorder to see who can exploit the most computers in aset time frame.
Cyber CriminalsThe advent of the Internet allows cybercriminals to conduct an illegal activity from a computerfar away from where the crime is actually taking place.A criminal can break into a computer network, acontinent away and steal a credit card and bankinginformation without having to be physically present atthe scene. Criminals are using computers to conductnarcotics trafficking, child pornography, bank fraud,etc. using a computer and the Internet as a vehicle forillegal activity. Law enforcement officials need to beaware of the many methods that criminals use and howto respond to this new and emerging crime scene.Criminals also form into cyber gangs that may bedispersed across the continent. They utilize the specificskills of individuals who may be proficient at breakinginto 55 data bases. These cyber criminals typically use“handles” or “NIC’s” to identify themselves to the group.

Cybercrime OverviewCyber criminals typically follow amethodology when they are conducting their illegalactivity. The process is based on their experienceacquired through attempting to break into a computer,and subsequently breaking into computer systems.This provides a scope to the law enforcers a ModusOperandi (MO) with patterns (Under InformationTechnology Act 2000) that prosecutors and police canuse to build their case. Law enforcement officialsshould establish databases on the MO of cybercriminals in their sectors. Cyber criminals will typicallyneed to use a computer network that is difficult if notimpossible to identify. This is done to make it difficultfor law enforcement officials to identify the perpetratorof the cybercrime. Cyber criminals will “hack” into avictim computer or will use cyber cafes to commit theirillegal activity.
Distribution of Targets

Source : https:// legaleagleslawblog.wordpress.com/2013/08/10/cyber-crimes-are-real/
1,791 Cybercrime cases registered in India in 2011There are many crimes committed usingcomputers and they can be detected only through ourdependence of technology. Criminals have beenarrested for tampering with computer sourcedocuments, hacking with computer systems, obscenepublications and transmission in electronic forms andother crimes committed by using computers. The tablegiven below presents detailed information about thekind of Cybercrimes committed in India, the casesregistered and the number of persons arrested underI.T Act during the year 2008-2011.



Cybercrime/Cases Registered and Person Arrested Under IT Act during 2008 – 2011

Sl.
No Crime Heads

Cases Registered
%

Variati
on in
2011
over
2010

Person Arrested
%

Variati
on in
2011
over
2010

2008 2009 2010 2011 2008 2009 2010 2011

1. TamperingComputer sourcedocuments 26 21 64 94 46.9 26 6 79 66 -16.5

2.
Hacking withComputer system1.Loss/damage toComputerresource utility 58 115 346 826 138.7 41 63 233 487 109.0

2. Hacking 82 118 164 157 -4.3 15 44 61 65 6.6

3. Obscenepublication/transmission inelectronic form 105 139 328 496 51.2 90 141 361 443 22.7

4.
Failure1.Ofcompliance/orders of certifyingauthority 1 3 2 6 200 1 2 6 4 -33.3

2. To assist indecrypting theinformationintercepted theGovt. Agency 0 0 0 3 - 0 0 0 0 @

5. Unauthorizedaccess/ attemptaccess toprotectedcomputer system 3 7 3 5 66.7 0 1 16 15 -6.3

6.
Obtaining licenceor DigitalSignaturecertificate bymispresentaions/suppression offact

0 1 9 6 33.3 11 0 1 0 -100

7. Publishing fakeDigital SignatureCertificate 0 1 2 3 50.0 0 0 0 1 -

8. Fraud DigitalSignatureCertificate 3 4 4 12 300.0 3 0 6 8 33.3

9. Breach ofConfidentiality 8 10 15 26 73.3 3 3 5 27 440.010. Others 4 1 30 157 423.3 0 0 0 68 -

Total 288 420 966 1791 85.4 154 178 288 1184 311.1

Source:http://ncrb.nic.in



Effects of Cybercrime:While discussing the effects of computercrime on our world, due to computer crimes, there is aloss of billions of dollar annually. Computer crime isincreasing every day and it is creating big losses at thecompany level and at individual level stock losses. If wetalk about computer crimes, it may be 15 U.S dollars atindividual level; but it is very large at corporate level,i.e. 225 billion U.S dollars. So loss due to computercrimes can vary between15 U.S dollars to 225 billionU.S dollars.The United States is leading in cyber-attackswith about 35 % in total of the world, followed bySouth Korea with about 12 %. Hackers and cybercriminals reside or flourish in countries having fewcomputer crimes laws. From these countries, they caneasily attack rich countries. Due to increasingComputer crimes throughout the world, insurancecompanies are providing insurance against computercrimes. After an attack on a firm, the firm losses itsprice in the stock market by 1 % - 5 % and thereforethe companies suffer the loss at company level, but thestock holders also bear the price due to decrease in thestock price.A company suffers losses due to computercrime, when a hacker steals confidential informationand future plans of the company. The hacker simplysells the information to a competitor company and theyuse the information to get benefits.Wastage of time is another problem becausemany IT personnel instead of spending fordevelopment have to spend a lot of time in handlingharmful incidents, which may be caused due tocomputer crimes, and much time would be needed torecover from the loss.When a hacker enters into an organizationand steals confidential information from the company,the people who entrust with the company, lose theirconfidence due to leakage of confidential informationlike credit cards of customers; and will move tosomeone else who could protect their confidentialinformation.Computer crime reduces the productivity ofa company as a company will take measures to protectfrom cybercrime, and there will be more passwordentering or other acts.Computer crimes will increase the cost, ascompanies must buy a strong security software toreduce the chances of attacks by viruses and malware.In some cases, the victim of the cybercrime may noteven know that he has been attacked, and the culpritsare so clever that they do not leave even a small clue.When you use credit card at a store, thetransitions are encrypted and sent to the internet andthe internet is available globally. Hackers are smart andthey decrypt the information in a few minutes.

There are a few solutions and safetymeasures like antivirus and antispyware tools,firewalls, Cryptography.Cyber ethics and laws have been formulatedto stop cybercrimes. The internet service providershave to take adequate efforts provide secured internetconnections to keep the users safe from the cyber-attacks. It may be concluded that computer crime isa serious criminal act and should be punished severelyand there should be strict laws against cyber criminals.
ConclusionNo one could deny that the Internet haschanged our lives, our culture, and our society incountless ways over the past twenty years. The entirephenomenon is still so new, in fact, that we are yet todiscover exactly how we are impacted by it, and inwhat new ways it will continue to impact us in thefuture. We cannot say for certain, what new advancesthe internet will give us, what new art forms, socialclasses, or subcultures it will engender. So also wecannot predict all the dangers which it introduces.Cyber-crime is also necessarily very new. As soon asthere was an internet, there were criminals operatingto exploit it, with all new technology. We must do ourbest to keep one step ahead of cyber-crime, in order toprotect ourselves. At the very least, we cannot afford tofall too far behind.
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Abstract
The study is intended to understand the effect of three types of organizational justice – Distributive, procedural

and Interactional justice on two dimensions of organizational citizenship behavior- Individual (OCBI) and Organizational
(OCBO). A survey was conducted upon 120 academic staffs of working in Engineering Colleges at Nellore District, Andhra
Pradesh. Pearson correlation coefficients, multiple linear regression and hierarchical regression have been used to measure
the data. No significant relationship found between distributive justice and OCBI and OCBO. However, it is found that as the
education worker’s perception of procedural and interactional justice in the workplace increase, they are more willing to
practice positive behaviors toward their organization in term of OCBI and OCBO.

Keywords: Organizational Citizenship Behavior, Organizational Justice, Higher Education Institution.

I.IntroductionIn the present scenario of competitiveworld organizations need to put efforts to attainorganizational effectiveness to face the competition.Hence, achieving organizational effectiveness is theresponsibility of each individual in the organization.Organizational effectiveness can be achieved throughorganizational citizenship behavior (OCB), hence OCBis a crucial factor (Farh, et al. 1997). Bateman andOrgan (1983) were the first in using this term“organizational citizenship” in order to define theworker behavior which was not prescribed butoccurred freely to help others in achieving the differenttask and mission.Greenberg (1990b) advised research onorganizational justice have a potential to explain manyorganizational outcomes. Organizational justice isperception of employees about the fair treatment intheir jobs and its influence on other work relatedvariables (Moorman, 1991). It implies that whensubordinates are treated fairly throughout theorganization, they are likely to feel the need for areciprocal social exchange relation with theorganization (Giap et al., 2005). However, little workshave focused on the relation between organizationaljustice and extra role behavior (OCB). Hence the mainobjective of this study is to investigate the effect oforganizational justice upon the organizationalcitizenship behavior in the Engineering Collegescontext; more specifically, to examine the effect of threetypes of organizational justice (distributive, procedural,and interactional justice) upon two dimensions oforganizational citizenship behaviors (OCB), i.e., OCBIand OCBO.
2. Literature Review

2.1 Organizational Citizenship Behavior (OCB)According to Organ (1990), organizationalcitizenship behaviors are work–related behaviors thatare discretionary, not related to the formalorganizational reward system, and in the aggregatepromote the effective functioning of the organization.This definition includes three main features of OCB.First, the behavior must be voluntary. Second thebehavior benefit from the organization perspective.

Third, organizational citizenship behavior havemultidimensional nature (Bogler and Somech, 2005).Moreover, organizations citizenship behavior (OCB) isbehavior that extends beyond that required by anorganization in a formal job description and refer toactions performed by employee, which surpass theminimum role requirement expected by organizationand promote the welfare of co-workers, work groups,or the organization (Lovell, 1999).Williams and Anderson (1991) identifiedtwo broad dimensions of OCB as: (i) OCBO or generalcompliance behaviors that is directed toward theorganization benefit in general (e.g., adhere toorganization informal rules), and (ii) OCBI or altruisticbehaviors that immediately benefit specific individualswithin the organization and indirectly through thismeans contribute to the organization effectiveness(e.g., help other who have been absent).
2.2 Organizational JusticeThe description and explanation of fairnessin the workplace is known as organizational justice(Coetzee, 2004). Rawls (1971) stated that justice is theprimary virtue of social organization. Colquitt et al.,(2001) defined organizational justice as the focus onantecedents and consequences of two types ofsubjective perceptions, namely the fairness of outcomedistribution and allocation and the fairness of theprocedures used to determine outcome distributionsand allocations. Several studies have examinedorganizational justice (Greenberg, 1987, 1990a, b;Moorman, 1991; Tyler, 1989). These studies resulted inthe emergence of several approaches to just. In generalthere are three dimensions of OJ, namely: distributivejustice, procedural justice, and interactional justice(Bies and Moag, 1986; Tyler and Bies, 1990).
2.3 Organizational Justice and OCBResearch constantly shows that individualbehavior in workplace is affected by perception oforganizational justice (Colquitt et al., 2001). Forexample, researchers have found that employeesperform organizational citizenship behaviors to theirsupervisor and organization, and demonstrate higherlevels of commitment to their organization and



supervisor in exchange for fair treatment, procedures,and outcomes (Bobocel and Holmvall, 1999, 2001;Byrne and Cropanzano, 2000). Employees perceive theoutcomes of their evaluations to be fair or perceive theprocess by which outcome allocation decisions aremade to be fair, they will be likely to reciprocate byperforming behaviors to benefit their organization thatgo beyond the in-role performance of their jobs(Niehoff and Moorman, 1993). Furthermore, Williamset al. (2002) indicated that the likelihood oforganizational citizenship behaviors increased whenemployee perceptions of fair treatment by supervisorsbecame more positive.
3.Hypothesis

H1a: Distributive justice will be significantly positively
related to OCBI in engineering colleges
H1b: Distributive justice will be significantly positively
related to OCBO in engineering colleges
H2a: Procedural justice will have a significant positive
effect on employee OCBI in engineering colleges
H2b: Procedural justice will have significant positive
effect on employee OCBO in engineering colleges
H3a: The interactional justice will have significant
positive effect on OCBI in engineering colleges
H3b: The interactional justice will have significant
positive effect on OCBO in engineering colleges

4. Research MethodologyThis study is conducted to understand the effect ofthree types of organizational justice – Distributive,procedural and Interactional justice on two dimensionsof organizational citizenship behavior- Individual(OCBI) and Organizational (OCBO). This study isconducted among the faculty members of engineeringcolleges in Nellore Dist of Andhra Pradesh.Self administered questionnaire has beenemployed for completing the research objectives. Thequestionnaire was consisted of three parts: (i)demographic characteristics of the respondents, (ii)measuring the OCBO and OCBI, and (iii) measuring thedistributive justice, procedural justice, andinteractional justice. The respondents were asked torate on 5-point Likert scale from “strongly agree” to“strongly disagree”. The study has collected opinionsfrom 120 faculty members from various EngineeringColleges. Correlation analysis was employed toanalyze the direction of relationship between thedimensions of Organizational Justice andOrganizational Citizenship Behavior variables.Regression analysis is employed to understand themagnitude of variance explained by the OrganizationalJustice on Organizational Citizenship Behavior.
5.Finding and DiscussionThe following Table 1 explains the statisticdetails of demographic factors like Age Group, Gender,Year of Experience, Qualification and Designation. It isobserved from the data, there are 54 (45%) ofrespondents are in the age groups of 25-30 years,39(32.5%) of 31-40 Years, 15(12.5%), 8(6.6%) and

4(3.3%) of years. The sample comprised 74(61.6%)male and 46 (38.3%) female faculty. Around 63(52.5%)faculty members have 0-5 Years of Experience,30(25%) faculty have 6-10 Years, 17(14%) facultyhave 11-15 Years, 7(5.8%) faculty have 15-20 Yearsand 3(2.5%) faculty have 20 and above years ofexperience.
Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Demographic

factors of Faculty

S.no Demographic Factors Responden
ts

%1 AgeGroup 25-30 Years 54 4531-40 Years 39 32.541-50 Years 15 12.551-60 Years 8 6.660 andAbove Years 4 3.32 Gender Male 74 61.6Female 46 38.33 Year ofExperience 0-5 Years 63 52.56-10 Years 30 2511-15 Years 17 1415-20 Years 7 5.820 andabove Years 3 2.54 Qualification Graduation 16 13.3PostGraduation 62 51.6NET/SLET(CSIR) 25 20.8M. Phil 10 8.33Ph. D 7 5.85 Designation AssistantProfessor 76 63.3AssociateProfessor 19 15.8Professor 15 12.5Others 10 8.33Around 16 (13.3%) faculty have graduationdegree, 62(51.6%) have Post Graduation, 25(20.8%)faculty have NET/SLET. 10 (8.33%) have M. Phil and7(5.8%) faculty have PhD degree. 76(63.3%) facultyare Assistant Professor, 19(15.8%) faculty areAssociate Professor, 15(12.5%) faculty are Professorand 10(8.3%) faculty have other designation likevisiting and guest faculty.In table 2 faculty tends to performOrganizational Citizenship Behavior toward theircoworkers and supervisor with a weighted mean of 4.1and towards organization with a weighted mean of 3.2that are beyond their job requirement. Furthermore, itcan be seen that the employee perception of proceduraljustice (Weighted Mean Score= 1.9) is lower than thedistributive (Weighted Mean Score= 2.3) andinteractional justice (Weighted Mean Score= 2.1).Therefore it can be said that the employee perceptionof organizational justice (Weighted Mean Score= 2.21)was low, which implies that the employees havenegative perception regarding the fairness within theirworkplace.



Table 2: Cronbach’s Alpha and Weighted Means
S. No Variables No of

items
Cronbach’s
Alpha

Weighted
Means1 Organizational Justice-Interactional 4 0.601 2.12 Organizational Justice-Procedural 4 0.651 1.93 Organizational Justice-Distributive 5 0.721 2.34 Organizational Citizenship Behaviour-Individual (OCBI) 5 0.772 4.15 Organizational Citizenship Behaviour-Organizational(OCBO) 5 0.741 3.26 Organizational Justice 13 0.68 2.217 Organizational Citizenship Behaviour 10 0.75 3.65

Source :Computed Data

Correlation AnalysisThe correlation analysis was done betweenthree dimensions of organizational justice variables(Independent Variables) and two dimensions oforganizational citizenship behavior variables(Dependent Variable). Testing the research hypotheseswas made based on the significance of the Pearson
Correlation Coefficients calculated for pairs ofvariables. The test for correlation was done for everyindependent variable with dependent variables. Table-3 shows the SPSS output of the Pearson correlation andregression analysis tests of all the variables identifiedas organizational justice variables and employeebehaviors identified as OCB.

Table 3: Correlation and Regression Analysis of Job SatisfactionOJI = Organizational Justice-Interactional, OJD = Organizational Justice-Distributive, OJP = Organizational Justice-Procedural, OCBI= Organizational citizenship Behavior-Individual, OCBO= Organizational citizenship Behavior-Organizational, OCB = Organizational Citizenship Behavior, OJ = Organizational Justice.
Relationship CorrelationCoefficientr Sig Regression CoefficientR2 Sig Hypothesis(Supported/NotSupported)OJD OCBI 0.42** .001 .17 .000 H1a supportedOJD OCBO 0.38* .034 .14 .064 H1a supportedOJP OCBI 0.31** .008 .09 .016 H2a supportedOJP OCBO 0.48* .015 .23 .030 H2a supportedOJI OCBI 0.56* .023 .31 .046 H3a SupportedOJI OCBO 0.62* .012 .38 .024 H3b SupportedOJ OCB 0.44* .013 .19 .026** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed); * Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Distributive Justice

H1a: Distributive justice will be significantly positivelyrelated to OCBI in engineering colleges. It is understoodfrom the above table 3, Distributive Justice is havingpositive and significant relationship withOrganizational Citizenship Behavior- Individual (OCBI)(r=0.42, p < 0.00). The independent variableDistributive Justice is able to explain 17% of variance inOCBI (r2 = 0.17, p < 0.00). Hence H1a is accepted
H1b: Distributive justice will be significantly positivelyrelated to OCBO in engineering colleges. From theabove table it can viewed that distributive justice ishaving positive correlation with Organizational

Citizenship Behavior-Organizational (OCBO) (r= 0.38,p<0.05). It is evident from the above data DistributiveJustice is able to explain 14% of variance in OCBO, buthowever it is insignificant. Since, we are looking therelationship between the variables, H1b can beaccepted.
H2a: Procedural justice will have a significant positiveeffect on employee OCBI in engineering colleges. It isevident from the above table that Procedural justice ishaving significant relationship with OrganizationalCitizenship Behavior- Individual (OCBI) (r=0.42, p <0.00). Further, Procedural Justice is able to explain 9%of variance in Organizational Citizenship Behavior-Individual (OCBI) (r2 =0.09, p < 0.05).



H2b: Procedural justice will have significant positiveeffect on employee OCBO in engineering colleges.Analysis revealed that Procedural Justice is havingrelationship with Organizational Citizenship Behavior-Organizational (OCBO) (r=0.48, p < 0.05). It is evidentfrom the above table that Procedural Justice is able toexplain 23% of variance in Organizational CitizenshipBehavior- Organizational (OCBO) (r2 =0.23, p < 0.05).
H3a: The interactional justice will have significantpositive effect on OCBI in engineering colleges. Fromthe above table 3 it can be interpreted thatinteractional justice is having significant relationshipwith Organizational Citizenship Behavior- Individual(OCBI) (r =0.56, p < 0.05). Further it is evident thatinteractional justice is able to explain 31% of variancein Organizational Citizenship Behavior- Individual(OCBI) (r2 =0.31, p < 0.05).
H3b: The interactional justice will have significantpositive effect on OCBO in engineering colleges. It isevident from the above table that interactional justicehas significant positive effect on OrganizationalCitizenship Behavior- Organizational (OCBO) (r=0.62, p< 0.05). Further, interactional justice is able to explain38% of variance in Organizational CitizenshipBehavior- Organizational (OCBO) (r2 =0.38, p < 0.05).
6. ConclusionThe findings from this study indicate thatthe overall organizational justice positively andsignificantly was associated with OCB (r= .44,p < 0.05).Possible explanation for this result is that when peoplebelieve that they have been treated fairly by theirorganization they are more willing to behavealtruistically toward their organization (Greenberg,1993). Hence this study result is in consistent withOrgan and Moorman (1993) that indicate for thepositive effect of workplace fairness on workersattitudes and behaviors.
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Immersive learning through theatreImagine engaging multiple senses within a learning environment. Class room subjects come alive and studentscan experience their lessons than just read their textbooks and watch videos. Immersive learning is about experiencingand interacting with classroom subjects through theatre based learning tools. From my experience in using theatre forlearning, students are able to understand and appreciate the nuances and the format helps them remember what theyexperience. Here are five ways in which theatre impacts students and their learning process.Firstly, theatre opens an individual's imagination, making the impossible possible. A room filled up withchairs and tables ends up becoming the Amazon Rain forest. A room of bookshelves becomes a cricket stadium. Youbecome a rock star. Theatre enables you to be anything you imagine yourself to be. All this sounds awesome right?, buthere's what it actually does. While one is thinking of a cricket stadium, they are thinking of the kind of the people inthere, the atmosphere, the colours, the sounds and cheers of the environment, the teams at play, the popcorn, thescoreboard and much more. When one is thinking about the scoreboard, one is imagining the size of it, it's colour, thefont in which the letters are written, where it's located, how it's changing.. so on and so forth. Apart from enablingimagination, theatre actually facilitates detailed discoveries. In a really short span of time, the mind is trained to processimages of such fine detail. This, over time shapes the individual’s ability of visualisation, which in turn shapes the wayyou end up defining and talking about things you see and things you imagine. You also end up looking at the finer detailsof things in reality, which means theatre trains you to be a better observer. Through theatre training all this ends upbeing fed into the subconscious, that you end up doing this naturally :-) So, theatre trained individuals develop a veryvisual way of thinking and this helps them conceptualise quicker and in finer detail. When students develop this skillearly on, they turn out to be far more creative and detailed in things they do and they also find news ways to expressthemselves.Second, theatre gives you the possibility of playing with the rules. This means concepts of space, time,distance, gravity and the laws of nature can be pulled, pushed and stretched. This is when the scoreboard is suspendedin mid air or is bouncing around the stadium or when it decides to do a quick jig when the ball is hit for a 6 ! Theatretraining enables the individual to think differently and when one begins to play with the rules, concepts of real arepushed to create new things and new ways of doing things. This is how creative thought occurs and theatre definitelyhelps channelise that. This is not to say that those who do not do theatre are not creative. It's just that when onecombines this ability with their innate skills, they figure out new ways of doing things.Thirdly, putting yourself out there. Put simply, this helps you develop the guts and confidence. When youplay out our imagination, using your body, you figure out what you can do and how it is being received. You get morecomfortable with your body, how it moves, how it reacts to stimuli and how it responds to different situations. You areable to come in contact with your own body at different energy levels, from a high action state to a state of sloppybehaviour. So, it gives you a "Been there done that" feeling, which automatically steps up your confidence levels aboutthe things you take on. This builds their confidence levels immensely and one will notice students activelyparticipating and seeking more.Four, working together. Theatre training sessions expose you to how silly you can be and how the mostcreative things come out of being silly. The training exposes you to how people think about the same things in a reallydifferent way, because their definition of detail is different from yours and the way they choose to play with rules isagain very different from what you chose to do. So, you are able to acknowledge that there is no one way and at thesame time appreciate the differences and look at how those can be worked on together, to create another outcomealtogether.Five, Risk. Theatre prepares you for the unexpected. From actors forgetting a cue, to a prop not being available,to the lights just switching off suddenly, anything can happen, but we play on, taking these occurrences in our stride andusing them to our advantage. This helps build spontaneity, which again is because your mind has built the ability toprocess really quick and coupled with confidence, you are just ready to take on more. Theatre training increases your riskappetite. You become more willing to try out new things and take on new roles. In this process, you end up making newerdiscoveries.It's an amazing feeling to discover something new about yourself, and the more often that happens, the nicer it is.The other advantage of theatre training is that it also helps you to make discoveries about other people, in a way thatthey never knew existed - A sense of shared discovery, through shared doing. Wonderful, is it not? Let's keepdiscovering through theatre. - Aruna Ganesh Ram, Artistic Director, Visual Respiration (www.visualrespiration.com)




